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ACTS OF SYNOD
of the
FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
In Session at St. George, ON
June 3-8, 2013
**************

SESSION I: Monday June 4, 2013
Article 1 - Opening
Synod is opened with a worship service commencing at 7:30 p.m. Rev.
H. Van Essen, on behalf of the convening church of Mitchell leads the
service. His sermon, entitled “Living or Being Lived as Churches” is
based on 1 John 5:11-12. The sermon’s theme was “The church may not
allow her life to be manipulated from the outside because her life is the
life of her Lord.”
After the service and a recess for coffee, Rev. J. Overduin calls the
delegates to order at 9:20 p.m. We sing Psalter 354 after which Rev. J.
Overduin reads Ephesians 4:1-6, 15-16 and leads in prayer. He
welcomes all present. An announcement is made on behalf of the
hosting church regarding various logistical arrangements.

Article 2 – Presentation of Credentials
The credentials are presented and found to be in good order. The roll call
indicates that the following delegates have been sent by the churches:
Abbotsford
Bornholm
Brantford
Calgary
Chatham
Chilliwack
Dundas
Fenwick
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Lacombe
Langley

Elder K. Noordam
Rev. D. H. Kranendonk
Elder J. Benjamins
Rev. H. Overduin
Rev. T. Bergsma
Rev. J. Koopman
Rev. L. J. Bilkes
Rev. H. Bergsma
Elder D. Faasse
Elder C. Keuning
Rev. S. Dibbett
Rev. T. Aicken
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Elder S. Groenveld
Elder A. Pol
Rev. R. VanDoodewaard
Elder R. Pennings
Elder J. Roffel
Elder J. VanMuyen
Elder T. Brouwer
Elder R. Laman
Elder H. Kleyn
Elder S. Kranendonk
Elder P. J. Van Iperen
Elder J. VanderZwan
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London
Mitchell
Monarch
Pompton Plains
St. George
St. Thomas

Elder R. Koopman
Rev. J. Overduin
Rev. E. Moerdyk
Rev. J. Lewis
Rev. J. Schoeman
Elder A. VanDyk

Vineland

Elder H. Piersma

Elder G. Flanagan
Elder G. Pol
Elder E. Sluijmers
Elder H. Driesse
Elder W. Stryker
Deacon B. VanMeppelenScheppink
Elder A. Brouwer

A motion is made to allow Deacon VanMeppelen-Scheppink full voting
rights at Synod.
Carried.

Article 3 – Election of Executive
Synod being legally constituted, the officers of Synod are elected by open
ballot.
The following brothers are elected as officers of synod:
President
Rev. D. Kranendonk
Vice-President
Rev. J. Schoeman
First Clerk
Rev. E. Moerdyk
Second Clerk
Rev. J. Koopman
The executive is seated and Rev. Kranendonk thanks the delegates for
the confidence expressed through the vote. He thanks the Rev. J.
Overduin for leading the opening session, the Mitchell consistory for their
work as convening church, Rev. Van Essen for leading the prayer
service, and the Dundas and St. George congregation for their work in
preparing for and hosting Synod.

Article 4 - Agreement with Three Forms of Unity
Rev. Kranendonk reads the Public Declaration of Agreement and the
delegates stand to express their agreement.
After the brothers sing Psalter 94:1,4,5, Rev. Kranendonk leads in a
closing prayer. At 10:15 p.m., the meeting stands adjourned until 9 a.m..

**********************

SESSION II: Tuesday June 4, 2013
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At 9:00 a.m., the chairman calls the meeting to order. He welcomes Dr.
G.M. Bilkes to lead in opening devotions. We sing Psalter 186 and Dr.
Bilkes reads Philippians 3 and leads in prayer.
Dr. Bilkes notes that institutions tend to produce their opposites and that
this is also true in spiritual life. Many seminaries and churches are first
built on the scriptures but a century later end up embracing syncretism
and the gospel and is nowhere to be found. The context of Philippians 3
is a concern regarding the Judaizers who would subvert the gospel that
Paul preached. They would draw converts away from simplicity of
salvation that they had in Christ. Paul arms his reader by three means.
First, he gives a command: “Rejoice in the Lord” (v.1). He means not a
shallow optimism but gospel joy. Second, he gives is a caution: “Beware
of dogs, beware of evil workers, beware of the concision” (v2). This triple
“beware sign” calls for vigilance. Third, he gives a clarification: “for we
are the circumcision which worship God in the spirit and rejoice in the
Christ Jesus and have no confidence in the flesh” (v.3). Bilkes expounds
this clarification as “life under the knife,” showing the necessity, the
beauty, and the strategy that this text implies. If our churches are going
to avoid the opposite of what we intended to be, the members of our
churches and we as delegates need to know individually the inward
circumcision of the heart so we can say in truth, “we are the
circumcision.” The beauty of this is described as “worshipping God in the
spirit”, a “rejoicing (or boasting or glorying) in Christ Jesus”, and a
reliance on him so “that we have no confidence in the flesh.” Paul’s
strategy is to bring to the minds and hearts of the Philippians that the only
way forward is to know who we are in Christ, “we are the circumcision of
God.” After prayer, we sing Psalter 308:1.
The chair acknowledges the presence of the students from Rehoboth
Christian School of Copetown. He notes the presence of the theological
students, Dr. Murray, the various advisors, and Rev. Douglas Gebbie
from the Presbyterian Reformed Churches.

Article 5 –Roll Call
The roll is called and all are present.

Article 6- Appointments
The executive recommends the following appointments:
a. As Assistant Clerks –Ray Pennings and John Procee
To appoint Elder Ray Pennings and Student John Procee
as assistants to the First and Second Clerks of Synod.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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b. As Treasurer of Synod – Brother J.D. Tamminga
c. As Advisors to Synod – Rev. C. Pronk, Rev. G. Hamstra,
Rev. C.A. Schouls, Rev. P. VanderMeyden, Rev. H. Van
Essen, Rev. K. Gangar, Dr. L.W. Bilkes, Dr. G..M. Bilkes,
and Rev. K. Herfst.
d. To prepare the Press Release – Rev. E. Moerdyk
e. To prepare a report for the Messenger- Rev. S. Dibbett
The following schedule is recommended for meeting times:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

9:00 opening
10:30 coffee
12:30 lunch
1:30 afternoon
3:00 coffee
5:30 dinner
6:30 evening session begins

Article 7 – Adoption of Agenda
A motion is made to adopt the agenda as presented.
Moved/Seconded/Carried.
It is to be noted that the letter of appeal should not have been circulated
with the agenda (Note page 60 of the Church Order document –
Supplement C-2 Guidelines for Synodical Procedure.)

Article 8 - Adoption of Public Acts
A motion is made to adopt the 2012 Acts of Synod as published.
Moved/Seconded/Carried.

Article 9 – Treasurer of Synod
Br. J.D. Tamminga presents his report. A note is taken that the fall
committee meetings are likely to be held in Dundas in accordance with
the guidelines for synodical meetings.
The following recommendations are considered:
1. To maintain the annual quota of $12.00 per member for the year
2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2. To continue to pay 85% of the car allowance as reported by the
National Joint Council for the Province of Ontario. (These rates
are published on a quarterly basis, January 1, April 1, July 1, and
October 1. As of April 1, 2013 - 85% of $0.55 = $0.4675)
Clarification is given that this concerns travel payments
from the Synodical fund for denominational work.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. To approve the attached Financial Statements and the actions of
the Treasurer of Synod.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 10 – Interchurch Relations Committee
Rev. L.J. Bilkes presents on behalf of the committee. He conveys official
greetings from the Hersteld Hervormde Kerk (HHK) and the Reformed
Presbyterian Church of Ireland. He notes that the committee has sought
to provide the additional information regarding the Korean Presbyterian
Church but has been unable to do so. Consequently, the committee will
not be making a recommendation regarding this denomination’s
application to NAPARC. He notes that St. Thomas has invited a PRTS
student from a denomination with which we have no corresponding
relationship on their pulpit, which is not in accordance with the guidelines.
A discussion follows in which the following major points are made.
•

•

Some ask why we have a relationship with Reformed Presbyterian
Churches of Ireland but not their sister churches in Scotland and
North America. The committee representatives note the relational
connections that have developed over time with the Irish
representatives at the ICRC. Although subsequent contacts with
Scottish and North American RPC men have developed, the nature
of the relationship remains different.
It is clarified that the decision regarding the Korean Presbyterian
Church does not need to be made by November’s NAPARC
meeting. There is an understanding within NAPARC that different
denominations have different synodical schedules. A new
denomination is not admitted into the membership of NAPARC until
a majority of the current member denominations have agreed, a
process that often can take several years.

The committee’s recommendations are considered in turn.
1

To approve the list of non-FRC ministers granted permission to
preach on our pulpits for one year;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2

To approve of sending Rev. J. Schoeman, Mr. E. Laman and Mr.
H. Vandoodewaard as delegates to the November 2013 NAPARC
meeting in East Flat Rock, North Carolina;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

3

To approve of sending Revs. L.W. Bilkes and P. VanderMeyden
as delegates to the 2013 ICRC meeting in Wales;
A discussion is held regarding the necessity of sending two
delegates for cost reasons. The committee reports that this
has been considered however since we as a denomination
have two votes, it is prudent to send two delegates.
Moved/Seconded/Carried.

4. To approve of sending Rev. Moerdyk as delegate to the 2013
Synod of the CGK.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
5. To approve the combined HRC-FRC office-bearer’s conference on
church unity for March 2014;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
6. To approve of sending Rev. Schoeman and Mr. E. Laman as
delegates to the April 2014 Synod of the HRC in Jordan.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
7. To approve entering into a Limited Contact relationship with the
OPC.
Rev. Schoeman outlines the several years of discussion
that led to this recommendation. There have been
hesitations regarding our relationship given the breadth of
perspectives present in the OPC; however, the experience
with the representatives of the OPC’s external contact
committee has been positive and has warranted
proceeding to the limited contact level so that we can get
to know each other better in a more formal matter.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
8. To table the request of Grand Rapids re. Dr. Murray;
It is agreed to deal with this matter later in the agenda.
9. To accept the resignation of Rev. Schouls;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
10. To approve the reappointment of Rev. L.J. Bilkes, L.W. Bilkes,
and J. Schoeman as primary member for a three year term;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
-9-
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11. To approve the appointment of Rev. Pronk as ex officio member
for a three year term;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
12. To approve the appointment of Mr. C. Keuning and Mr. H.
VanDoodewaard as primary member and Mr. A. De Vries as
alternate member for a three-year term;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 11 – Executive Session I
A matter relating to the work of the Inter church Relations Committee is
discussed in executive session.

Article 12 – Request to Examine Dr. Murray
The recommendation regarding the request of Grand Rapids to examine
of Dr. Murray is considered. The Grand Rapids consistory highlights the
providential way in which the relationship between their congregation and
Dr. Murray has developed. The consistory acknowledges the unique
opportunities that their proximity to the seminary provides, also in building
relationships with students who may be seeking a denomination in which
to serve. The church visitors and theological education committee
representatives also note that they had been consulted on the matter and
it is before us in good order. The Theological Education Committee
recommends that the proposal that Dr. Murray be considered for
appointment as a Professor of Theology should be dealt with after he has
been installed in one of our churches.
A discussion is held focusing on the relationship between the holding of
the office of minister and the office of Professor of Theology. Some
concerns about calling a pastor to serve part-time are also raised. The
particular arrangement under consideration is new to our denomination.
The rare attempts to serve as pastor and full-time instructor in our Dutch
sister-churches were short-lived, but pastors have taught part-time at the
Dutch theological school. In our own federation, the practice of pastors
teaching seminary courses is well-established.
There is general agreement that synod should proceed to examine Dr.
Murray with a view to his eligibility for calling as a pastor in the FRC
(which is the primary request of the Grand Rapids consistory), rather than
Professor of Theology, and leave the issue of the contents of the Grand
Rapids call (regarding a reduced workload) for the local consistory to
determine.
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Following the discussion, the Grand Rapids delegates agree that Synod
examine Dr. Murray only in regards to his eligibility for call as a pastor,
leaving the matter of his appointment as a Professor for a future time.
A motion is made and seconded:
That Synod proceed to examine Dr. Murray in response to Grand
Rapids request to call him as a pastor with a view to considering
whether he should made eligible for such a call.
Carried.

A clarification is provided regarding the process that St. Thomas followed
regarding inviting an ineligible student to serve on their pulpit. St. Thomas
accepts admonishment of not having followed proper procedure.
The final recommendation of the committee is considered.
13. To approve the actions of this committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
Herman Den Hollander is invited to speak and introduce the students of
Rehoboth Christian School who are attending Synod as part of their
curriculum involving church government.

Article 13 – Theological Student Support Committee
The report is tabled and the recommendations are considered in turn.
a. To maintain the assessment for the Theological Student Support
Fund at $13.00 per member for the year 2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
b. To approve the financial statement for the year 2012 as
presented.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
c. To approve the proposed budget for the year 2014 as presented.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
d. To appoint brother John Brink as a member of the committee for a
three year term.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
e. To thank brother Bill Brunsveld for his many years of service.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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f.

To approve the actions of this committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 14 – Youth and Education Committee
Rev. J. Overduin introduces the report. He highlights the youth
devotionals have been well-received with 3300 copies sold. He also notes
that since the report to Synod was drafted, progress has been made in
organizing a junior and a separate senior youth camp for Alberta.
The recommendations of the committee are considered in turn:
1. That Synod appoint Derek Baars as editor of the Youth
Messenger for 2013-2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
2. That Synod reappoint Kim Hamstra as camp director for Camp
East for 2013.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. That Synod approve the following recommendations:
3.1. to reappoint Mr. Derek Baars as ex officio member due to his
work as editor.
3.2. to reappoint Rev. T. Bergsma to a second term (ending
2016).
3.3. to reappoint Mr. Willem Bouma to a third term (ending 2016).
3.4. to reappoint Mr. Bill Moerdyk to a fourth term (ending 2016).
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. That Synod approve a quota of $3/member for 2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 15 – Outreach Committee
Rev. Joel Overduin reports on behalf of committee. He notes with
thankfulness that since the report was submitted, additional collections for
Powassan have been submitted so that now $42K of the targeted $75K
for Powassan has been received. He also highlights the committee’s
desire to see the radio ministry supported by collections rather than
quota.
Rev. Gangar is invited to address the body. He highlights with
appreciation the work of various others in several congregations who
have become involved in the work of the Asian ministry. He notes several
aspects of his April trip to England, where he had an opportunity to
present at the Banner of Truth conference in Leicester and make various
- 12 -
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contacts. He visited seven cities with high Asian populations, preached in
various churches, and also to appeared on a television program.
He reports on the progress that is being made towards translating the
doctrine booklets (which are currently available in English and Punjabi)
into Hindi, Marathi, Urdu and Nepali. The scarcity of resources available
from a Reformed perspective to Asians has led some parts of the Asian
world to view the Reformed faith as a “white man’s faith.” He pleads that
we seek to embody the effectiveness of the gospel in breaking barriers
that Christ has broken. The gospel is for the nations and Rev. Gangar
asks for prayer that this ministry may be used also to show how that
Christ is the saviour of the nations.
In discussion, it is highlighted that this ministry is being set up with a
view to building an infrastructure that does not simply rely on Rev.
Gangar (who is a few years from retirement age) but with the hope that
future men may be called to join or succeed Rev. Gangar as the occasion
provides. Various delegates indicate opportunities in their own regions
and note is taken to coordinate the opportunities that exist. Some
discussion takes place regarding the extent other Reformed churches
might be made aware of and potentially benefit from and support this
ministry. The committee will look into having Pastor Gangar present at
NAPARC to raise awareness of this ministry.
At 12:30, we adjourn for lunch. Pastor Moerdyk leads in prayer. At 1:30
p.m., the meeting reconvenes. We sing Psalter 260:1,4,5,6. Elder
Benjamins reads 2 Timothy 2:8-25 and leads in prayer.

Article 16 – Examination of Dr. Murray
Rev. Kranendonk notes that the examination of Dr. Murray will consist of
a sermon, an examination in the area of homiletics, a personal
examination, and a doctrinal examination.
Dr. Murray reads 2 Chronicles 33:1-20 and leads in prayer. The text for
his sermon is verses 12-13: “And when (Manasseh) was in affliction, he
besought the Lord his God, and humbled himself greatly before the God
of his fathers, and prayed unto him: and he was intreated of him, and
heard his supplication, and brought him again to Jerusalem into his
kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the Lord he was God.”
Following the sermon, Rev. Kranendonk conducts an interview with Dr.
Murray regarding homiletics. Rev. Pronk conducts an interview with Dr.
Murray regarding doctrinal matters.
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Article 17 – Executive Session II
In executive session, Dr. L. W. Bilkes interviews Dr. Murray regarding his
state of grace and call to the ministry. In the absence of Dr. Murray, a
discussion takes place regarding the interview. A secret ballot vote is
held with the result that permission is granted to Grand Rapids to call Dr.
Murray as a pastor.

Article 18 – Declaration of Eligibility
In public session, the chairman advises Dr. Murray of the results of the
Executive Session. He highlights the remarkable providences of God in
leading Dr. Murray from Scotland to North America and to our churches,
neither of us having known of each other some years ago. He expresses
words of appreciation for the work that Dr. Murray has already done
within the FRC and looks forward to how God might use Dr. Murray in the
midst of our federation. He cites Isaiah 40:6-9 where the frailty and
weakness of flesh is highlighted and contrasted with the eternal power of
God’s word. After prayer, we sing Psalter 403:1, 3 and an opportunity is
provided for all of the delegates to congratulate Dr. Murray.

Article 19 – Addresses
Rev. Douglas Gebbie of the Presbyterian Reformed Church addresses
synod, beginning by expressing some recent difficult decisions in their
presbytery, but also indicating with joy that they have accepted a new
student, who is to attend PRTS. He indicates that this development
strengthens the relationship between our two denominations. He also
stressed the strong bond we both share around the unadulterated
preaching of the Gospel.
Rev. Lewis thanks him on behalf of the FRCNA. He reminds us of the
historical intersections we have together through various ministers in our
congregations. He encourages the cross-pollination, not only at
committee/Synod/Presbytery levels but also in the congregational levels
locally. He asks that our greetings be sent back to the brothers in the
Presbytery. He leaves him with Ephesians 6:24: “Peace be to the
brethren, and love the faith…grace be with all them that love our Lord
Jesus Christ in sincerity. Amen.”
Rev. Christo Heiberg addresses Synod on behalf of the United
Reformed Churches (URC). He indicates that we are few and that we
need the guidance of the Holy Spirit. He thanks Synod for the strengths
and emphases of the FRCNA in the area of appropriation of salvation. He
ends by quoting 1 Corinthians 15:58.
Rev. J. Overduin responds briefly and thanks Br. Heiberg for his words.
He highlights that talks between our federations have resumed and
- 14 -
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thanks him for coming and sharing his words with us. He leaves him with
John 15:4: “Abide in me and I in you, as the branch cannot bear fruit of
itself.”

Rev. Aiken closes with prayer at 5:39 p.m. Session to reconvene at 6:30
p.m. We adjourn for supper. At 6:30 p.m., the meeting reconvenes. We
sing Psalter 111:1,2,4. Dr. G.M. Bilkes reads Hebrews 13:7-15 and leads
in prayer. Elder Pennings leaves the meeting and is replaced by Student
Procee in his function as Assistant Clerk and by Pastor Gangar in his role
as delegate for Calgary.

Article 16 – Address of Dr. G.M. Bilkes
Dr. G. M. Bilkes is invited to address Synod in his capacity as Professor
of Theology. He expresses, on his own behalf as well as on behalf of the
seminary and its President Dr. Beeke, greetings and appreciation to the
FRC congregations for their continued prayerful and financial support for
theological education. The work at PRTS continues to be blessed. Fifteen
graduates were able to receive their degrees this spring. There are
currently the equivalent to 100 full-time students studying at PRTS. The
construction of the expansion to the PRTS facility is expected to begin
later this summer and to take approximately seven months. Dr. Bilkes
reflects on the world-wide impact that PRTS is having and asks that the
churches continue to pray for this work.
Rev. Kranendonk responds to Dr. Bilkes noting the appreciation of Synod
and of the churches for the work that he is able to do on our behalf.
Pastor Schoeman leaves the meeting to deal with a pastoral matter. Rev.
Koopman assumes the chair.

Article 17 – Publications Committee Report
Rev. Kranendonk reports on behalf of the committee. He notes that Rev.
Hamstra’s book of meditations and a translated book by Professor Wisse,
Christ’s Ministry in the Christian, have both been recently published.
A discussion is held in which the following major points are made:
•

There is an increasing trend to pay those involved in the work in
our denominational ministries rather than relying on volunteers
which is a concern to some. The committee notes that a $5K
budget for publications coordination had been approved some
- 15 -
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•

•

years ago and that the costs have been much less than that to
date. There are certain positions that require expertise to
effectively carry out their mandate and the committee feels that it
is appropriate to honour that contribution with a modest payment.
Concerns are raised that the series of reading sermons on the
Heidelberg Catechism commissioned in 2008 is still ongoing. The
committee is actively pursuing this project but still waiting on some
ministers to complete their assignments.
Some congregations feel that there are too many magazines
being distributed with the result that some are not being read. A
discussion is held regarding the possibility of merging some
although given the denominational focus of The Messenger, it
would be challenging to think on how such a merger might work.

A separate and extensive discussion takes place regarding the report of
the Psalter revision subcommittee. Various views are expressed in
particular regarding the committee’s recommendation to retain archaic
pronouns in reference to God. It is clarified that this committee is working
in fulfillment of a mandate from Synod 2010 to investigate the possibility
of an interdenominational revision of the Psalter. Some consultation took
place in which there was mixed response from other denominations.
Synod 2012 provided additional instructions to the committee to articulate
the principles that might guide this revision in order to better assist the
other denominations as well as our own federation in determining how
and whether to proceed. The principles in this report are pursuant to that
mandate. The discussion makes clear that there is a desire to see this
project result in a Psalter that has interdenominational usage, is
commonly accepted and not a source of division within our own
federation, and is carried out with the urgency (understood in this context
to be a lengthy process even in its most ideal circumstances) that was
reflected in the acceptance of the overture in first place.
The committee’s recommendation regarding the Psalter revision was
considered:
To approve the Psalter Revision report as a basis for discussions
with other denominations.
An amendment is proposed to this report to replace the
words in point A.c. “while preserving the archaic pronouns
with reference to the Lord” with “We request other
denominations to inform us of their position regarding
- 16 -
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preserving archaic pronouns with reference to God.” Point
B.c. Also needs to be updated accordingly.
Amendment moved, seconded, and carried.
The motion to approve the Psalter Revision report as amended is carried.
An additional recommendation is moved:
“That Synod instruct the Psalter Sub-Committees to provide
sample Psalter updates in all three sections for use in obtaining
feedback from other denominations.”
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
The committee’s remaining recommendations are considered in turn:
3.

To appoint Rev. C. Pronk as editor of The Messenger for a three
year term.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

4.

To give permission to publish a NKJV version of the Sunday
School activity [sheets] since they have Scripture blanks to fill.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

5.

To maintain the quota of $6.00 per member.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

6.

To approve the financial reports for 2012, budget for 2013, and
forecast for 2014 of the Publications committee;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

7.

To reappoint Rev. J. Lewis and Rev. D. H. Kranendonk for a three
year term as committee members;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

8.

To appoint Mr. H. DenHollander and Rev. R. VanDoodewaard for
a three year term as committee member;
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

9.

To approve of the actions of your deputies.
Moved/Seconded/Carried.

Article 18 Ethics Committee Report
Rev. Kranendonk assumes the chair.
- 17 -
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Dr. Kenyon is welcomed to answer questions on the report. Appreciation
is expressed, and the committee is asked to summarize their findings in
the Messenger. Dr. Kenyon speaks to the possibility of including this as
well as the speech recently made by Dr. J. Hamstra at the Elders and
Deacons conference (east) in The Messenger. Further questions were
asked about putting the report on the internet separately as a resource for
the churches, or expanding the comments about the point of being
considered brain dead.
The committee’s recommendations are considered in turn.
3.1

To accept the updated document entitled: “Resources for OfficeBearers in Dealing with Bio-ethical Questions”.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

3.2

To reappoint brother Ted Postma for a term of 3 years.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

3.3

To approve the actions of the EPA Committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Note is taken of the fact that brother Tom Karel Jr. has asked to be
relieved for various reasons.

Article 19 – Outreach Committee
Rev. VanDoodewaard is invited to address Synod and update the
churches on his work in Powassan. He expresses his gratitude to the
Lord for blessing and growth in Powassan. His focus has been on
stabilizing and nurturing the existing group. They have seen two baptisms
and increased church attendance. Currently there are seven families
worshipping, as well as another family that visits regularly, for a total of
about 30 people.
Following a discussion in which questions for clarification are answered,
the recommendations of the committee are considered in turn:
1. That Synod approve a 2014 quota of $21/member for the work
of outreach, specifically the Asian Ministry, with the
understanding that work in Powassan is to be supported
through freewill offerings.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2. That Synod approve a 2014 quota of $18/member for the radio
ministry, with the understanding that for congregations that
hold at least one collection for this work, the quota will be
$10/member.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. That Synod approve the following appointments:
3.1.
Mr. Bill Moerdyk to a fourth term, ending in 2016.
3.2.
Revs. Gangar, Hans Overduin, Vandoodewaard
and van Essen as ex officio for another year.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. That Synod approve the actions of the Outreach committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
At 9:15 p.m., Rev. Moerdyk closes in prayer and the meeting adjourns.

********************

SESSION III: Wednesday June 5, 2013
At 9:03 a.m., the chairman calls the meeting to order. He welcomes Rev.
Pronk to lead in opening devotions. We sing Psalter 280 and Rev. Pronk
reads Hosea 14 and leads in prayer. Rev. Pronk leads in a meditation on
Hosea 14:8. Ephraim, once joined to idols (chapter 4), is now changed.
Though warning of judgement, the Lord also revealed himself in love and
mercy to Ephraim, seeking to draw his people back to himself. This text is
the fruit of that threatening and drawing work. So in spiritual life, the
sinner’s fear of punishment alone cannot make anyone hate his sin. It is
the Lord’s goodness that does this. Rev. Pronk led in prayer and we
sang Psalter 250: 1, 2, 5.

Article 20 – Roll Call
The roll is called and all delegates (with four alternates) are present. Rev.
Gangar (Calgary), Andy Groen (Fenwick), Bert DeJong (Vineland), James
VanderHeide (Mitchell) and rise to indicate their agreement with the
Three Forms of Unity.
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Article 21 – Theological Education Committee
Rev. Schoeman introduces the report on behalf of the committee,
highlighting various aspects of the report.
A discussion is held in which the following major points are made:
-

-

Appendix B is to be changed from question form to statement form
to better facilitate filling the form out.
A correction is noted regarding the financial statements (the
corrected version is appendixed to the Acts).
The question is raised if students from the HRC should also be
evaluated using Appendix B. It is noted that such an initiative
should come from the Heritage Reformed Theological Student
Committee.
A concern was raised over ATS. Reassurance is given that ATS is
not expected to interfere in doctrinal or moral convictions.

A discussion is held regarding whether Dr. Murray’s status should be that
of theological instructor or Professor of Theology. The chairman
summarizes the discussion as follows: All greatly appreciate with
thankfulness to the Lord the work Dr. Murray does in the seminary. All
agree that some oversight is desired, but there remains some difference
of opinion as to whether to call Dr. Murray to the office of professor of
theology.
We adjourned or coffee at 10:37.
After coffee, Rev. Hamstra and Rev. Vander Meyden are welcomed to
synod as advisors and thanked for their presence.
The motion is made and amended to read as follows:
“That synod instruct the Theological Education Committee to take
oversight over Dr. Murray as Theological Instructor.”
Moved/ seconded/ carried.
The committee’s recommendations are considered in turn.
1. Approve the Financial Statements of the Free Reformed Seminary
Fund: 2012 statements, 2013 budget, and 2014 projections.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2. Approve the annual donation of $$45,000 US towards Dr.
Murray’s salary.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. Approve the annual donation of $20,000 US towards the
Operating Fund of PRTS.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. Approve the recommendations for Seminary Day 2013.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
5. Approve the proposal for the Ministers’ Retreat 2013 as outlined in
the report.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
6. Grant student John Procee a license to speak an edifying word in
the congregations.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
7. Request your TEC to develop some suggested guidelines for
ordinations in response to the correspondence concerning
ordinations.
Moved/ seconded.
A discussion follows in which the prevailing sentiment is that
ordination services are the responsibility of the overseeing
consistory and such guidelines would be inappropriate.
The motion is defeated.
8. Approve in principle the TEC goals for theological training as
contained in Appendix C.
Moved/Seconded.
A discussion follows in which the following major points are
made:
-

-

-

-

There is concern that the timing of the oral exams is
inconvenient since many papers are due around the time
of spring committee meetings.
Various comments are made about the specific wording of
some of the benchmarks. Consistories are encouraged to
send specific suggestions to the committee.
Some discussion takes place regarding how the personal
spiritual development of the student is being cultivated. It
is noted that particular readings focused on this are
assigned for the summer months with book reviews
expected.
The question is raised whether the requirements are not
too overwhelming. In response, it is noted that the
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qualifications for office-bearers are also overwhelming (1
Tim. 3).
Motion Carried.
9. Accept the resignation of Rev. C. A. Schouls and appoint Rev. J.
Lewis to succeed him as a primary member for a two year term
(2015).
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
10. Re-appoint Dr. L.W. Bilkes and elder C. Jonkman as primary
members for a three-year term (expiring in 2016); reappoint Mr. T.
Moerdyk as primary member for a one-year term (2014).
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
11. Approve the actions of your deputies.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 22 – Appeal of Chilliwack re: Derek Baars
The chairman proposes dealing first with the substance of this appeal and
then the procedure of responding to appeals in general.
The Chilliwack delegates are given an opportunity to introduce the
appeal. Rev. Koopman clarifies church orderly procedures. After being
declared a candidate, a candidate remains eligible for call for a two-year
period. He can subsequently apply two times for a 1-year extension each
time, resulting in a total of four years of potential eligibility. Brother Baars
was granted a first extension by Synod 2011. His second one-year
extension request made to Synod 2012 was not was not granted.
The grounds and background of the appeal are reviewed as presented in
the overture.
It is noted that members of the local Chilliwack congregation took the time
to visit the consistory and to present their objections to this decision and
express their support for br. Baars.
The chairman proposes to consider the validity of each ground of the
appeal in order to determine its sustainability. . A discussion ensues
regarding the orderliness of this approach. It was done in the past, but
then only as a detour to normal written Synodical procedure. The
chairman rules the appeal admissible.
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A motion is made and seconded: to sustain this appeal.
A discussion is held regarding the appeal. Some delegates argue that
nothing new is in this appeal as to substance and that the claim that the
2012 decision was not for the welfare of the churches is a subjective
assessment. Others suggest that since the brother still has a sense of
call, this is a reason to provide maximum opportunity for him to be called.
Throughout the discussion, delegates note that there should be no
interpretation of any ill will to the brother in question. It is clear that the
churches have a love and concern for him, wishing him the Lord’s
blessing. Since this door would seem to be closed, the hope is expressed
that God would guide him regarding his future path.

We adjourn for lunch. Br. H. Driesse closes the morning session and
prays for lunch.
At 1:30 p.m., the meeting reconvenes. We sing Psalter 287:1,2,3, and 4.
Br. C. Keuning reads Psalm 116 and leads in prayer.
It is clarified that the Chilliwack delegates may vote on the question.
The appeal is not sustained.

Article 23 – Hamilton Overture RE Woodstock
Br. Keuning presents the report and explains the current state, origin, and
history of the preaching station.
A discussion takes place regarding the handling of tensions within a
congregation, the procedures followed by the consistories involved, and
the relationship with the Hersteld Hervormde Kerk (HHK) and the
Springford congregation in particular. After some further clarifying
discussions, the overture is carried.
The brothers from Woodstock are welcomed by the Chair with words of
encouragement and joy. He directs them to the words of Psalm 87: “the
highest himself shall establish her.” He expresses the hope and prayer for
healing and wishes them the Lord’s richest blessings for the future. We
then sing Psalter 237:1-3. Rev. Schoeman commends the brothers and
their new congregation to the Lord in prayer. After this the brothers are
greeted personally by all the delegates.
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Article 24 – Chilliwack Appeal
In the discussion regarding the Chilliwack appeal, several questions
emerged regarding the role of the convening church in dealing with
appeals. More particularly, the question is whether a convening church
has authority to rule on the admissibility of an appeal submitted to it, the
status of a decision being appealed before the appeal is considered by
the next synod meeting, and when a convening church is to call for an
early synod meeting. Existing church order documents and precedents
do not clearly address these issues.
A motion is made:
To refer the procedure of handling appeals to the Church Order
committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 25 – Refugee Committee
Rev. Aicken introduces the report. He updates Synod that Heddie
Driegen is no longer on the Governmental Council for personal reasons.
She is still serving on our denominational City of Refuge committee.
Recommendation 3 is changed to a three-year term, not a one year term.
The request is made to include an indication of what financial support we
receive from other denominations in future financial reports. It is also
recommended that this committee present its financial statements in a
more conventional format.
In response to a question, it is clarified that in the newly governmentintroduced VOR program we do not know religious or other important
details about the refugees.
A motion is made:
NOT to change to the VOR approach to sponsoring refugees, and
to stay with the current program. Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

The committee’s recommendations are considered in turn.
1. Maintain the $1 quota.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2. Approve the attached budget and financial statements.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. Approve the appointment of Rev. T. Aicken for another three-year
term.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. Approve the actions of the committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 26 – Executive session I
The article 41 reports from each combined consistory are read and
discussed in executive session.
Two motions were passed during this session.
To assign the organization of elder’s and deacon’s conference East to the
Theological Education committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
Chairman appoints Reverends L.W. Bilkes and Pronk to attend the
Combined Consistories South and encourages the other emeritus pastors
to attend the various combined consistory meetings as well.
Synod adjourns for supper.

Article 27 – Chilliwack Overture re Church Visitors
Pastor Koopman notes that this overture was prompted by a discussion at
the Western Combined Consistory meetings. Because in the west church
visitation requires flights and coordination, it seems the assignments
made by Synod are constantly being reworked in the west for practical
reasons. Also, since the church visitors report to the combined consistory
meetings, it makes most sense for the assignments to be made by that
body.
Note is taken that combined consistories east and south benefit from
sharing church visitors and counsellors at times, meaning the present
system works well for them.
A motion is made:
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That synod respond to the overture from Chilliwack regarding
church visitors by allowing the combined consistories West to
appoint their own church visitors and counsellors as of 2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 28 – Finance Committee
Brother Gary Neven is welcomed to present on behalf of the committee.
An initial discussion is held regarding the emeritus fund issues raised in
the committee report. The committee outlines the reasons that they
strongly believe Synod should revisit the decision of 2010, both due to the
difficulties that are being encountered in implementing that decision and
also in light of the long-term sustainability of the fund. After an initial
discussion regarding the Committee’s recommendation that “Synod to
appoint a Consistory to bring this matter to you and to do this with input
from the Committee,” it is decided to consider each of the four specific
issues of concerns raised by the committee in turn.
1. A request has been received from the CGK in the Netherlands that
we contribute to their Emeritus Fund in view of the 22 years spent
in the FRC by Rev. Procee.
In discussion it is pointed out that in the history of the CGKFRC relationship, no payments have been made between the
two denominations’ emeritus funds and that those ministers
who retired in North America having served a portion of their
ministry in the CGK have received their entire benefits from
our fund. A motion is made not to pay the CGK, but to provide
them with a letter of explanation
Moved/seconded/carried
2. We have received a letter requesting a settlement from this Fund.
We agree with the request in principle, but what objective grounds
can be used to determine such an amount as requested in this
case? We have forwarded this request to Synod, for a decision.
(This matter is dealt with in Executive Session. A motion is
carried that the conditions for a one-time compassionate
payout are met in this circumstance)
3. Some emeritus ministers are reluctant to fill out the needs forms
and the committee seeks advice regarding how to proceed.
It is recommended that the committee hold a meeting with the
emeritus ministers to discuss their concerns, however given
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the decision of Synod 2010 that the fund will be administered
as a benevolent fund in order to remain in compliance with
legal requirements, it is necessary that these forms be utilized.
A motion is made:
In order to carry out the legal requirements regarding the
benevolent nature of this fund, Synod instructs the Finance
Committee to only issue payments to Emeritus Pastors who
have completed the necessary forms
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. A concern is raised that the present form does not equally account
for various expenses (e.g. housing costs, medical costs, and
differing tax provisions within US and Canada) with results that the
committee considers unequal.
After discussion, the Finance Committee is instructed to
review the form periodically to ensure that it is equitable and
also to include a line regarding health care costs in the needs
form. A motion to this effect is made, seconded and carried.
The answers to the four cases listed above are considered an adequate
dealing with the matter and Synod decides not to grant the committee’s
request that a consistory be assigned to work with the committee in order
to conduct a study with a view to reconsidering Synod’s 2010 decision.
The remainder of the Committee’s recommendations are considered.
1. Emeritus fund:
(a) Increase emeritus payments from $26,862 to $27,009, equal to 65%
of the minimum recommended salary guideline as per Synod 2012
and that widow's pension continue to remain unchanged at $21,492
until they are reduced from 53.33% to 50% of the minimum
recommended salary guideline as per Synod 2012. All payments are
to be made in Canadian dollars.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
(b) Increase the assessment for 2012 by $5 over & above the CPI from
$26.00 per member to $31.20.
Moved/ Seconded.
An amendment is moved and seconded to change the $5 increase
to $1.50, bringing the total to $27.50 Carried.
Motion carried as amended.
(c) Approve the attached financial statements for the year 2012.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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2. Ministers’ Salary Guidelines:
(a) We recommend that the salaries increase by 0.8% for Canadian
ministers and by 1.7% for American ministers for the calendar year
2014. We therefore request approval to increase the minimum
salaries for ministers effective January 1, 2014 as follows:
• Canadian ministers from CDN $41,222 to CDN $41,552
• American ministers from US $40,756 to US $41,449
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
(b) Increase the years of service allowance from $483 to $487 for up to
10 years of service.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. Pulpit Supply and Catechism Supply: no recommendations
4. Needy Churches Fund:
(a) Leave the assessment at $2.50 per member for 2014.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
(b) Approve the financial statements for the year 2012.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
5. Widows of Pastors and Orphans of Pastors: no recommendations
6. Investment and lending guidelines: no recommendations
7. Miscellaneous
a. To reappoint for a three year term Brother Gary Neven (Brantford)
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
b. To appoint for a three-year term Brother Gerrit Kleyn (Grand
Rapids)
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
c. To approve the actions of the Committee.
Moved/ seconded/ carried.
At 9:30, the meeting adjourns. Rev. Koopman leads in closing prayer.
********************
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Session IV: Thursday, June 5, 2013
At 9:00 a.m. The chairman calls the meeting to order. We sing Psalter
428:8,2 and Dr. L.W. Bilkes leads in reading Psalm 119:105-120 and in
prayer. His meditation focuses on Psalm 119:116 with a theme “upheld
and not ashamed.” The psalmist speaks of a hope which is the same for
all God’s people, past, present and future but it must become a personal
hope. As faith is a gift of God, so is hope, also applied by the same Holy
Spirit. However this hope is often a contested hope in the life of the
believer. The psalmist writes Psalm 119 in the context of a struggle that
involves something outside of the believer as is clear from verse 116
where David addresses the “evildoers” which sought to ensnare him to
join them. Our society and culture similarly seeks to entrap us. But the
struggle also is internal for the Psalmist. It is the frightening thought that
his soul will be ashamed of his hope. The psalmist’s cry is an urgent one.
The confidence of Paul’s “I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ” is
usually preceded by the prayer of the Psalmist, “let me not be ashamed of
my hope.” This helpless prayer is not a hopeless prayer, as the Psalmist
acknowledges the way in which God will help Him. “Uphold me according
to thy word.” The promises of God provide support in our prayer. While
praying he listens for the Lord to answer his prayer. We sing Psalter
362:3. Elder Pennings returns and resumes his function as Assistant
Clerk.

Article 29 – Roll Call
Rev. Moerdyk calls the roll with all present as in the previous session with
the following changes: Elder A. Zekveld for Bornholm; Elder R. Pennings
for Calgary; Elder P. Luth for Chatham; Elder Bosman for Fenwick; Elder
Roger Slingerland for Vineland. Those who are seated for the first time
stand to indicate their agreement with the Three Forms of Unity.

Article 30 - Brantford Overture re Pulpit Access
Elder Benjamins presents the overture. A discussion follows in which the
following major points are made.
•

The perceived tension between the autonomy of the local
consistory and the role of a Synodically-appointed committee in
approving access to the pulpit is a result of the hybrid model that
we have adopted regarding pulpit access. There is agreement that
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•

•

•

•

there needs to be denominational guidelines and oversight while
we acknowledge that this is properly within a local church’s
jurisdiction. There are a variety of perspectives on where the line
should be drawn and what roles the committee and consistory
should play in carrying out the work in advance of a minister
preaching in a local congregation.
Many delegate express appreciation for the work of Brantford in
preparing this overture. Some express concern that words such as
“overrule” and “hierarchical” are too strong and do not reflect the
Interchurch Relations’ committee mandate and intent to come
alongside and work with consistories on pulpit access issues.
Hearing that the committee is in the midst of its own review of this
matter, some delegates urge that the overture be withdrawn or
tabled to a future synod when the committee’s review is available
to us.
The shortage of students in light of the number of vacancies within
the federation is highlighted. The overture is seen by some as a
welcome opening of our present rules which limit the ability for
churches to consider students who may be studying at PRTS and
recommended by our Professors as potentially suitable men to
consider for calling but are not eligible to preach on our pulpits
under the current rules because of their denominational
affiliations.
It is noted that we started with an airtight system regarding pulpit
access, modelled after the CGK, whose church order we originally
translated. Over the years we have made various rules to allow
for exceptions in carefully defined cases, always wanting to take
care to maintain a careful and denominationally united position
regarding pulpit access recognizing that this was vital to our
continued unity. The result is a set of rules that are quite complex
and potentially confusing, especially when compared to those
utilized by other denominations. It is also noted that the same
rules are being used to consider men who may be visiting from
other countries (e.g. speakers at conferences) whom we may wish
to have on our pulpits as an expression of our unity with the global
church; men whom we may seek to have on our pulpit to help with
pulpit supply (which given the geographic isolation of some of our
churches, can be difficult in a time of vacancy) and for men whom
we might wish to consider for a potential call in light of our own
shortage of ministers.
Note is taken that the proposed church order wording contained in
Brantford’s overture is capable of various interpretations.
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Article 31 – Address
Rev. Don Overbeeke addresses Synod on behalf of the Heritage
Reformed Congregations. After reading Matthew 5:13-16 and making a
few comments regarding the church’s responsibility to be a light in the
world, he reviews with appreciation the various ways our denominations
have grown closer over the past years. He notes how at the recent
Synod of the HRC, the relationship with the FRC was advanced to the
next level in their system. He notes that they are looking forward to
another joint office-bearers conference in the spring. He also notes that
they have structured their theological education committee similar to ours
so that both denominations relate to the seminary through participation on
the Seminary board, while we have separate Theological education
committees to oversee our own students. He updates the churches on the
actions of their recent synod, severing ties with the Shalom outreach in
Ft. Macleod and suspending the ministerial credentials of Rev. Greendyk
since he has not received a call for some years. He also notes the
acceptance of various calls within the HRC federation. He notes our
shared appreciation for experiential preaching although in the case of the
FRC, it may be as a response to nominalism whereas in the HRC is
comes more as a response to hyper-Calvinism. We have come to a very
similar place, albeit from differing directions, and it is his prayer that we
may continue to express our unity not only in external ways but especially
in being faithful expositors of the word of God.
Rev. H. Overduin responds to Rev. Overbeek with words of appreciation,
highlighting how in perilous times we need each other. The growth in our
relationship, however, is not simply out of a sense of need but also out of
a growing bond of love and appreciation for each other. Quoting from
Ephesians 3, he expresses the prayer that we may continue to grow in
this to God’s glory.
We adjourn for lunch. Elder Kleyn leads in prayer. After lunch Elder
Brouwer leads in devotions. We Sing Psalter 176:1,3. Elder Brouwer
reads Psalm 67 and leads in prayer.
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Article 32 – Brantford Overture re Pulpit Access
A motion is made:
Synod having received an overture from the Brantford FRC, having
heard the discussion of synod decides to give the following guidelines
for one-year, remanding to IRC for a full report on this matter.
1. Consistories be permitted to invite a guest minister who
subscribes fully to the Three Forms of Unity or the
Westminster Confessions for up to four Lord’s Days,
2. Consistories be permitted to invite PRTS senior students who
fully subscribes to the Three Forms of Unity or Westminster
Confessions for up to four Lord’s Day after consulting with the
FRC professors/instructors, and with the consistory of the
church where they are worshipping,
3. The consistory will report to Synod, via the IRC, all such
ministers/students who have supplied their pulpits.
This is synod’s answer to Brantford FRC’s overture.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

Article 33 – Church Order Committee
Ray Pennings reports as Secretary of the Committee. He highlights a few
aspects of the report and a short discussion follows in which a few
aspects of the report are clarified. The recommendations of the
committee are considered in turn.
1. That Synod approve the wording changes to the Church Order
proposed by the Committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
2. That Synod approve the Committee’s recommendation of no
further regulations regarding the calling of a Theological Instructor
as the completion of the assignment provided by Synod 2012,
article 9.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
3. That Synod re-appoint Dr. L.W. Bilkes (Grand Rapids) to a threeyear term.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
4. That Synod approve the actions of the committee.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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Article 34 – Ad-Hoc Vision Committee
Ray Pennings reports as Convenor of the Committee. The chairman
invites general discussion regarding the report sections A-G first and
proposes that we subsequently consider the observations in turn.
The discussion focuses around the distinction made in the report between
the church as institute and the church as organism in Section C. Some
delegates are concerned that Kuyperian language should not be utilized
lest some misunderstand our view of the church to incorporate the
mistaken notions that the church as institute exists to serve the church as
The committee responds that it utilized and defined these terms in a
descriptive, not a Kuyperian sense, and they were intended to serve as a
practical tool to draw the dividing line between which ministries should be
included in this report and which not. It is acknowledged that if the report
is to be redrafted, different words might be chosen to make this distinction
so as not to allow for the potential of confusion.
The observations of the committee are then considered in turn.
a
Synod 2012 broadened both the mandates of Foreign Missions
(focusing on strengthening indigenous churches through theological
education and other support means rather than sending missionaries in
the traditional sense) and of the Theological Education Committee
(recognizing the PRTS is a seminary preparing students by the church,
for the church universal.) These changes while driven by immediate
circumstances do reflect a change in approach in terms of how the FRC
sees itself and relates to other denominations in its outreach work.
•

There was general agreement with this observation as an
accurate description of what has taken place.

b.
The significant commitment made by Synod towards Punjabi
language outreach focusing on the preparation of Reformed materials
(rather than the more conventional approach of sending a missionary)
and the support of a full-time church planting pastor in a North American
context in which there is little Reformed witness also reflects a changing
approach to outreach in a North American context.
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c.
It bears some reflection as to the extent to which the ordering of
the Great Commission (“both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in
Samaria; and unto the uttermost parts of the earth” Acts 1:8) reflects an
obligation on the church that starts with the local and expands to the
global. It might be observed that in FRC history, there has been a greater
focus on the global than the local (at least to date.)
•

Note is taken in discussion that we should not underestimate the
zeal that our fathers had in establishing our churches for local
ministry. Our churches were not simply established with a vision to
be a church for immigrants and their offspring but also to serve the
local communities in which they resided.

d.
The range of ministries that deal with both the ministry of the word
and the care for the poor which are supported by our federation indicates
a zeal for sharing the gospel that lives within our churches. In the cases
of many inter-denominationally supported organizations, FRC members
were the first generation initiators and often involved in the founding of
these organizations.
e.
The trend towards more localized involvement, the involvement of
many non-ecclesiastical organizations (all of whom require boards and
leadership) is leading to a development of more lay involvement and less
focus on clergy-leadership.
f.
The overall level of financial and involvement support, while it
should never result in a self-satisfaction or smugness as if “we are doing
are share”, none the less does reflect a sign of the Lord’s significant
blessing upon us as a relatively small denomination. An informal
comparison with others suggests that the FRC is generous in its giving of
time and resources.
•

The discussion notes how that generosity on the part of believers
ought to be seen as a healthy response to sound preaching and
as normal spiritual development.

g
Although the importance of reaching out with the gospel is crucial,
a church also has a covenantal responsibility towards her own members
to see them raised up and discipled in the gospel. Is the fact that there
continues to be a significant out-migration of FRC members something
that needs to be considered in terms of our priorities? In this regard, how
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should we interpret the shortage of candidates for the ministry in this
light?
•

The discussion highlights that there are a range of reasons why
previous members have left the federation that do not lend
themselves to easy or summary explanations. Some highlight the
important role that Christian education plays in seeing young
people continue in the traditions within which they were born. It is
recognized that it is not equally feasible in all parts of the
denomination but the importance of having schools closely aligned
with our churches is noted.

h.
Voices have frequently been raised at Synod by consistories over
the past number of years regarding the increase of denominational
quotas. Theological Education and Foreign Missions have already for
some time relied on collections rather than quotas and Outreach is
transitioning to this approach as well, however as new ministries and
commitments are undertaken, we need to prayerfully consider how we
might best steward the resources provided.
i
The increased involvement with other churches (our approach to
Foreign Missions, Theological Education, and the vision for the Punjabi
ministry for example, all involve working with other denominations) does
raise questions regarding the alignment of our ecclesiastical relationships
with our outreach collaborations. How closely should these be aligned?
•

The discussion highlights the opportunity that working with those
of other denominations provides for us to learn more about each
other. It is noted our understanding of doctrinal foundations and
the place of the preaching of the word are crucial considerations
when working with others. It is noted that it should not be
expected that we will necessarily desire to move towards to closer
church unity with all those we cooperate with.

j.
Given that an increasing proportion of our outreach works involves
working collaboratively with those of other denominations, both in our
official ecclesiastical work as well as through the many organizations we
are involved in, are the distinctive emphasis that the FRC has maintained
(and by which we justify our continued existence independent of other
denominations who otherwise might seem theologically close to us) being
adequately taught and cultivated?
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•

A variety of perspectives are raised in discussion, with some
delegates expressing concern that a particular way of looking at
the world that is characteristic of our FRC heritage is being lost.
Mention is made of a particular type of piety, resisting worldliness,
and wrestling with matters of salvation in a good way. The
question is asked whether we are in danger of becoming another
mainstream Reformed denomination. Others emphasize that while
our distinctives are important strengths which we should not lose,
when we so focus on our strengths that they become the only
thing we focus on, these strengths in fact can become weakness.
We need to be ready to learn from others as well and grow in our
knowledge and focus on Christ, bringing the whole counsel of
God.

k.
There is an extensive array of para-church organizations which
organically connect us to other denominations as well. What of
ecclesiastical oversight?
•

Some express concern that the involvement in para-church
organizations, especially on the part of our ministers but also of
our elders, can take away from the time and resources available
for the important but sometimes neglected work of ministering to
the flock through visiting etc.

l.
Are we cultivating a vision for both outreach and sharing the
gospel among our next generation?
m.
To what extent is it faithful for our churches to be content with
spreading the gospel through general means such as publications,
Christian relief work, theological education and working with others and to
what extent is the specific calling of the church to plant churches?
•

Note is taken of situations within our federation where the vast
majority of those attending do not have FRC roots. The challenge
of communicating the ethos and an appreciation for the history of
the FRC in order to cultivate our identity is considered.

A motion is made:
That Synod, with appreciation for the research in the report, send this
back to the ad hoc committee for further reflection on the nature of the
church, giving consistories the opportunity to communicate their
concerns, and to resubmit to Synod 2014. Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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Article 35 – Miscellaneous Matters
The chair notes that various assignments need to be made as follow-up
to previous decisions.
• The new congregation of Woodstock will be part of the Combined
Consistory South after its institution.
• The current three subcommittees relating to Psalter Revision will
be reduced to two, with the committee assigned to deal with the
forms and the committee assigned to deal with the creeds merged
into a single committee. Rev. Koopman is succeeded on that
committee by Rev. Vander Meyden.
• The Finance Committee is asked to reconsider the design of the
needs assessment form and to meet with the emeritus pastors in
that process.
• The Concept Minutes for the regular sessions of Synod will be
approved by the Executive.

Article 36 – Church Visitor Schedule
The following church visitor and counsellor schedule is moved, seconded
and carried.
Combined Consistories West
Church Visitors

Counselor

Abbotsford

T. Aicken

J.R. Koopman

J.R. Koopman

Calgary

E. Moerdyk

S. Dibbet

E. Moerdyk

Chilliwack

T. Aicken

H. Overduin

T. Aicken

Lacombe

E. Moerdyk

K. Gangar

K. Gangar

Langley

J.R. Koopman

H. Overduin

J.R. Koopman

Monarch

S. Dibbet

K. Gangar

H. Overduin

Combined Consistories East
Church Visitors

Counselor

Brantford

L.J. Bilkes

J. Overduin

H. Bergsma

Dundas

P.VanderMeyden

J. Schoeman

J. Lewis

Fenwick

R.VanDoodewaard

L.J. Bilkes

P.VanderMeyden

Hamilton

P.VanderMeyden

J. Lewis

L.J. Bilkes

Pompton Plains

H. Bergsma

C. Pronk

P.VanderMeyden

St. George

L.J. Bilkes

P.VanderMeyden

J. Overduin

Vineland

H. Bergsma

C.A. Schouls

C. Pronk
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Combined Consistories South
Church Visitors

Counselor

Bornholm

J. Overduin

L.W. Bilkes

C. Pronk

Chatham

H. Bergsma

D.Kranendonk

L.W. Bilkes

Grand Rapids

J. Schoeman

J. Overduin

D.Kranendonk

London

C. Pronk

T. Bergsma

J. Overduin

Mitchell

D.Kranendonk

C.A. Schouls

T. Bergsma

St. Thomas

J. Overduin

H. Bergmsa

C.A. Schouls

Woodstock*

L.J. Bilkes

T. Bergsma

J. Schoeman

* Pending Institution

Article 37 – Executive Minutes
In executive session, the minutes of the previous Executive Sessions are
read and approved.

Article 38 – Address by Rev. Herfst
Rev. Herfst is invited to address Synod. He expresses appreciation to the
churches for the ongoing support, also in consideration of his family
circumstances, and permission to split his time between North America
and Guatemala. He notes the blessings that have been in the migrant
ministry in the Hamilton area. There are about 200 men working on 20
farms in the area and of these, 80 attend soccer outreach events while
25-40 regularly attend services on the Lord’s Day. There is an opportunity
to have pastoral visits with many of these men.
He describes the blessings that are also being realized on his work in
Guatemala and in South America. He notes a trip he was able to make a
few weeks back into one of the aldeas, where he had not been for eleven
years, in order to conduct a wedding. It was a joy to meet with many of
those he had first met so many years ago and see the continued blessing
on his ministry. He notes that the political and racial turmoil presently
being experienced in Guatemala are a great reason for prayer and
concern but he also highlighted how even these opportunities can be
used to open doors for ministry. The church can have an important role
in society, also in embodying and providing an example of what it means
to forgive in a context where forgiveness is hardly understood.
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Article 39 – FRCMI
The annual general meeting of the FRCMI is opened and a sign-in sheet
for all delegates (serving as the membership of the FRCMI) is circulated.
Rev. H. Bergsma as chair of the committee, Peter Luth as Treasurer and
John Brink as Secretary present the report and answer questions for
clarification.
• Note is taken that the History of Salvation series, originally
translated by Mrs. Pronk from Dutch to English and now translated
into Spanish, are very widely used.
• The question is raised whether the same auditors should be used
year after year or whether there ought to be some rotation over
time (a concern not only for this committee). This is taken under
advisement.
• There is some question as to whether the new corporate rules and
by-laws that “restart the clock” on directors terms should be
interpreted to overrule synod’s general rules regarding term
rotation. The committee notes that in recommending appointments
they remain conscious to balance both fresh input from various
churches along with continuity that is required for them to
effectively carry out their work. Given the recent turn-over, the
present need is seen to be one of maintaining continuity.
• Rev Moerdyk reports on the work of the Malawi committee, noting
the coordination that is taking place between the FRC, HRC,
PRTS and Word and Deed to ensure a long-term plan is
developed and implemented and that a sound direction for this
ministry is maintained.
The recommendations of the committee are considered in turn.
9.1.

That the re-appointments of E. DeKorte, Rev. E. Moerdyk, J. Brink
and the appointment of Rev. T. Bergsma and R. Postma (formerly
ex-officio) as directors for a three-year term be approved .
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

9.2.

That the 2012 Financial Statement be approved.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

9.3.

That the budget for the year 2013 be approved.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

9.4.

That the appointments of Mr. Jim Koopman and Mr. Nick Zuidema
as auditors for the year 2013 be approved.
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.
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9.5.

That the actions of the Mission Board be approved
Moved/ Seconded/ Carried.

A motion is made to adjourn the membership meeting of FRMI.

Article 40 – Classis Contracta
Rev. L.J. Bilkes reports on behalf of Classis Contracta (a role carried out
by the consistories of Hamilton and Dundas). He notes that they have
received the required Forms A and B from the Mitchell consistory in light
of Rev. J. Overduin’s acceptance of a call to Vineland. In Executive
Session and with Rev. J. Overduin absenting himself, it is established that
there are no objections from any of the churches.
There is some question regarding the appropriate Church Orderly
procedure in light of Rev. D. Kranendonk’s acceptance of a call to
Hamilton on behalf of Woodstock preaching station. Rev. J. Schoeman
assumes the chair for this matter. After discussion, it is advised that upon
Woodstock’s institution, Rev. Kranendonk should write to Hamilton
rescinding his acceptance of the call and that a new call letter from
Woodstock to Rev. Kranendonk should be extended which he should
formally accept. Then the credentials should be transferred from
Bornholm to Woodstock in the usual manner.

Article 41 – Closing
A motion is made, seconded and carried to approve the news release as
distributed.
Synod 2014 is scheduled for June 2-6, 2014 with Monarch to serve as the
calling church and Hamilton as the hosting church.
The chairman inquires as to whether there is any need to admonish
anyone according to Article 43 of the Church Order. No one needs to be
admonished.
The chairman expresses his thanks to the delegates for their cooperation
and support in the course of the meeting.
The Vice-Chairman thanks the chairman for his leadership as well as the
executive for their work. He reads Hebrews 12:1,2 and leads in closing
prayer. We sing Psalter 246:1-3 and the meeting is adjourned at 5:45
p.m.
FINIS
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Synodical Committees and Appointments
2013 - 2014
Church Order Committee
Rev. P. VanderMeyden (Chair)
Rev. L.W. Bilkes
Mr. B. Droogendyk
Rev. J. R. Koopman (Vice)
Rev. D. Kranendonk
Mr. R. Pennings (Secr.)

Vineland
Grand Rapids
St. George
Chilliwack
Oxford
Calgary

2014
2016
2014
2014
2015
2015

Ethical – Public Affairs:
Dr. L.W. Bilkes, (Chair)
Dr. J. Hamstra
Dr. G. Kenyon
Dr. E. Nieuwenhuis
Mr. T. Postma (Secr)

Grand Rapids
Dundas
Mitchell
Pompton Plains
Brantford

2015
2014
2014
2015
2016

Finance
Mr. B. Bruinsma
Mr. H. Berger (Sec)
Mr. H. Dunnink
Mr. G. Neven (Chair)
Mr J. Prol
Mr. A. Terlouw
Mr. G. Kleyn

Hamilton
Hamilton
Fenwick
Brantford
Pompton Plains
Vineland
Grand Rapids)

2015
2014
2014
2016
2015
2015
2016

Foreign Mission
Mr. A. DeVries, Chair
Mr. J.J. Brink, Secretary
Rev. T. Bergsma
Mr. W. Bouma
Mr. E. DeKorte
Rev. J. Koopman
Mr. B. Laman
Mr. M. Laman
Mr. P. Luth
Rev. H. Overduin
Mr. R. Postma

Mitchell
Fenwick
Chatham
St. George
Fenwick
Chilliwack
Hamilton
Pompton Plains
Chatham
Calgary
Brantford

2014
2016
2014
2014
2016
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016

Inter Church Relations
Primary
Rev. L. J. Bilkes
Dr. L.W. Bilkes
Mr. C. Keuning
Rev. J. Koopman
Mr. E. Laman
Rev. J. Lewis
Rev. E. Moerdyk
Rev. J. Overduin

Dundas
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Chilliwack
Brantford
Pompton Plains
Monarch
Vineland

2016
2016
2016
2014
2015
2014
2014
2014
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Rev. J. Schoeman
Mr. David Tamminga
Alternate:
Mr. A. DeVries
Rev. C. Pronk (ex officio)
Mr. H. VanDoodewaard

St. George
Vineland

2016
2014

Mitchell
St. George
St. George

2016
2016
2014

Outreach
Mr. K. Vandenberg, Treas.*
Brantford
2014
Mr. B. Marskamp, Treas.*
Dundas
2014
Rev. L. J. Bilkes, (Vice)
Dundas
2014
Mr. J. Koopman
Brantford
2015
Mr. B. Moerdyk
Grand Rapids
2016
Rev. E. Moerdyk
Monarch
2014
Rev. J. Overduin (Sec)
Vineland
2015
Mr. R. Pennings (Chair)
Calgary
2015
Rev. H. Overduin
Calgary
ex officio
Rev. H. VanEssen
Mitchell
ex officio
Rev. K. Gangar
Langley
ex officio
*B. Marskamp is treasurer of Outreach fund and K. Vandenberg of Radio fund.
Publications
Dr. L.W. Bilkes, Vice
Rev. D. H. Kranendonk, Sec.
Dr. G. M. Bilkes
Mr. S. Byl
Mr. H. DenHollander
Rev. J. Lewis
Rev. J. Overduin
Mr. H. VanDoodewaard
Rev. R. VanDoodewaard
Rev. C. Pronk
Mr. H. Kleyn

Grand Rapids
Oxford
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Dundas
Pompton Plains
Vineland
Fenwick
Powassan
Brantford
Grand Rapids

2014
2016
2014
2014
2016
2016
2015
2015
2016
ex officio
ex officio

Messenger Editor – Rev. C. Pronk (appointed through 2016)
Messenger Assistant Editor – Dr. G. M Bilkes
Open Windows Editor - Rev. J. Lewis
Open Windows Managing Editor – Mrs. E. Roth
Psalter Revision Subcommittees:
Psalter (Music) – Rev. Joel Overduin, Ted Postma, David Vandenberg
Confessions/Liturgical Committee – Dr. L.W. Bilkes, Rev. Moerdyk, Rev.
Lewis, Rev. Schouls, Rev. VanderMeyden
Refugee Committee
Rev. T. Aitken
Mr. S. Groenveld
Mr. J. VanderZwaan
Mrs. F. Westeringh
Mr. B. Vanderwoerd

Abbotsford
Abbotsford
Langley
Chilliwack
Abbotsford
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Theological Education
Primary
Rev. J. Schoeman, Chairman
Rev. D. H. Kranendonk, Sec.
Dr. L. W. Bilkes, Vice-Chair
Mr. C. Jonkman
Mr. C.J. Keuning
Rev. J. Koopman
Rev. J. Lewis
Mr. T. Moerdyk
Rev. H. Overduin
Rev. P. VanderMeyden
Alternate
Mr. J. Benjamins
Mr. E. Nieuwenhuis

St. George
Oxford
Grand Rapids
Dundas
Hamilton
Chilliwack
Pompton Plains
Grand Rapids
Calgary
Vineland

2014
2014
2016
2016
2014
2015
2015
2014
2015
2014

Brantford
Pompton Plains

2014
2014

Theological Student Support
Mr. J. Brink
Mr. R. Naves, Treasurer
Mr. J. Hamstra
Mr. J. Wilbrink
Mr. J.D. Tamminga

Fenwick
Hamilton
Dundas
Dundas
Hamilton

2016
2014
2015
2014
ex officio

Youth & Education
Rev. J. Overduin, Vice Pres.
Rev. T. Bergsma
Mr. J. Bokma
Mr. W. Bouma
Mr. B. Moerdyk
Mr. E. Gritter
Mr. R. Roth
Mr. D. Baars

Vineland
Chatham
Vineland
St. George
Grand Rapids
Fenwick
Hamilton
St. George

2014
2016
2015
2016
2016
2014
2014
ex officio

Youth Messenger Editor – Mr. D. Baars
Youth Camp Directors:
East: Mr. Kim Hamstra, (Brantford)
West: Chilliwack and Monarch consistories
Classis Contracta: Dundas and Hamilton consistories
Coordinator Synodical Committee meetings:
Contact: Mr. H. VanDoodewaard, 236 Lane Rd, Dunnville, ON N1A 2W1
Tel: 905-701-5275 E-Mail: vandoo@allstream.net
Denominational Archives
Held in Grand Rapids under supervision of the consistory.
Archivist: Mr. Robert Nordyke
7200 Knapp St. N.E. Ada, MI 49301
Tel: 616-676-2396; E-Mail: rjn17@juno.com
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Synod of the Free Reformed Churches
of North America - 2013

to be held at
Providence Free Reformed Church
269 St. George Rd., St. George, Ontario, N0E 1N0
June 3-7, 2013

PROPOSED AGENDA
Submitted by the calling church for Synod 2013:
Bethel Free Reformed Church of Mitchell, Ontario

The opening session will begin following the prayer service which begins at 7:30
p.m. Monday June 3, 2013. At that time Point 1 of the agenda will be completed
under the auspices of the convening church. The exact times and schedules for
the balance of Synod 2012 will be established by the elected executive of the
meeting.
1. OPENING SESSION, 9:00 p.m. Monday, June 3, 2013
a) Opening: Rev. J. Overduin
b) Presentation of credentials
c) Election of the executive officers of Synod 2012
d) Agreement with the Three Forms of Unity
2. ORDER OF BUSINESS
a) Schedule of meetings for Synod 2013
b) Adoption of Public Acts of Synod 2012
c) Appointment of advisors, advisory committees, assistant clerk, treasurer
d) Adoption of agenda
e) Appointment of reporters for press release and “The Messenger”
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f) Schedule of visitors representing other denominations
3. CORRESPONDENCE
a) Report – Treasurer of Synod
- Summary of Synodical Assessments
4. APPEALS
a) Chilliwack re. Derek Baars

p.4

p.9

5. OVERTURES
a) 1: Brantford re. Visiting Ministers
b) 2: Chilliwack re. Church Visitors
c) 3: Hamilton re. Woodstock Institution
6. COMMITTEE REPORTS
a) Church Order
b) Ethical and Public Affairs
c) Finance
d) Foreign Mission
e) Outreach Committee
f) Interchurch Relations
g) Publications
h) Refugee Committee
i) Theological Education Committee
j) Theological Student Support
k) Youth and Education
l) Vision Committee

p.17
p.22
p.23

p.28
p.33
p.39
p.55
p.66
p.78
p.84
p.93
p.97
p.121
p.126
p.132

7. CHURCH REPORTS
a) Combined Consistories Meetings Reports
b) Article 41 or 44 reports
8. CLOSING OF SYNOD
a) Appointment of church counselors anPsalter d church visitors
b) Appointment of Seminary Day speakers
c) Set date for Synod 2014 and determine calling and hosting churches
d) Adoption of Executive Minutes 2013
e) Adoption of Concept Minutes 2013
f) Adoption of news release
g) Mutual censure
h) Closing and adjournment
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TREASURER CORRESPONDENCE
Burlington, Ontario April 12, 2013
To the Synod of the Free Reformed Churches of North America.
Esteemed Brethren,
Attached are the Financial Statements of the Synodical Fund for the year ending
December 31, 2012.
During the course of the year, the annual assessments have been received from
all the congregations.
At Synod 2010 the treasurer of Synod was requested to include the financial
implications of the cumulative effect of the assessments of the denomination.
The calling church, Mitchell, Ontario advised that the proposed assessments for
the year 2014 totals $107.70 per member, as per attached schedule, which is an
increase of $7.20 per member over the year 2013.
The books of the Treasurer have been checked by Mr. Mr. Murray Sommer
(Hamilton) and Mr. Ryk Naves (Hamilton). The Financial records were found to
be in good order.
According to our Yearbook 2013 the Fall Committee Meetings are to be held in
St. Thomas, Ontario.This was proposed because of the construction of the new
church in Hamilton and the renovations of the Dundas church. However, we have
contacted Mr. Andy Jonkman, contractor of the Dundas project who advised that
their renovations will be completed by September 2013.At Synod 2002, see art
21 - it was decided that meetings should be held in the most effective locations.
In consultation with Mr. Hans VanDoodewaard, Co-ordinator of the Synodical
Committee meetings and the consistory of Dundas, the meetings in October
2013 could be held in the Dundas church to save the extra costs.
We would like to make the following proposals:
1. To maintain the annual quota of $12.00 per member for the year 2014.
2. To continue to pay 85% of the car allowance as reported by the National Joint
Council for the Province of Ontario (These rates are published on a quarterly
basis, January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1 - As of April 1, 2013 - 85% of
$0.55 = $0.4675)
3. The approve the attached Financial Statements and the actions of the
Treasurer of Synod.
May the Lord bless your meeting.
J.D. Tamminga, Treasurer Synod.
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Free Reformed Churches of N.A.
Schedule and Analysis of Synodical Assessments
Proposed Assessments for 2014

Proposed

Actual

2014

2013

$

$31.20

$26.00

5.20

6.00

6.00

Home Missions

21.00

19.00

Radio Missions

* 18.00

* 18.00

Student Support

13.00

13.00

Synodical Fund
Youth &
Education
Needy
Churches
Refugee
Committee

12.00

12.00

3.00

Emeritus Fund
Publications

TOTALS

Increase

Actual

Actual

%

2012

2011

20.0

$22.50

$21.00

-

6.00

6.00

10.5

15.00

15.00

15.00

12.00

-

13.00

10.00

-

12.00

12.00

3.00

-

4.00

5.00

2.50

2.50

-

5.00

5.00

1.00

1.00

-

1.00

1.00

$107.70

$100.5
0

7.2

$ 93.50

$ 87.00

2.00

-

$ 7.20

* Radio Mission -$10.00 for congregations that have at least one collection
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Free Reformed Churches of N.A.
Synodical Fund
Statement of Financial Position
December 31, 2012

ASSETS

2012

2011

Cash & Term Deposits

$

24,948

$

25,112

Total Assets

$

24,948

$

25,112

$

25,112

$

20,476

EQUITY
Beginning Balance
Excess (shortage)

Ending Balance

(164)

$

24,948
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Note

Free Reformed Churches of N.A.
Synodical Fund
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
For the year ended December 31, 2012
Variance

2012
Actual

2012
Budget

$56,268

$56,268

-

-

$54,696

56,268

56,268

-

-

54,696

16,705

18,000

1,295

7

17,687

18,255

17,500

(755)

(4)

14,954

2,297

2,100

(197)

(9)

1,686

Delegation Free Church of Scotl (Cont) USA

-

1,500

1,500

100

2,577

Delegation Ref. Pres. Church of Ireland

-

-

-

764

1,200

436

-

-

-

100

500

400

80

0

71

500

429

86

926

$

2011
Actual

%

RECEIPTS
Assessments
Total Receipts
DISBURSEMENTS
Meetings & Travel:
Delegates

5a.

Committee Meetings
Meals - Synod

Delegation Pres. Ref. Church,
Delegate Installation Rev. J. Koopman
Delegate United Reformed Churches
Delegation Heritage Reformed Congregat'ns

1,616
36

244
350

Delegatte Malawi

5b.

2,826

Delegation – NAPARC

5c.

3,074

2,500

(574)

(23)

946

ICRC membership dues

350

375

25

7

350

NAPARC membership dues

300

300

-

-

105

Church Visitation

1,941

4,000

2,059

51

1,157

Minister's Retreat

7,363

6,600

(763)

(12)

6,534

287

700

413

59

528

41

200

159

80

0

Historical Centre FRC, Grand Rapids
Filing Cabinets Archives, Grand
Rapids

204

-

(204)

-

Remuneration - Synod Recording Assistant

400

400

-

-

400

Miscellaneous

600

200

(400)

(200)

0

Total Expenses

56,432

56,575

143

50,060

EXCESS (SHORTAGE)

$ (164)

$ (307)

$ 143

$ 4,636

Postage
Stationary

(2,826)

854
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Free Reformed Churches of N.A.
Synodical Fund
Budget & Projection
For the years ended December 31, 2013 & 2014
Variance

2014

2012
Actual

2013
Budget

$56,268

$ 57,192

$ 924

2

$ 57,492

56,268

57,192

924

2

57,492

Delegates

16,705

18,000

1,295

8

18,500

Committee meetings

18,255

18,500

245

1

18,000

2,297

2,300

3

0

2,400

1,800

1,800

-

-

-

-

764

(764)

RECEIPTS
Assessments (note 5d)
Total Receipts

$

%

Projection

DISBURSEMENTS
Meetings & Travel:

Meals - Synod
Delegation - Chr. Geref. Kerken
Delegation - Free Church of
Scotl(Cont.) USA
Delegation Presb. Reformed
Churches
Delegation - ICRC
Delegation - United Reformed
Churches
Delegation - Heritage Reformed
Congregat'ns

2,500
100
71

Delegate Malawi

2,826

Delegation - NAPARC

3,074
350

ICRC membership dues
NAPARC membership dues

800

(100)

-

2,500

-

(100)

-

729

1,027

1,000

(2,826)

(100)

-

1,500

(1,574)

(51)

1,500

375

25

7

375

300

300

-

-

300

Church visitation

1,941

3,500

1,559

80

4,000

Ministers' retreat

7,363

7,000

(363)

(5)

7,100

287

350

63

22

350

41

200

159

388

200

400

400

-

-

400

204

500

296

145

500

854

-

(854)

(100)

-

600

200

(400)

Postage
Stationary
Remuneration - Synod Recording
Assistant
Historical Centre FRC, Grand
Rapids
Filing Cabinets Archives, Grand
Rapids
Miscellaneous
Total Disbursements
EXCESS (SHORTAGE)

56,432
$ (164)

58,225
$ (1,033)
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APPEAL
Chilliwack Free Reformed Church
45471 Yale Road, Chilliwack, BC, V2R 3Z
Bethel Free Reformed Church
P.O. Box 674, Mitchell, Ontario, N0K 1N0
Chris Otten, Clerk
clerk@mitchell.frcna.org
June 25, 2012
Dear Brothers,
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
As a consistory of the Chilliwack Free Reformed Church we appeal the
decision of Synod 2012 not to extend the candidacy of Brother Derek Baars
for another year. After considerable deliberation we believe that this decision
not to extend his candidacy is not in the welfare of our churches. Therefore we
appeal providing the following grounds:
1. On the occasions he has served us (just recently for two Lord’s Days) he has
‘preached’ the living Word of God and has been appreciated by our
congregation;
2. In our knowledge of him we think that he has sufficient gifts and graces to be
an able minister of the gospel of Christ;
3. In the Lord’s time, we think that there is yet a place where he can serve as a
minister of the gospel;
4. Given the fact of a large number of vacancies in our denomination, we should
be extremely cautious in allowing his candidacy to lapse, particularly in light of
the fact that there are a number of recent vacancies;
5. Given the fact that we presently have only one other candidate and two
students for the ministry in addition to several ministers reaching retirement age
along with other expanding opportunities; we should be absolutely certain that no
call is forthcoming before allowing his candidacy to lapse.
6. Considering the resources that we have invested in him already, it would be
wise to provide him with greater helps (such as a long term internship) before
allowing his candidacy to lapse, particularly in light of his special circumstances.
In light of these facts, we believe that the decision not to extend Brother Derek
Baars’ candidacy was unwise and not in best interest of our churches. Therefore
we appeal the decision not to extend his candidacy to December 2013 as
he had requested.
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Our prayer for you is that the Lord may graciously bless your deliberations to the
extension of His Kingdom to the glory of His most Holy name.
On behalf of the consistory of the Free Reformed Church of Chilliwack,
Martin Traas, Secretary

Convening Consistory’s Response to Chilliwack Appeal
The following is the way the Mitchell consistory responded to the Chilliwack
appeal
1. letter to Chilliwack
2. letter to all the consistories
October 15, 2012
Dear brothers of the consistory of Chilliwack,
Greetings in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,
Thank you for your letter of appeal with regard to the decision of Synod 2012 re
Candidate Baars. Given our responsibility as calling church for the next Synod,
we have the duty of receiving appeals and preparing the agenda. As for all our
congregations, this is an uncommon experience, happening once every twenty
years or so. It may seem like an easy responsibility, but we are finding out that it
is not always so. And we haven’t even begun to prepare the agenda yet! This
appeal has been the first challenge and we are trying to find our way.
What we have struggled with in regards to the appeal is what to do with it. Since
it has come within the required timeframe of one month after Synod 2012, we will
include it in the agenda for Synod 2013. What we struggled with was the
question whether or not to call an early Synod, for example, this fall. That is
always a significant thing and involves some cost as well. At this point, we
looked through the details of the appeal and we noticed that while all the points
raised are important and have merit, there was nothing substantially new in the
letter. In other words, there was nothing in it that has not already been known to
the churches and talked about during the deliberations of Synod. For that
reason, we did not feel liberty to call an early Synod. When we consulted our
church visitors about this, they agreed with us. In further dealing with the appeal,
however, we will inform the churches that it has come and let them know also our
decision not to call an early meeting of the churches. We trust that with all this
we have now properly fulfilled our obligation as calling church.
Brothers, we wish you the rich blessing of the Lord and look forward to seeing
you at Synod 2013, DV.
On behalf of the Mitchell consistory,
Gerald Pol
Corresponding Clerk
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Sent to all the consistories:
October 2012
Dear consistory,
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Synod 2012 appointed the Mitchell consistory the calling church for next year’s
Synod in June 2013. This means we are responsible for preparing and
distributing the agenda. That includes the receiving of appeals.
That is what this brief letter is about. In early July of this year we received an
appeal from Chilliwack FRC concerning Synod’s decision that the candidacy of
Candidate Derek Baars, should he not receive a call, would lapse at the end of
this year. We have appended the appeal to this letter for your information. It will
be included in the agenda to be distributed next April and can be fully discussed
by the churches at that meeting.
Our understanding of the process is that the appeal by itself does not change the
decision of Synod 2012, and that should Candidate Baars not receive a call by
Dec. 31, 2012, his candidacy will indeed lapse. In our discussion as consistory,
we wondered if we were required to call an early meeting of Synod to deal with
this appeal. Perhaps it could have been arranged for around the time of
committee meetings when most of the western ministers are here. About this,
however, we were very hesitant, realizing that it would still involve some cost to
the federation. Our struggle in this connection was that when we looked through
the appeal as it has been presented to us, we did not see anything that was new
information, in other words, anything that has not already been known to the
churches and been part of the discussion. For that reason we felt no liberty to
call a meeting. In coming to this decision, we have consulted with our church
counselor/visitors and they have concurred. We trust that in so deciding we have
faithfully fulfilled our responsibility regarding this appeal.
With this letter we are simply informing you of our actions. There is no need to
respond and we will assume by your silence that you acquiesce to our decision
and handling of the appeal. In the meantime, let us continue together to pray for
br. Baars and his wife, Frances, and for the Lord’s will and way to be made
known to them.
With brotherly greetings, on behalf of Bethel FRC, Mitchell, Ontario,

Gerald Pol
Corresponding Clerk
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Chilliwack FRC response
Synod of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
c/o Bethel Free Reformed Church of Mitchell, Box 674, Mitchell, ON. N0K 1N0
Gerald Pol, Clerk; clerk@mitchell.frcna.org
April 2, 2013
Dear Brothers,
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
As you are aware, we, as consistory of the Chilliwack Free Reformed Church,
appealed the decision of synod 2012 not to extend the candidacy of brother
Derek Baars by another year. (Acts of Synod 2012, Article 22) His candidacy
was extended by one year at Synod 2011 and our procedure allows for a oneyear extension twice. Therefore he was eligible for a further year extension upon
request but his request was denied. You will find the appeal elsewhere in this
agenda. However, we believe that we need to state our concerns about the
handling of our appeal in order to add clarity to the process. We wish to express
our frustration and disappointment about the manner in which our appeal was
processed. We have made these concerns known to the convening consistory
but have been dissatisfied with their responses. Therefore, we write this
correspondence to you to clarify several matters.
First, we are concerned that we had to defend our ‘right of appeal’ as a
consistory. (See Appendix #1)
The convening consistory questioned our right to appeal because in their
view it concerned an individual and ‘the decision … does not affect you
directly nor us for that matter.” (Correspondence – Mitchell consistory,
August 23, 2012) However, any decision made by synod is a matter for the
churches in common and therefore can be appealed by any consistory. The
intent of the CO is not to limit the grounds of an appeal to personal injury or
injustice. If a consistory believes that a decision is contrary to the Word of
God, contrary to the church order, or not in the best interest of the churches
they have not only the right to appeal but also the obligation to appeal.
Further, in their correspondence with us the convening consistory implied
that we needed the individual’s permission before proceeding with the
appeal. They asked us whether we had discussed this appeal with him
before submitting it. They asked: ‘If he isn’t aware, is it wise, is it even right
to appeal a decision he might himself be very much at peace with? Again
this is questioning our right to appeal a matter that we believe is not in the
best interest of the churches. While it involves an individual it is not about
an individual. In the view of the Chilliwack consistory the decision of Synod
2012 was not in the best interest of the churches and therefore it was
appealed.
Therefore we as a consistory regret that we needed to defend our right of
appeal as a consistory. This is contrary to Article 31 of our church order which
clearly states that we have the right to appeal a decision of synod. While we
are sure that was not the intent of the convening consistory, we feel that the
questioning of our right to appeal was lording over our consistory. Synod can
rule an appeal inadmissible but the only ground by which a convening
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consistory can do so is if the appeal isn’t received within the required timeframe
of one month as required by article 31 of the CO.
Second, we are concerned that the grounds of our appeal were judged by
the convening consistory. The fact that they have judged our appeal is clearly
evident in two ways.
The convening consistory in their correspondence to us dated October 15,
2012 stated that in their view ‘there was nothing substantially new in the
letter. In other words, there was nothing in it that has not already been
known to the churches and talked about during deliberations of Synod.”
On that basis they did not feel that calling an earlier synod was justifiable.
This is clearly a judgement of the contents of the appeal which properly
belongs to the synod, not to the convening church.
The convening consistory in their letter to the consistories of Free
Reformed churches have also communicated this judgement on our
appeal to all the churches. We deeply regret that this has happened.
They entered into discussion on the content of our appeal. When
justifying why they did not call an early synod to deal with this appeal they
stated: ‘Our struggle in this connection was that when we looked through
the appeal as it has been presented to us, we did not see anything that
was new information, in other words, anything that has not already been
known to the churches and been part of the discussion. This is again
entering into discussion about the content of the appeal which is beyond
the mandate of the convening consistory. They judged that the
weightiness of the appeal did not merit the calling of an earlier synod. We
respectfully disagree with the convening consistory and regret that they
have prejudiced the churches against our appeal without the ability to
respond on our part in a church orderly way.
We believe that the grounds of our appeal can only be properly evaluated by
the body to which the appeal is being directed, which in this case, is the
synod of the Free Reformed Churches. We regret that the grounds of our
appeal were already being judged without giving us a proper hearing and
ability to respond.
Third, we are concerned that the appeal was processed incorrectly by the
convening consistory.
The convening consistory in their processing of our appeal did express
uncertainty how to proceed and asked us what we thought should
happen. (Correspondence - August 23, 2012) They mentioned the
possibility of simply including the appeal in the agenda for Synod 2013 but
recognized that it complicated matters because decision of synod stated
that his candidacy was to expire at the end of 2012.
We responded to their August 23, 2012 correspondence on September 4,
2012 stating that we believe that proper procedure is that our appeal
would be heard before the decision of Synod 2012 could be implemented.
(See Appendix 2 for support for this counsel). Therefore we believe that
the convening consistory had two options – either call a synod meeting
before the end of 2012 so our appeal could be heard before the effective
date of the decision or to inform the churches that the decision of Synod
2012 would not be implemented until the appeal is heard in June 2013.
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The convening consistory responded to us in correspondence dated
October 15, 2012. In their response to us they informed us that since the
appeal had been received within the required timeframe (1 month) they
would include it in the agenda for the June Synod of 2013. They also
stated that they did not feel liberty to call an early synod. This is all they
stated in their correspondence with us so we assumed that the
implementation of the Synod 2012 decision would be delayed until after
our appeal was heard at the June 2013 Synod.
However, then we received a letter which was sent to all the churches on
October 18, 2013 informing the churches of their decision not to call an
early synod but then adding: “Our understanding of the process is that the
appeal itself does not change the decision of Synod 2012, and that should
Candidate Baars not receive a call by Dec 31, 2012, his candidacy will
indeed lapse” (Correspondence to churches dated October 18, 2012) In
their judgement of the appeal (a judgement they had no right to make)
they thought that no new information had been communicated in the
appeal. In addition they mention that they could have called a synod
meeting during the time of the committee meetings but were hesitant
because of the financial implications. They also state that they’ve
consulted with their church visitors about the matter and their approach
was consistent with their advice. However, they gave no church orderly
grounds to justify their approach.
Overall, while we do agree that Mitchell is correct in the sense that they didn’t
have the authority to overturn Synod 2012’s decision nevertheless good
order required them to act in accordance with the advice we gave them on
August 23, 2012 either delaying the implementation of the decision or else
calling an earlier synod. While they didn’t think the reasons were weighty
enough to call an early synod they disrespected the weightiness of the
concerns of the Chilliwack Consistory. If the convening consistory was
convinced that the implementation of Synod 2012’s decision could not
be delayed until the June 2013 synod the only choice they had was to
call an earlier synod. (see appendix #2) If an early synod had been called,
the responsibility for doing so could never be blamed on the Mitchell
consistory but only on the Chilliwack consistory. This we would have gladly
accounted for to synod. In many ways as a result of the convening
consistory’s decision our appeal did not receive a hearing in a timely manner.
We feel that the result of this approach of the convening consistory has
resulted in the tainting of our appeal. We simply wished to have a hearing of
our appeal in a timely fashion before the implementation of the decision.
Was this too much to expect? In our view (and many church order
commentaries) the church order requires such an approach. In fact, we
could find no support for the approach of convening consistory in this matter.
Lastly, we are concerned about some of the impressions that are left in
regards to our appeal. Repeatedly the convening consistory has stated in their
correspondence that they believe that there is nothing new in the appeal that we
have made. We are afraid that this statement has tainted the way the churches
have read our appeal. We wish to respond to this judgment which they made
beyond their mandate.
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First, this statement is based on the position that new grounds are
necessary for our consistory to appeal. This is assumption is true within
one assembly – synod within synod or consistory within consistory – but
not when one body (consistory) is appealing to another body (synod).
We simply believe that the wrong decision was made (even in light of the
information Synod 2012 had available) because it was not in the welfare
of the churches and therefore we appeal. Obviously we tried to make
our appeal as succinct as possible and therefore didn’t include all
aspects. Nevertheless their judgement is based on faulty
presuppositions as to the grounds necessary for a consistory to appeal a
synodical decision.
Second, while many of these matters may have some overlap with what
has been discussed, we believe there are several aspects that were not
discussed in the context of the decision to allow his candidacy to lapse.
The overall ground of our appeal was that this decision was not in
the best interest of our churches. This was not discussed in the
context of the decision. At Synod most of the discussion was about
what was best for the individual himself but little, if anything, was said
about what was the best for our churches. We believed that Synod 2012
erred in taking such an approach because the churches welfare in this
regard is more important than an individual’s. That’s the reason this
appeal was sent – not because of personal attachment to the individual
involved as seems to have been implied by the convening consistory. It
is for that reason that we didn’t consult the individual until after we had
made the decision to appeal this decision of synod.
Did the churches really weigh the fact of the numerous vacancies that are
present in our denomination? Presently there are 7 vacancies of 19
churches with at least 2 pastors nearing the retirement age and presently
only 2 students. This puts us at perhaps a higher vacancy rate than ever
before. Have we really discussed the resources we have invested in him
already? Have we really provided him with all the helps that he requires? Is
there nothing further that we can do as churches in this regard? The failure
of any individual church doesn’t mean that as churches together more
shouldn’t be done. Is it really in the best interest of our churches to allow his
candidacy to lapse in the days we live today? Is there not a great need?
Were there sufficient grounds to allow his candidacy to lapse? What are the
necessary grounds to require the lapsing of candidacy? Before God we had
no peace with this decision of Synod 2012 and therefore we have sent our
appeal. We hope that this appeal will receive a proper and fair hearing in
spite of these unfortunate developments about the processing of it. We also
hope that this correspondence is received with the intent of clarifying some of
the confusion regarding the processing of appeals in the future.
Our prayer for you is that the Lord may graciously bless your deliberations to the
extension of His Kingdom to the glory of His most Holy name.
On behalf of the consistory of the Free Reformed Church of Chilliwack
Martin Traas, Secretary
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Appendix 1 – Article 31: ‘Right of Appeal’
Article 31: Right of Appeal
If any one complain that he has been wronged by the decision of a minor
assembly, he shall have the right to appeal to a major ecclesiastical assembly,
and whatever may be agreed upon by a majority vote shall be considered
settled and binding, unless it be proved to conflict with the Word of God or
with the Articles of the Church Order, as long as they are not changed by
another Synod.
Everyone who appeals the decision of any ecclesiastical assembly must, within
one month after the date of this decision, or if he has been notified by letter of
this decision then one month after the date of such letter, advise the secretary of
the Consistory in the event it concerns Consistory matters, or the calling church
of the major assembly whose decision he is appealing in case it is a matter
concerning this assembly. In the event the appeal is denied, notification of this
shall be sent to the appellant.
Grounds of an appeal
The CO states the grounds of an appeal is ‘If any one complain that he has been
wronged by the decision of a minor assembly, he shall have the right to appeal to
a major ecclesiastical assembly. Now this doesn’t mean that the right to appeal
is limited to cases of personal injury. If one believes that synod has come to an
incorrect and dangerous conclusion, contrary to the Bible, the confessional
writings of the church, the church order or the welfare of the churches, may and
should indeed appeal… (Monsma &VanDellen, pg. 141)
The last part of the first paragraph (bolded above) deals with the decision
made on the appeal not the grounds of the appeal itself. The decision on
the appeal is to be settled and binding unless it be proved to conflict with the
Word of God or with the Articles of the Church. Therefore after the first appeal is
heard, the only grounds by which another appeal can be made on the same
decision if it is contrary to the Word of God or the church order.
In the first paragraph of article 31 of the CO we are actually dealing with two
elements; right of appeal and consideration of the decisions (on the appeal) as
settled and binding. Kampius says there was an ecclesiastical reason why these
two things were put together. He says while they are two distinct members they
are very closely related. Especially in regards to appeals the decisions are
binding. Jansen is critical of joining the two elements for it creates the
impression that one can only appeal if the decision is contrary to the Word of
God or the Church Order. He feels there is a false impression here. Kampius
says that you can appeal if you feel wronged. The binding nature of the decision
is tied to the answer to the appeal not to the grounds of the appeal itself.
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Appendix #2 – Status of a decision under appeal
What is the status of a decision while the matter is under appeal? Should the
execution of the decision be held in abeyance until the appeal is heard? Will not
the execution of the decision perhaps become involved in many complex
difficulties in the event the appellant's position is upheld later by the synod?
Although this matter is not directly treated in Article 31 of our Church Order, it is
nevertheless involved. The article sets forth the principle involved in the right of
appeal and out of this principle evolve several practical challenges of which this
is one. The church order does answer all of these practical questions for if it were
to do so it would become a rather cumbersome document. However, the
principle is the right of an appeal by a member or consistory if they feel wronged
by the decision. Part of this right is to be heard in a timely manner while the
matter is still relevant.
Let’s illustrate this with a very practical example. Let’s imagine that consistory
decides to pave the parking lot at the church from the deacon fund because there
is lots of money in that fund. One of the deacons of the consistory objects to this
decision because he believes that it is wrong to use funds from the deacon fund
to pave the parking lot. He appeals the decision to combined consistories but the
combined consistory is not meeting for a few months. The consistory then
decides to implement the decision and have the parking lot paved that summer
before the appeal is heard. They do so and pay for it from the deacon fund. This
would be improper and such a consistory should be rebuked even though they
had the ‘majority’. The decision does not have to be changed in the interim
but the implementation should be delayed until the appeal is heard.
The Church Order Commentary by Monsma and Van Dellen support this
approach when they state:
"The question is often asked: Should decision of minor assemblies await
execution pending an appeal? We would answer in the affirmative. If at all
possible no assembly must begin to execute a decision the correctness of which
is to be judged by a major assembly. To illustrate, supposing someone objects to
the installation of a certain brother as Elder, and that his objection is overruled,
and that he appeals to Classis; then if the Consistory would proceed with the
installation, and after a few weeks. Classis should sustain the appellant, such a
Consistory would find itself in a very difficult position.
"If and when possible, action on appeals should be awaited. Sometimes,
however, this is not possible, or not advisable. Thus in the illustration at hand, if
the appellant were not sustained by Classis he might appeal to Synod. This
would mean a long extended delay as to the brother's installation (if synodical
decision were awaited), which would be unfair to both the Church concerned and
the Elder-elect concerned. The rule should be one appeal. And during that
appeal, in all possible cases, action on the appeal should be awaited. If an
appellant feels burdened to such an extent that he cannot submit after the first
appeal, then let him proceed. But as a rule he should not ask or expect the minor
assembly to suspend action." (Monsma & VanDellen, pg. 143)
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VanDellen and Monsma make a helpful distinction in the sense that it is possible
that there would be some instances where delaying of the decision may not be
helpful. It is for this reason that our church order allows for calling of an earlier
assembly of the churches in case the matter requires immediate attention. We
also have this same provision in regards to serious church discipline cases which
simply cannot wait until the next time the assembly gathers. However, the
general rule is that at least the initial appeal should be heard before the
implementation of the decision. If the delay of a decision would cause serious
harm (for instance deposing of an officebearer who was teaching heresy) then
the overseeing body should be constituted as soon as possible to deal with the
matter. W.W.J. Van Oene in With Common Consent states: Should a decision
be executed pending an appeal? In general, this question is to be answered in
the negative. Hereby we bear in mind that one appeal, namely to classis, is the
rule and should be. An appeal can, therefore, not hold up the execution of a
decision for more than three months at the most. If a consistory is convinced that
a lengthy delay is unwarranted, it can always ask to have the classis convened
earlier than originally agreed upon. (With Common Consent, pg.152)
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OVERTURES
Overture 1: Brantford re. Visiting Ministers
Grace Free Reformed Church
17 Patterson Avenue
Brantford, ON
N3S 6W8
To Synod 2013 of the FRCNA
Overture re: Visiting Ministers
1. Recognizing that it is the work of the Interchurch Relations Committee to
maintain and nurture relationships with other denominations,
2. aware that Reformed church polity dictates that elders have the oversight
over pulpit supply in the local church,
3. aware of the confusion associated with utilizing the current church order
regulations governing pulpit access,
4. realizing the negative impression the current regulations present to other
denominations,
the Consistory of Brantford overtures Synod to amend the current
church order article 5. J. (regulations governing pulpit access for
visiting ministers).
Grounds
1. The current regulations represent a system based on ecclesiastical
hierarchy, giving the Interchurch Relations Committee (IRC) the authority
to overrule the decisions of the local consistory in its efforts to provide
pulpit supply for its congregation. The regulations imply that consistories
are unable to properly exercise oversight of their pulpits, and therefore
must seek pre-approval from and give account to the IRC.
A Colloquium Doctum (sometimes over the phone) of the IRC with a
potential visiting minister should not supersede the work of consistories
conducting their own research in assessing ministers, especially since
consistories ultimately have the greater level of interest. In the case of
the one-time approval process currently in place, the IRC is appointed to
review the work done by the consistory, and then approve or disapprove
the request based on the submitted documents from the consistory's
investigation. Therefore the current system is hierarchical, granting the
IRC control over the work of the local consistory.
It is recognized that the current regulations have been derived from the
previous practice of our churches, but the practice is an aberration of
traditional Reformed polity, borne out of the historical and geographical
context of our sister churches in the Netherlands. In contrast, in the
Scottish tradition, the local session (or sometimes even just the pastor) is
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responsible for access to the local pulpit. Further, reformers including
Calvin pointed to the authority of the local consistory of elders as having
the ecclesiastical power with regards to the preaching of the Word &
church discipline (Institutes Book IV, Chapter XI, 6. e.g.).
This does not counter the recognized benefit of the advice of and
deferred authority to the broader assembly in the use of these keys both
in exercising church discipline and the preaching of the Word on weighty
and substantial matters, such as in the proceeding to final steps of
church discipline or the calling of a minister from another federation
(which must be subsequent to a C.D. with the IRC and synod approval;
church order Article 5.G.)
2. The current system is confusing and cumbersome to utilize, hindering
consistories of vacant churches from providing occasional supply for
their own pulpits and possibly, investigating potential candidates for call
to their congregation whom God in His providence has placed in
federations and/or geographical locations which fall outside of our
federation and our corresponding churches. The work involved in
following the current regulations, which include an investigation and a
CD by the local consistory followed by a CD with the IRC in order to have
a man serve for a few Lord's Days, discourages consistories from
considering inviting men whom they may know to be very able and Godly
reformed ministers.
3. The current procedures are insulting to other denominations. They
prevent able ministers from other denominations from getting to know
our congregations better, and our congregations from getting to know a
man better. Our regulations are out of step with the practice of other
reformed federations that we have correspondence and contact with.
From the perspective of men outside our denomination, our current
system is discouraging, prohibitive and gives an aura of denominational
superiority. This perception can only work against the IRC whom we as
churches have called to seek contact with other church bodies. Further,
the current procedures are embarrassing to explain to potential visiting
ministers, especially since denominations similar to ours have no such
restrictions or regulations for occasional pulpit exchange or supply (see
notes below).
4. The current procedures distract the IRC from maintaining and nurturing
relationships with other denominations, which ought to be the primary
focus of its work. The church order does (and should) require the work of
the IRC with regards to calling a minister from another denomination,
and granting regular access to all Free Reformed pulpits via a preaching
license, but the majority of its time and energy should be to spent on
fostering relationships with other federations and deepening our spiritual
unity with those of like faith in obedience to the high priestly prayer of our
Saviour (John 17).
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Below we have shown our current church order regulations with regards to
visiting ministers. Compare them with the policies of three other reformed
denominations from NAPARC:
The Reformed Presbyterian Churches of NA are free to invite theologically
conservative pastors to fill a pulpit under the oversight of the local consistory.
NAPARC churches are all considered theologically conservative. Having an FRC
pastor, for example, fill one of their pulpits would be entirely up to the local
consistory. Calls outside the denomination need to be ratified by the local
Presbytery, never by synod (even in tense situations). Source: Dr. Jonathan
Watt, Geneva College
The United Reformed Churches have no denominational regulations. Their
Church Order only speaks of the consistory regulating worship and overseeing
the Word. Source: Rev. Daniel R. Hyde, pastor of Oceanside United Reformed
Church, Carlsbad/Oceanside, CA
The pulpits of the Heritage Reformed Congregations are directly under the
control of the local elders. The consistories do inform synod of who preaches in
their churches. If the local elders would like to invite an OPC pastor, for example,
they have that freedom even if there is no ecclesiastical relationship. Source: Mr.
Jake Sinke (head of HRC missions committee, past chair of the board of PRTS)
The current wording of Article 5.J. is provided below for your reference with the
proposed wording of Article 5.J. following (complete with changes as noted).

Article 5 J. (Current)
J. Visiting Ministers:
1. A visiting minister, candidate or seminary student from another church
federation ordinarily may not preach in a Free Reformed Church. Exceptions
to this general rule are provided for in points 2 through 5 below.
2. A visiting minister from a church with which the Free Reformed Churches
have a corresponding relationship (see Art. 51), ordinarily may preach in the
Free Reformed Churches.
3. A visiting minister from a church with which the Free Reformed Churches
have only a Limited Contact or no formal relationship at all may be granted a
one-year licence to preach in the Free Reformed Churches if he has received
permission according to the following rules:
a.The inviting consistory sends a request for the visiting minister to
preach in the Free Reformed Churches to deputies of Interchurch
Relations, after coming to a positive evaluation based on their
investigation regarding the minister’s orthodoxy. The consistory’s
investigation shall include pertinent questions of a doctrinal nature, and
the auditing of several sermons as to their doctrinal soundness.
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b. These deputies shall make a decision as soon as possible, after
conducting a Colloquium Doctum with the visiting minister and evaluating
the consistory’s report on its findings.
c. Upon favourable decision, deputies shall grant a one year preaching
licence and shall make a formal announcement concerning this in the
official magazine of the Free Reformed Churches. Preaching licenses
shall ordinarily be renewed annually by Synod upon the recommendation
of the deputies of Interchurch Relations. If a “licensed” visiting minister
does not preach for three years in the churches his name shall be
removed from the approved list. Re-instatement shall take place only
with the unanimous approval of the Executive of the deputies Interchurch
Relations.
d. Deputies of Interchurch Relations at all times have a right to withdraw
the permission.
e. The permission shall be reviewed by the deputies of Interchurch
Relations when the minister concerned accepts a call to a church from
another denomination.
4. Consistories are allowed to invite non-FRC ministers on a one time basis
(preaching in one or two congregations on one Lord’s Day in a calendar
year), without the requirement of the minister sustaining a colloquium
doctum, provided all of the following conditions are met:
1) The consistory conducts a reasonable amount of investigation to
determine that the minister is a member in good standing in a Reformed
church, fully subscribes to the Three Forms of Unity or the Westminster
Confession and Catechisms, and that his preaching does not conflict
with the said confessions.
2) Sends the request and a written report describing the investigation
carried out and its results, at least one week before the day the invited
minister is to conduct a worship service, to the Interchurch Relations
Committee.
a) Voting by the committee may take place via email, and no reasons for
the decision will be required by voting committee members or the
committee as a whole to the consistory. A congregation has the right to
request a colloquium doctum in case the majority of the committee fails
to grant permission to the one-time request. Sustaining this colloquium
doctum leads to the granting of a preaching license in our churches.
b) Deputies of Interchurch Relations have the right to request a
colloquium doctum when a majority of the committee deems it advisable.
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(This may be prudent in the case of a series of requests from various
congregations for a certain minister or other unforeseen circumstances).
Sustaining this colloquium doctum leads to the granting of a preaching
license in our churches.
5. Senior students studying at the seminary approved by our churches, as
well as recent graduates, who have permission to preach in their
denomination, with which we have a corresponding relationship, may be
invited to preach in our churches provided the request of the consistory is
accompanied by the advice of one or more of the full-time Free Reformed
professors at such seminary. The procedures under 3 above must be
followed.
6. Recent ministerial candidates who were trained at the seminary approved
by our churches may be invited to preach in our churches provided the
request by the consistory is accompanied by the advice of one or more of the
full-time Free Reformed professors at such seminary. The procedures under
3 above must be followed.
We ask synod to adopt the following recommendations:
1. Allow senior students and candidates from corresponding churches to bring
an edifying word without a Colloquium Doctum.
2. Affirm that all visiting ministers must subscribe to the Three Forms of Unity or
the Westminster Standards by including this under sentence 3. with regards
to the granting of preaching licenses.
3. Extend the number of years a minister stays on the approved list to five
years.
4. Affirm the freedom for a consistory to have a guest minister up to four Lord’s
Days without the approval of the IRC.
5. Require consistories to inform synod regarding all non-FRC pastors who
have filled the pulpit.
Article 5 J. (Proposed)
J. Visiting Ministers:
1. A visiting minister, candidate or seminary student from another church
federation ordinarily may not preach in a Free Reformed Church.
Exceptions to this general rule are provided for in points 2 through 6
below.
2. A visiting minister, candidate or senior seminary student from a church
with which the Free Reformed Churches have a corresponding
relationship (see Art. 51), ordinarily may preach in the Free Reformed
Churches. Senior students studying at the seminary approved by our
churches, as well as recent graduates and candidates, who have
permission to preach in their denomination, with which we have a
corresponding relationship, may be invited to preach in our churches
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provided the request of the consistory is accompanied by seeks the
advice of one or more of the full-time Free Reformed professors at such
1
seminary. The procedures under 3 above must be followed.
3. A visiting minister from a church with which the Free Reformed
Churches have only a Limited Contact or no formal relationship at all
may be granted a one-year licence to preach in
the Free Reformed Churches if he has received permission according to
the following rules:
a.The inviting consistory sends a request for the visiting minister to
preach in the Free Reformed Churches to deputies of Interchurch
Relations, after coming to a positive evaluation based on their
investigation regarding the minister’s orthodoxy. The consistory shall
determine that the minister is a member in good standing in a Reformed
church, fully subscribes to the Three Forms of Unity or the Westminster
Confession and Catechisms, and that his preaching does not conflict
2

with the said confessions. The consistory’s investigation shall include
pertinent questions of a doctrinal nature, and the auditing of several
sermons as to their doctrinal soundness.
b. These deputies shall make a decision as soon as possible, after
conducting a Colloquium Doctum with the visiting minister and evaluating
the consistory’s report on its findings.
c. Upon favourable decision, deputies shall grant a one year preaching
licence and shall make a formal announcement concerning this in the
official magazine of the Free Reformed Churches. Preaching licenses
shall ordinarily be renewed annually by Synod upon the recommendation
of the deputies of Interchurch Relations. If a “licensed” visiting minister
3

does not preach for five three years in the churches his name shall be
removed from the approved list. Re-instatement shall take place only
with the unanimous approval of the Executive of the deputies Interchurch
Relations.

1

Sentence 5. incorporated into sentence 2. Requirement for a CD for senior
students and candidates from corresponding churches eliminated due to the trust and
spiritual unity attained in those relationships. Advice from seminary professor(s)
maintained who can give counsel as to the character and preaching of the man in
question.
2
Sentence copied from sentence 4. below making subscription to the Reformed
confessions an explicit requirement in all cases.
3
Extend the time names are maintained on the active preaching license list to
minimize the redundancy of having to review a case again because a man may not
have preached for one of our congregations for a few years.
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d. Deputies of Interchurch Relations at all times have a right to withdraw
the permission.
e. The permission shall be reviewed by the deputies of Interchurch
Relations when the minister concerned accepts a call to a church from
another denomination.
4. Consistories are free allowed to invite non-FRC ministers on an
occasional one-time basis (preaching in a one or two congregations up
to four on one Lord’s Days in a calendar year. without the requirement of
the minister sustaining a colloquium doctum, provided all of the following
conditions are met:
1) The consistory shall conducts a reasonable amount of investigation to
determine that the minister is a member in good standing in a Reformed
church, fully subscribes to the Three Forms of Unity or the Westminster
Confession and Catechisms, and that his preaching does not conflict
with the said confessions.

4

2)Sends the request and a written report describing the investigation
carried out and its results, at least one week before the day the invited
minister is to conduct a worship service, to the Interchurch Relations
Committee.
a) Voting by the committee may take place via email, and no reasons for
the decision will be required by voting committee members or the
committee as a whole to the consistory. A congregation has the right to
request a colloquium doctum in case the majority of the committee fails
to grant permission to the one-time request. Sustaining this colloquium
doctum leads to the granting of a preaching license in our churches.
b) Deputies of Interchurch Relations has the right to request a colloquium
doctum when a majority of the committee deems it advisable. (This may
be prudent in the case of a series of requests from various congregations
for a certain minister or other unforeseen circumstances). Sustaining this
colloquium doctum leads to the granting of a preaching license in our
churches.
5. Recent ministerial candidates who were trained at the seminary
approved by our churches may be invited to preach in our churches
provided the request by the consistory is accompanied by the advice of

4

Affirm the principle of local authority with regards to the pulpit, yet maintaining
reasonable limits to prevent a non-FRC minister to becoming the stated supply or defacto pastor of a local congregation without the advice of the broader assembly.
Also, instructing the local consistory of their duty to diligence with regards to
investigating the character, confession and preaching of the visiting minister.
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one or more of the full-time Free Reformed professors at such seminary.
5
The procedures under 3 above must be followed.
6. Consistories shall report to the deputies of Interchurch Relations on all
6
occasions of a non-FRC minster serving in their congregation.
May the Lord bless your deliberations to the benefit of His church and the glory of
His Name.
In Christ,
The Consistory of Grace Free Reformed Church of Brantford
Jerry Benjamins, Clerk

Ed Laman, Chairman

5

Formerly, sentence 6. This is an existing provision for ministerial candidates from
the seminary approved by our churches, but not from a corresponding church.
6
A new requirement to aid the IRC in its work in gauging the interactions with pastors
of a corresponding church as an assessment tool. Also, making the IRC aware, and
thus, enabling the IRC to give advice where prudent and necessary.
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Overture 2: Chilliwack re. Church Visitors
Chilliwack FRC
Synod of the Free Reformed Churches
c/o Bethel Free Reformed Church of Mitchell
Box 674, Mitchell, ON. N0K 1N0
Gerald Pol, Clerk; clerk@mitchell.frcna.org
April 2, 2013
Dear Brothers,
Greetings in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
We have observed that while the church visitors report to the combined
consistories they have been appointed by the annual synod. When the
combined consistories were formatted in their present form in 2010 (Article 51,
Acts of Synod 2010) the appointment of church visitors wasn’t mentioned.
Having them appointed by synod doesn’t make a lot of sense if they report to
another body. Technically they should report to the body who appoints them to
this task.
We have brought this to the attention of the combined consistories West and they
requested that we forward this overture to synod. Therefore, we overture synod
to pass on the responsibility of appointment of church visitors to combined
consistories. In order that everything can be done ‘decently and in good order’
we suggest that synod still appoint church visitors for this coming year and the
combined consistories begin to do so at their next meeting.
If there are insufficient pastors in a particular region then emeritus pastors from
other combined consistories could be utilized. This is in keeping with the church
order which states that it should be the ‘most experienced and competent’
ministers involved in church visiting. (Article 44)
Our prayer for you is that the Lord may graciously bless your deliberations to the
extension of His Kingdom to the glory of His most Holy Name.
On behalf of the consistory of the Free Reformed Church of Chilliwack
Martin Traas, Secretary
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Overture 3: Hamilton re. Woodstock Preaching Station
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
Report of Standing Committee Church Order
April 22, 2013
2013 Synod of FRC
c/o Mitchell Consistory, Convening Church

Esteemed Brethren,
Your committee has met twice during the past year and has been actively
working on the various assignments we have been given. Rev. VanderMeyden
serves as our chair, Rev. Koopman as our Vice-Chair, and Brother Ray Pennings
as the Committee’s secretary.
A. Publication of Church Order
We have been working to prepare an updated version of the Church Order for
on-line and print publication. That work is essentially completed and will be
forwarded to the Publications Committee for publication. This incorporates all
changes including those adopted by Synod 2012. It remains our intention to
prepare footnotes that references synodical discussions that may be helpful in
interpreting specific Church Order articles but that work is not yet completed.
Hopefully this will be incorporated in future editions; however, the work of
systematically reading previous Acts of Synod in order to prepare these footnotes
is a considerable task.
It should be noted that in the process, we have cleaned up a few church orderly
"loose ends," matters that have been left unaddressed by synodical deliberation,
in the transition to the use of Combined Consistories (and may even have existed
long before that). Given the importance that Church Order changes be officially
adopted by Synod, we would ask that a motion approving the following changes
(changed words noted in bold) be adopted.
1.

Article 5 - A " ...... in either instance the Classis to which that
particular church belongs must give permission, ....." Change proposed
is: "...in either instance the Synod (via Contracta) must give permission,
after its meeting has judged the grounds on which the second call
rests...." (as in the revised document).
2.
Article 5 - D ".... A minister who came to his present congregation from
the Netherlands should not be called..." Propose it be changed to
"from a foreign country"; the rationale being that it is increasingly
conceivable (in view of corresponding relationships with other
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3.

4.

5.

6.

denominations), that this precedent would also apply to ministers from
other foreign countries.
Article 5 - E "When a minister of our churches accepts a call from
another church in Canada or the U.S.A. which is not ("affiliated" change
to) in a relationship of correspondence with our denomination (see
Art. 51), the following regulations shall apply." (Similarly changed in
Article 5-H)
In Article 8 the phrase "following the approval of the Synod" is not
completely in sync with the "following regulations." It is a correct
translation of the Dutch original (though it has "regional synod")...but in
the Netherlands the steps of examination from Consistory,
Classis, Regional Synod are such that the Regional Synod also does
conduct a preliminary exam (having the man also exhort), but then
Regional Synod gives Classis the permission to conduct the full
"praeparatoir" exam (on all the subjects listed in 9); that is done back
on the Classis level with the help of (Article 49) synodical deputies. So
the reading of the main body of the article reflects this: "the Classis,
following the approval of synod." Since the "following regulations" are
more clear, and these regulations" actually govern our procedure, can I
suggest that we change this statement to read: "....the Combined
Consistory, following the procedure approved by Synod, shall first
examine him
Article 41: This is the main article about the Combined Consistories:
propose to rearranged this, so that the main part is the more
"constitutional" part; then the "material" (agenda) and finally on the
bottom the "ways and means" matters, which are put under the
subordinate heading: "procedures".
Article 67 has been arranged in such a way that it is made more visible
that we hold Lord's Day observance to be primary, and the celebration
of feast days as secondary and subordinate.

B. Regulations regarding the Calling of a Theological Instructor
1. Factors
We also considered the matter assigned to the Committee by Synod 2012
(Article 9) regarding whether further regulations are required regarding a local
congregation calling a Professor of Theology. In our deliberations of this matter,
various considerations emerged.
-

The matter of calling a Professor of Theology as a pastor in a local
congregation and whether any special considerations need to be
undertaken is a matter that is not explicitly dealt with in the standard
reference works on church polity;
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-

The “minimalist” as well as the “autonomy of the local congregation” are
both core church orderly principles that would suggest the bar is a
reasonably high one for us to consider recommending regulations.

-

An argument in favour of establishing some regulation would be the
principle that by participating in the decision of a synod meeting to call a
man for a denominational task (be that as theological instructor,
missionary, or another task), a local consistory is bound by that decision.
To unilaterally seek to overturn that decision by calling that man to local
ministry is to undermine the decision of the broader assembly which all
congregations are bound to support.

-

The suggestion is made that while respect for each other and balancing
these principles might suggest minimal regulations that emphasize
consultation and communication in the process of a local congregation
calling a man working in a denominationally focused ministry, it would
seem inappropriate for those regulations to limit the decision of a local
congregation.

-

There is a recognition that our current system has the inherent conflict
built into it should the consistory which has oversight of the
denominationally-assigned ministry also desire to have that same
minister called to a local task. The suggestion is made that the
denominational committee having oversight would have a role in this
matter.
2. Conclusions

We also consulted with Professor W. van’t Spijker and considered how our sister
churches have dealt with this matter. (An account of that history is provided in
Appendix A.) From that account it is evident that this matter “is not explicitly
dealt with” in the CGK Church Order. In times of tensions regarding this matter,
the CGK did not consider it necessary to draw up specific regulations in view of
the “minimalist” as well as the “autonomy of the local congregation” principles.
There appears to be a tension between the decision of the broader assembly and
practices by a local consistory as well as between the broader assembly and
practices by an individual minister/professor. The above historical details give
evidence of the broader assemblies dealing with an individual minister and/or
local consistory on a case by case basis.
Your committee agrees with the advice of dr. Van’t Spijker not to feel pushed to
provide all kinds of rules for every possible situation in church life but rather to
work with the Church Order we have committed to as churches and work through
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the widely variant situations as they arise. It is assumed that when a man serving
in a denominational task is called away from that task he will consult with his
overseeing committee in the process of considering such a call. Consequently, in
answer to the question asked of us by Synod 2012, Article 9, we recommend that
no additional regulations be added to deal with this question.
C. Appointments
The term of Dr. L.W. Bilkes expires in 2013 and we recommend that he be
reappointed for another three-year term.
D. Recommendations:
1.
2.

3.
4.

That Synod approve the wording changes to the Church Order
proposed by the Committee.
That Synod approve the Committee’s recommendation of no further
regulations regarding the calling of a Theological Instructor as the
completion of the assignment provided by Synod 2012, Article 9.
That Synod re-appoint Dr. L.W. Bilkes (Grand Rapids) to a threeyear term.
That Synod approve the actions of the committee.

May God richly bless your deliberations.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Committee,
Ray Pennings
Secretary
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Appendix A – CGK History regarding the Calling of Theological
Instructors
We consulted with Professor W. van’t Spijker and considered how our sister
churches have dealt with this matter. The history of the appointment and
departure of Professors in the CGK illustrates how difficult it would be to craft a
regulation which appropriately balances the tension identified above in a way that
can be applied to the various circumstances that might arise.
On September 11, 1894, the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerk officially opened
“The Theological School of the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland.”
On that occasion , the Rev. J. Schotel preached on 2 Corinthians 12:9a and
installed Rev. F.P.L.C. van Lingen and Rev. J. Wisse Czn. as the first two
theological instructors [docenten]. P.J.M. de Bruin and T.A. Bakker were the first
two theological students. The 1894 synod had appointed a “curatorium” [board of
governors]. Rev. van Lingen was full-time instructor and given the right to
minister the Word of God in the churches. He had accepted the appointment on
July 11. Rev. Wisse combined the theological teaching position with the ministry
of the Word in the church in The Hague and the editorship of De Wekker, the
official publication of the CGK.
During the first seven years, it became evident that Rev. Wisse’s triple task was
too much. In 1901 Rev. van Lingen urged the curatorium to work towards
appointing Rev. Wisse as full-time instructor. The curatorium was open to the
idea, but for financial reasons did not move towards it. In 1902 Rev. Wisse’s
consistory urgently requested a reduction in his triple task. The subsequent
attempts to alleviate Rev. Wisse’s heavy task remained inadequate. In 1905 Rev.
Wisse received a call from the CGK in Zierikzee. At that time Rev. Wisse
indicated the churches that if the curatorium would not adequately alleviate his
heavy task, he would accept the call. At that time, the curatorium appointed Rev.
P.J.M. de Bruin to a part-time lectureship at the Theological School while
continuing his pastoral ministry in the church in Apeldoorn. However, to Rev.
Wisse this was an inadequate solution. On Feb 15, 1906, the church in Zierikzee
received permission from the Classis to extend a 2nd call to Rev. Wisse, and
Rev. Wisse accepted the call. Although the curatorium invited Rev. Wisse to
speak about this with the curatorium on July 10, Rev. Wisse refused, stating “the
time of conference is past.” Synod was convened, but Rev. Wisse was absent.
When Synod insisted that he attend, he went, but the issue was dealt with in
executive session. At this occasion Rev. Wisse received an honourable
discharge. The Synod appointed Rev. P.J.M. de Bruin to full-time theological
instructor. Rev. van Lingen continued to be instructor till 1909 (and passed away
in 1913).
In 1919 there were four instructors at the Theological School: Rev. P.J.M. de
Bruin, Rev. A. van der Heijden, Rev. F. Lengkeek, and Rev. H. Jansen. However,
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in the aftermath of World War I, Rev. Jansen was appointed as full-time army
chaplain, and he could not perform his labour at the Theological School. The
Synod granted him an honourable discharge as instructor, “with gratitude for the
weighty services in this respect shown to the Church of the Lord.”
At the 1922 Synod, the Synod appointed Rev. J.J. van der Schuit as the fourth
instructor. He accepted the appointment, convinced that God had called him.
At the 1925 Synod, Rev. G. Wisse was appointed as lecturer [lector] in
apologetics on a part-time basis. He combined his lectureship with his labours as
minister of the Word in the church in Utrecht.
On July 18, 1927, Instructor van der Heijden passed away. At the 1928 Synod,
Rev. G. Wisse was appointed to succeed the late Rev. van der Heijden. He was
installed on October 1, 1928. From this time on, the instructors were called
professors.
On May 11, 1932 Prof. Lengkeek passed away. The Synod on July 28 appointed
Rev. J. W. Geels to succeed the late Prof. Lengkeek.
In 1936 the church of Amsterdam-East extended to Prof. G. Wissea call, which
he accepted. He was invited by the curatorium to its meeting on February 25,
1936, at which time he tendered his resignation as professor. He was released
“in the most honourable way with gratitude for the labour performed at the
Theological School for 9 years.” He delivered his farewell lecture on April 29,
1936.
The 1934 Synod had mandated the curatorium to seek a lecturer in classical
languages. The curatorium announced to the 1937 Synod that it found Candidate
Joh. Prins. He would be willing to continue studying classical languages, be
ordained as minister of the Word, and be an itinerant preacher during the years
of study. In September 1939 he began his lectureship. The 1937 Synod also
appointed Rev. L. H. van der Meiden to fill the vacancy Prof. P.J.M. de Bruin,
who had reached the age of 70, and had presented his farewell lecture on
September 15, 1938. Prof. van der Meiden presented his inaugural lecture on
September 16, 1939.
After World War II, in 1947, Rev. Joh. Prins accepted a call to the church in
Amsterdam-West. The 1947 Synod appointed Rev. H. Toorman and drs. J. van
Genderen to teach “pre-seminary” courses and Rev. A. Bikker to teach
missiology. Prof. J. W. Geels requested emeritation effective November 1, 1947,
and presented his farewell lecture on October 29. The 1947 Synod had
appointed Rev. J. Hovius to fill the vacancy. He was installed on November 13,
and presented his inaugural lecture on November 14, 1947.
The 1950 Synod gave emeritation to Prof. L. H. van der Meiden and Prof. J.J.
van der Schuit and appointed dr. B.J. Oosterhoff, Rev. W. Kremer, and drs. J.
van Genderen as professors.
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ETHICAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE REPORT
TO SYNOD 2013 OF THE FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH
AMERICA
Esteemed brothers:
The Ethical Public Affairs (EPA) Committee reports the following:
1.0

The EPA Committee met twice during the past year, October 22, 2012
and on March 18, 2013. The current members of the EPA Committee
are Dr. L. Bilkes, Dr. J. Hamstra, Dr. G. Kenyon, Dr. E. Nieuwenhuis, Mr.
T. Postma. The committee accepted with regret the resignation of Mr. T.
Karel. The committee wishes to acknowledge the services of the late Dr.
Grier who passed on to glory in January 2013. Dr. Grier served as
Distinguished Professor of Ethics, Grand Rapids Theological Seminary,
and Adjunct Professor at Puritan Theological Seminary. Dr. Grier
advised the committee from time to time and also attended one of our
meetings. His insight was appreciated and we thank God for enabling
this servant to serve Him to His glory.

2.0

The following items are brought to the attention of the 2013 Synod:
2.1

The EPA Committee continues to research and review
documents related to organ transplants. The committee has
concluded that organ transplantation is not expressly forbidden
in Scriptures; however, we do have serious concerns where
organ retrieval results in the death of the donor. The committee
will continue to review documents concerning brain death and its
significance in terms of organ retrieval.

2.2

In the Synod Report of 2012, the committee advised of its intent
to update the document entitled: Resources for Office-Bearers in
Dealing with Bio-ethical Questions. This document was adopted
by Synod 2009. Since then, feedback from interested readers
resulted in a request to reconsider the last section of the
following sentence: Any reproductive technology that produces
the image of God with the use of third party gamete material or
produces life in a Petri dish is forbidden. The ongoing research
and discussion has led to a revised resource document which
includes an updated set of Principles and a Key Considerations
section regarding in vitro fertilization (IVF). The committee
believes the statements regarding Principles Dealing with
Conception and Development of Human Life are essential and
non-negotiable. The committee is aware IVF has been and is
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being considered by young couples, and so it is hoped that the
Key Considerations section is given prayerful consideration.
2.3

3.0

Mr. Ted Postma’s term as committee member has concluded.
He is willing to continue for another term. We have no
replacement for Mr. Tom Karel.

Recommendations to the Synod:
3.1

To accept the updated document entitled: “Resources for OfficeBearers in Dealing with Bio-ethical Questions”.

3.2

To reappoint brother Ted Postma for a term of 3 years.

3.3

To approve the actions of the EPA Committee.

Respectfully submitted,
Ted J. Postma, Secretary
Ethical Public Affairs Committee
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RESOURCES FOR OFFICE-BEARERS
IN DEALING WITH BIO-ETHICAL QUESTIONS
Parts of this document are based on a document compiled from various writings
by the late Dr. James M. Grier, Distinguished Professor of Ethics, Grand Rapids
Theological Seminary, and Adjunct Professor at Puritan Theological Seminary.
Biblical Principles of Word-Based Ethics
The Lord God’s perpetually binding moral commands are His Creation
ordinances; they were addressed to Adam in the garden and added to after the
flood. In the Decalogue, the Lord expanded on His commands for His redeemed
people. Further developed and applied through the prophets to the urban
situation of His people, the Lord’s commands are, then, seen embodied and
advanced in the Person and teaching of Jesus Christ. They are then integrated
into the life of the church through the work of the Holy Spirit. In the last day they
will be implemented as the standard of judgment. In the Lord's commands we
see the holiness, righteousness and truth of God. Without them the Lord’s
biblical ethic disintegrates.
The present worldview crisis, together with expanding medical technology, brings
a fundamental challenge to applying the principles of the Word-based ethic to the
present situation. Most of the bio-ethical issues focus around the meaning of the
th
6 commandment: no unlawful killing! The imperative, or positive aspect of the
sixth commandment can be stated as: " you are to be totally included in the class
of persons who do all possible to nurture and sustain life." In God’s commands,
th
especially in this positive representation of the 6 command, the principle of life
is found. The following standards or principles submit to Word-based ethics (i.e.
God’s full moral revelation, beginning with His creation ordinances) regarding
bioethical issues confronting His people.
A) Principles Dealing with the Conception and Development of Human Life
1. All human lives are persons from the point of conception (the joining of
the egg and the sperm) until death.
2. Every attempt must be made to avoid the destruction of unborn persons.
Anything less is in violation of the 6th commandment.
3. Any reproductive technology that produces the image of God (a person)
for destruction or which significantly increases the risk of death of an
embryo (unborn person) is in violation of the 6th commandment.
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4. Any reproductive technology that accommodates an embryo for storage
in a hostile environment, where it is exposed to danger that includes
unfreezing at a later date, is in violation of the 6th commandment as well
as the requirement to not dishonour the image of God but to love our
neighbour as ourselves.
5. The Lord mandated that procreation result from the consummated love
relationship between husband and wife. Any reproductive technology
that produces the image of God with the use of third party gamete
material is in violation of the 7th commandment.
6. Any use of anything to cause an abortion, either as a means of
contraception or as a means to disrupt the implantation of an embryo
after conception or as a means to abort an embryo after implantation, is
a violation of the 6th commandment.
7. The killing of embryos for stem cell research is forbidden by the 6th
commandment.
Key Considerations – There are important matters to consider when a husband
and wife earnestly seek to conceive a child but are unable. As a last resort, in
vitro fertilization (IVF) is available, but should it be attempted? The couple, when
th
researching IVF, must explore whether there will be any violation of the 6 and
th
7 commandments from beginning to end. Furthermore, they should also
consider the following points:
i. The Bible speaks of God’s tender care of His children, including those in the
womb. The womb was especially designed to provide a caring, secure and
nurturing environment for a living person – an image of God. Parents are
charged to care for their children, including the unborn. The petri dish is not a
womb but a hostile environment, and frozen embryos are positioned in a state
which is not respectful of the image of God.
ii) IVF is about technology and fertilization. It is not about cleaving and
“begetting”. Our God is a God of relationships. The triune God created. Christ
and His bride (or the sons and daughters) together glorify the Father. His image
bearers are creatures of relationships. The petri dish represents the absence of
relationship including the cleaving of husband and wife; which is a departure from
God’s design.
iii) IVF has a low success rate, which tempts a couple to follow the path of higher
probabilities and of least expense. This could mean fertilizing many eggs at one
time or storing excess (frozen) for later implantation. Excess embryos are stored
(frozen) for later implantation. Stored embryos imply a presumption that the
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parents will be there even in the near future to proceed with implantation of their
child.
iv If considering the use of reproductive technologies, it is important to research
all aspects of the technology before proceeding. Some aspects of IVF involve the
intentional death of embryos, and most aspects of the process of IVF, as it is
practiced today, increase the risk of death of embryos.
v) IVF reproduction involves the presence and intervention of a human third party
who selects, controls and manages the process. The doctor’s role includes
introducing chemicals to hyperstimulate the gametes and to select preferred
gametes for fertilization. The doctor also implants the embryo. The sovereign
God does all of these things in His good wisdom to enable natural procreation.
vi) Our pursuit in producing our own children should be considered in light of how
a child is viewed: Is a child a gift or an entitlement? It also should be considered
in light of how God is viewed: Is He sovereign? Is there anything too hard for
him?
B) Principles Dealing with the End of Life
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

As caregivers, we can take comfort in the truth that God is the author and
finisher of life, leaving us the task of striving to help a dying person to be in
the best position to communicate with God, their families and others until
God takes them home. This has implication in issues like nutrition and pain
control.
The distinction between striving to sustain life and striving to postpone life is
a difficult one to make. It is, however, relevant to these considerations. (See
“A Key Distinction” below.)
There is no moral obligation to strive to postpone the death of a truly terminal
patient that is in the imminent process of dying. Certain invasive procedures
do not need to be initiated and if they are already present they may be
discontinued. This could include discontinuation of ventilation or support of
the heart or blood pressure. When the situation is irreversible and there are
no known therapies that are expected to sustain life, then these invasive
procedures need not be done or may be discontinued
All persons in the dying process should have palliative care: hydration,
nutrition, pain control, nursing care and spiritual care. If hydration and/or
nutrition cannot be absorbed by the patient and thus will only increase pain in
the process of dying then they may be withheld. As a result, a patient may
die with malnutrition and dehydration but no patient should die from
starvation or dehydration.
Durable Power of Attorney for Healthcare/Living Wills are legitimate vehicles
for persons to make decisions about the treatment of their terminal illness as
long as the content reflects the biblical ethic.

As we pursue the call of Christ in Christ's church our role is:
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a) to promote life not death; health not sickness…
b) to suffer and counsel with those who suffer…
c) to care compassionately when one cannot cure...
d) to be a part of God’s presence in the valley of the shadow of death.
A Key Distinction – There is a difference between postponing death and
preserving life. Sustaining life means that the therapy is expected to either cure
the patient or at least contribute to a reasonable expectation of survival.
Postponing death means striving to artificially prolong a truly terminal patient’s
irreversible and imminent process of dying. Advance Directives (to be dealt with
in the following section) should reflect this distinction. When a disease or injuries
suffered in a trauma are at a point where there is no known therapy and death is
imminent despite any means used, then treatment that only expected to
postpone death need not be initiated or may be discontinued. Oftentimes, it may
not be clear when beginning a course of treatment whether death is imminent. In
this case, we should always be advocates for life. When patients are truly
terminally ill, or in the imminent process of dying, palliative care is owed to all
persons (nutrition, fluids, pain control, nursing care, relief of stress for the patient
and the family and spiritual care that prepares the person and the family for
death). Before writing your advanced directive, have a long discussion with your
appointed advocate as this issue is worth careful reflection and prayer.
Advanced Directives and Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care
When writing advanced directives and a Durable Power of Attorney for Health
Care, given our responsibility to love our neighbour, we should begin with the
following foundation. We should only ask of others things that are in keeping
with the biblical ethic. We should attempt to leave others the possibility of acting
with a clear conscience before God while at the same time honouring our
requests.
Avoid writing detail for every possible circumstance you can think of and every
possible medical response. Write in general terms your desires for health care at
the end of life. It is common for people try to write exhaustive advanced
instructions, which often cause complications for the decision makers when end
of life comes. For example, suppose you write you never wish to be placed on a
respirator. Under certain circumstances being placed on a respirator is fairly
normal procedure and especially in the recovery area after surgery. If you have
written that directive and you were not able to participate in decision making for
surgery you leave the clinician and your decision maker in a difficult situation. It
is far better to write the broad areas and then discuss with your appointed
decision maker your preferences for treatment in different situations.
Remember the distinction between ordinary means and extraordinary (intrusive
means) varies greatly given the medical situation.
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If it is possible choose an attending physician who shares your values and ethical
code. No matter how many specialists are brought into the situation, the
attending physician often has controlling clinical decision making on your behalf.
The most important decision of all is choosing your advocate. It is essential that
they hold your values and ethical code in order to apply your wishes to situations
not covered in the advanced directive. Sometimes family members do not share
such values and your moral code and you may need to choose an advocate from
the church to assure your biblical values are implemented.
One possible solution is to choose a godly person and providing them with a
durable power of attorney that gives them the authority to make decisions for
your care as they see fit before the Lord once you are no longer able to do so.
This ought to cover most conceivable decision-making controversies that may
arise. To do this may be uncomfortable for those of us who desire to remain in
control but submission to a person who loves the Lord and thus has God the
Holy Spirit within them is in keeping with the biblical ethic.
It can be important to be aware of the legislation that is in force where you live as
legislation may have an impact on the usefulness of the document you produce.
Selected Bibliography in Bioethics
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Davis, John Jefferson. 3 edition. Evangelical Ethics: Issues Facing the
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2013 FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
Esteemed Brothers,
The Finance Committee met four times in the past year and would like to make
the following recommendations and report on the various matters for your
approval.
At our meeting we appointed the following officers: Gary Neven (Brantford) as
Chairman, John Prol (Pompton Plains) as Vice chairman, Herman Dunnink
(Fenwick) as Secretary and Henry Berger (Hamilton) as treasurer. Brian
Bruinsma (Hamilton), Alex Terlouw (Vineland) and Adrian Slootmaker (Pompton
Plains) also serve on the committee.
We are now required to file a Charities Form annually with the Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency. In connection with this, we remind all the Committees to
forward their financial statements and a signed copy of the Review Program (as
approved by Synod 1997) to the Finance Committee by April 30th of each year.
We recommend that all of our Canadian churches join the Canadian Counsel of
Christian Charities, as this organization has proven to be a very valuable
resource for us. You can find them on the Internet at www.cccc.org.
We also provide for your information, a requirement for the deacons to issue
T5007 slips for benevolent payments made to individuals. All churches are
required to issue a T5007 slip when a series of payments are made which total
more than $500. For example, a single payment of $1,000 would not have to be
reported, but five payments of $200 each to one individual would. Churches are
required to file the slips and a summary with the Canada Customs and Revenue
Agency. The churches located in the USA should evaluate filing requirements in
their jurisdictions.
We also inform the churches that if they pay their members interest for loans,
Canada Revenue Agency requires that a T5 slip be issued.
For 2012, the Canadian Consumer Price Index (“CPI”) was 0.8% and the
American Consumer Price Index was 1.7%.
This report contains much information that is repetitive each year. After the
completion of the updating of the Church Order and Supplements, this will not be
necessary and we expect to omit some information that will be contained in the
Church Order and Supplements.
1. Ministers’ Emeritus Fund:
The minister’s emeritus fund was designed to assist the congregations in
meeting the financial needs of their emeritus pastors. This amount is in addition
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to the various government programs (i.e. CPP, OAS and Social Security) and
personal savings that a retired minister has accumulated.
Synod 2007 has approved that the assessment for the Emeritus Fund will
increase each year by the Consumer Price Index.
The Minister’s Emeritus Fund financial statements have been reviewed by Ryk
Naves (Hamilton) and by Willem Bouma (St. George) and where found to be in
good order.
The fund continues to be under pressure for the same reasons, namely:
1. Life expectancies continue to increase (75 years to 85 years means double the
payments, ie, 20 years benefits instead of
10)
2. Bonds purchased at higher interest rates continue to mature
3. Interest rates remain low
Attached is a 40-year projection (Addendum A) of how the fund balance will be
affected with the recommendation of the committee. This projection is based on
the ministers who currently serve our federation and Dr. David Murray, and on
assumed interest rates for our investments.

For a number of years this fund and its administration have been discussed at
Synod. We do not want to give a review of all this except to highlight that the
question of “Benevolence” or “Entitlement” has been at the centre of the debate.
Synod 2010 accepted the recommendations of the Ad Hoc committee which
reflected legal advice, and thereby: 1) ordered the replacement of all currently
relevant Emeritus policies accrued over the years of our existence; 2) instructed
the Finance and Church Order Committees to make appropriate changes in the
C.O. (not yet completed)
We are still trying to put all this right and we truly feel that despite the hours
spent on this, it has still not been properly resolved. We bring the following to
your attention:
1. We have received a request from our sister churches, the CGK in the
Netherlands, to contribute to their Emeritus fund in view of the 22 years spent in
our FRC by Rev. G. R. Procee. We made reference to this in our report to Synod
2012 (Addendum A p. 108/9) but Synod took no action – perhaps because we
failed to specify action required. We had hoped at that time, that this situation
would help us persuade Synod to re-examine the Emeritus Fund. At that time,
we were asked to remove our recommendation, or it would be ruled out of order.
After that, we had no choice but to inform our sister church, that our church order
only allows us to make emeritus payments to pastors that retire in good standing,
in North America. Should we have responded differently? We deeply regretted
that nothing would be contributed towards the retirement of a pastor who served
us faithfully for 22 years.
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2. We have received a letter requesting a settlement from this Fund. We agree
with the request in principal, but what objective grounds can be used to
determine such an amount as requested in this case? We have forwarded this
request to Synod, for a decision.
3. Two emeritus pastors are reluctant to fill out the needs form. They are
convinced that, even though this current form is an improvement on the intrusive
form first required, it still is an affront to their dignity and privacy. It is perceived
as questioning their integrity and as being in conflict with the spirit and letter of
the call letter and the Scriptural principle that the labourer is worthy of his hire –
also when he can no longer labour as he once could. (Luke 10:7; 1 Cor. 9:14; 1
Timothy 5:18, etc.) Furthermore, this method of determining “need” and the
amount of “diaconal assistance” is in conflict with the idea of providing
“honourably” as well as with Reformed church usage through the years. Of
course, this is at the heart of the question “Benevolence” or “Entitlement”.
Emeritus pastors are entitled to this, because of the promises made by the
churches, through the call letters. This “entitlement” is of a practical spiritual
nature and should not be confused with legal entitlement as may have been
understood by the former ad hoc committee and its legal advisors.
4. An emeritus pastor who did complete the needs form had his payments
reduced by almost half because the consistory and the congregation which he
last served full time had allowed him to remain in their vacant parsonage as long
as it was not needed by another pastor. We again deeply regret informing this
pastor of the reduced payments.

If we had a system in which emeritus remuneration is based on a simple “years
of service formula” with a Benevolent Fund available for additional “need” (if
required), likely none of the above issues would have arose. As it is now, these
things often affect individuals’ decisions based on the person being discussed,
instead of objective facts.
Brothers, these issues have taken up a large amount of the committee’s time and
have caused frustration in the committee. We do wish to inform you that the
Committee understands why there are ministers who refuse to complete the
needs form. We also ask you to deal directly with items 1 and 2 above and
hopefully can give us some direction how to deal with items 3 & 4.

We have some recommendations which we list below; however, since it may be
ruled that as committee we are presenting a proposal which in effect is an appeal
to reverse an earlier decision of Synod and that this cannot be done in this way,
we urgently ask Synod to appoint a Consistory to bring this matter to you
and to do this with input from the Committee. Such an overture should, in our
view, deal with the following issues:
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1. Can our current system be improved so that the problems and irritants (which
have appeared from the beginning of payments from this fund) are removed?
2. If so, investigate other ways of dealing with retirement payments to our pastors
(check with other Reformed churches in NA and also with the CGK (who are
considering switching to a commercial pension system.
3. Allow up to a 2 year period for this study, terminating with a proposal at the
then sitting synod (probably 2015).
The following matter has been requested to be dealt with by executive session:
A letter from Hamilton FRC was received requesting approval for a one-time
compassionate payment to be paid out to a former pastor of the FRCNA. This
request is based on the regulation adopted at Synod 2010:
“In case of departure from the office of FRCNA the overseeing consistory shall
consider whether a one-time compassionate lump sum payment is appropriate in
the circumstances and shall make a recommendation to the Finance Committee,
which in turn shall seek approval from Synod before making such payments”
The Finance Committee agrees, in principal, with the request with the following
concern:
A precedent may be set for future payments based on years of service. In the
past, suggestions and proposals based on years of service have been rejected
by Synod.
The Committee submits for your approval:
(a) Increase emeritus payments from $26,862 to $27,009, equal to 65% of the
minimum recommended salary guideline as per Synod 2012 and that widow's
pension continue to remain unchanged at $21,492 until they are reduced from
53.33% to 50% of the minimum recommended salary guideline as per Synod
2012. All payments are to be made in Canadian dollars.
(b) Increase the assessment for 2012 by $5 over & above the CPI from $26.00
per member to $31.20.
(c) Approve the attached financial statements for the year 2012.
(d) To appoint a Consistory to request Synod by ways of an overture to come up
with solutions to solve the problems with the Emeritus Fund and its
administration..
(e) Approve Hamilton FRC’s request for one-time compassionate payment.

2. Ministers’ Salary Guidelines:
We advise congregations that it is the local congregation’s responsibility to
adequately provide for their ministers according to our church order Article 11.
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We ask that you prayerfully consider this matter in your congregation and that
your pastor is paid based on his financial needs and not based on what your
congregation can afford. Members of our Finance Committee are available to
meet with your congregation and/or consistory to discuss these matters. With this
regard we, as a Finance Committee, feel that we cannot adequately recommend
a minimum salary guideline to suit the needs of every pastor since the needs of a
pastor vary based on:
i. Their stage in life
ii. The area they live in.
We remind the deacons that Synod requires that they meet with their pastor and
emeritus pastor(s) on an annual basis to discuss his financial needs.
We remind the churches that any car allowance paid to their pastor that is not
paid strictly on a per kilometer/mile basis is a taxable benefit to the pastor. The
treasurer should then provide the pastor with the proper tax form. Reports need
to be submitted to the church treasurer to show that the car allowance is
paid on a per kilometer/mile basis.
Guidelines for the kilometer/mileage allowance is set each year by the Synodical
Committee.
At Synod 2007, a motion was approved to encourage congregations to contribute
a small percentage of their pastor’s earnings to a Retirement Savings Plan. It is
the opinion of the Committee that these contributions are necessary for a pastor
to adequately retire when comparing his retirement income to another individual
with a company pension plan.
The committee submits for your approval:
(a) We recommend that the salaries increase by 0.8% for Canadian ministers
and by 1.7% for American ministers for the calendar year 2014. We therefore
request approval to increase the minimum salaries for ministers effective January
1, 2014 as follows:
• Canadian ministers from CDN $41,222 to CDN $41,552
• American ministers from US $40,756 to US $41,449
(b) Increase the years of service allowance from $483 to $487 for up to 10 years
of service.

3. Pulpit Supply and Catechism Supply:
Combined Consistories East decided at their meeting in February 2013 that in
regards to pulpit exchanges no honorariums need to be paid when exchanges
are made by pastors for their mutual convenience.
This decision does not apply to emeritus ministers.
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The remuneration for pulpit supply effective January 1, 2006 is $125 per service
plus synodically approved travel allowance.
The remuneration for Catechism supply effective January 1, 2006 is $75 per hour
plus synodically approved travel allowance.
The Committee does not recommend any changes at this time.
4. Needy Churches Fund:
At Synod 2006, it was approved that a church, which receives financial
assistance from the Needy Churches Fund, is not required to pay the Needy
Churches assessment. At Synod 2008, it was approved that a church that
applies for financial assistance complete Form A for the Finance Committee.
This form is available from the Finance Committee.
The Needy Churches Fund financial statements have been reviewed by Ryk
Naves (Hamilton) and by Willem Bouma (St. George) and were found to be in
good order.
The committee submits for your approval:
(a) Leave the assessment at $2.50 per member for 2014.
(b) Approve the financial statements for the year 2012.

5. Widows of Pastors and Orphans of Pastors
There are no recommendations for changes.
6. Investment and lending guidelines
There are no recommendations for changes.
7. Miscellaneous
The term of Adrian Slootmaker is completed after serving for twelve years.
The committee submits for your approval:
(a) Re-appoint for a three year term Gary Neven (Brantford).
(b) Appoint for a three year term Gerrit Kleyn (GrandRapids).
(c) Approve the actions of the committee.
May the Lord bless your meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Herman Dunnink
Secretary of the Finance Committee
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Needy Churches Fund
Statement of Financial Position - Balance Sheet
as at December 31, 2012

2012
Assets
Cash & Short-Term Invst.

$ 111,626

Accounts Receivable

2011
$

375

83,059
375

Total Assets

$ 112,001

$

83,434

Equity
Opening Balance

$

$

73,290

Operating Surplus(Deficit)
Total Equity

83,434
28,567

$ 112,001
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Needy Churches Fund
Statement of Operations - Income Statement
For the Year Ended December 31, 2012
2012
Actual
Revenues
Assessments
Church donation
Interest
Bank
GIC
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Payments to Churches
Transfer to Home Missions
Administration
Bank Charges
Assessment w/o's
Total Expenditures

2012
Budgeted

23,445
5,000

23,445

152
$

-

28,597 $

-

23,445 $

8,000
-

Variances F/(U)
$
%
-

2011
Actual

0%

22,745

152
152

100%
0%
1%

196

8,000
-

0%

22,941

12,800

$

12
18
30 $

8,000 $

7,988

26477%

$

(3)
12,797

Operating Surplus(Deficit) $

28,567 $

15,445 $

8,140

28%

$

10,144
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Needy Churches Fund
Budget for the Years ended December 31, 2013 & 2014
2012
Actual

2013
Budget

Variances
$
%

2014
Projected

Revenues
Assessments
Church donation
Interest
Bank
GIC
Total Revenues

23,445
5,000

11,915

11,530
5,000

97%
0%

12,035

152
-

0%
0%

-

11,915 $ 16,682

58%

152
$

28,597 $

-

$

12,035

Expenditures
Payments to Churches
Administration
Bank Charges
Assessment w/o's
Total Expenditures

-

$

12
18
30 $

Operating Surplus(Deficit)

$

28,567 $

8,000
8,000 $

8,000

100%

-

(12)
0%
(18)
0%
7,970 26416%

-

3,915 $ 24,652
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Needy Churches Fund
Notes to Financial Statements
For the Year ended December 31, 2012
1. Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Needy Churches Fund are prepared using the
accrual basis of accounting. All representations are in Canadian dollars.
2. Review of the Statements:
The financial statements of the Needy Churches Fund have been reviewed,
utilizing the 1996 standard audit program, by Ryk Naves (Hamilton) and
Willem Bouma (St. George). The records were found to be accurate and in good order.
3. Cash:
Cash and Short Term Deposits consist of the following:
2012
Chequeing
Short Term Deposits (GIC)

$
$

2011

111,626 $ 83,059
111,626 $ 83,059

4. Accounts Receivable:
2012
Assessments Receivable
GIC Interest Receivable

$
$

2011
375 $
375 $

375
375

5. Church donation received from Toronto FRC.
Beg.
Balance
Abbotsford
Bornholm
Brantford
Calgary
Chatham
Chilliwack
Dundas
Fenwick
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Lacombe
Langley
London
Mitchell
Monarch
Pompton Plains
St. George
St. Thomas
Vineland
Total

375.00

375

2012
Assess. Total Due Amount Paid O/S Balance
535
535
535
505
505
505
Includes 14 members - North Bay
1,805
1,805
1,805
325
325
325
1,095
1,095
1,095
1,360
1,360
1,360
2,315
2,315
2,315
1,530
1,530
1,530
1,475
1,475
1,475
Includes 60 members - Oxford Pr
1,990
1,990
1,990
390
390
390
310
310
310
375
750
375
375 Paid 2013
1,210
1,210
1,210
2,005
2,005
2,005
790
790
772
18 w/o exchange loss
1,550
1,550
1,550
1,510
1,510
1,510
2,370
2,370
2,370
23,445
23,820
23,427
393
w/o's
(18)
A/R
375
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Free Reformed Churches of North America

Ministers' Emeritus Fund
Statement of Financial Position
as at December 31, 2012
Assets:

2012

2011

Cash

78,961

264,769

Accounts Receivable

25,603

43,087

Investments

1,432,575

1,209,054

Total Assets

1,537,139

1,516,910

1,516,910

1,466,961

20,229

49,949

1,537,139

1,516,910

Equity:
Beginning Balance
Operating Surplus
Total Equity
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Ministers' Emeritus Fund
Statement of Operations

2012

Budgeted

% Variance
F/U)

$ Variance
F/(U)

Note

For the year ended December 31, 2012

2011

Revenue:
(76)

95,654

-66%

(44,936) 6.

33,431

173,676

-26%

(45,012)

129,085

107,891

107,448

0%

(443)

78,711

99
445

434

-3%

425

Total Expenditures

108,435

107,882

0%

(11)
(454)

79,136

Operating Surplus

20,229

65,794

-69%

(45,466)

49,949

Assessments
Interest
From Bank Balance
From Securities
Total Revenue

105,427

105,503

0%

23,237

68,173

128,664

Expenditures:
Emeritus Payments
Administration
Bank Charges
Miscellaneous
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Minister's Emeritus Fund
Budget
For the years ended December 31, 2012 & 2013

Actual 2012

Budgeted
2012

% Variance
F/U)

$ Variance
F/(U)

2013
Projected

Revenue:
Assessments

105,427

105,503

0%

76

123,916

23,237

68,173

66%

44,936

65,104

128,664

173,676

26%

45,012

189,020

107,891

107,448

0%

134,310

99
445

434

3%

Total Expenditures

108,435

107,882

1%

443
99
11
553

134,785

Operating Surplus

20,229

65,794

69%

45,565

54,235

Interest
From Bank Balance
From Securities
Total Revenue
Expenditures:
Emeritus Payments
Administration
Bank Charges
Miscellaneous
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Free Reformed Churches of North America
Ministers' Emeritus Fund
Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended December 31, 2012
1. Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Emeritus Fund are prepared utilizing the accrual basis of accounting.
All representations are made in Canadian dollars.
2. Review of the Books:
The financial statements of the Emeritus Fund have been reviewed, utilizing the
1996 standard review program, by Ryk Naves (Hamilton) and Willem Bouma (St. George).

3. Cash:
Cash and Term deposits consist of the following
TD Canada Trust Chequing
TD Waterhouse Investment Account

2012

4. Account Receivable:
Accounts Receivable consists of the following:
Assessments receivable
Accrued interest receivable from securities

2012

55,371
23,590
78,961

1,688
23,915
25,603

2011
162,478
102,291
264,769

2011
2,639
40,448
43,087

Assessments:
Congregation
Abbotsford
Bornholm
Brantford
Calgary
Chatham
Chilliwack
Dundas
Fenwick
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Lacombe
Langley
London
Mitchell
Monarch
Pompton Plains
St. George
St. Thomas
Vineland

Actual assessments

Opening
Balance

Curr. Yr.
Amount
Ending
Assess.
Paid
Balance
2,408
2,408
2,273
2,273
8,123
8,123
(1) w/o overpay
1,463
1,463
4,928
4,928
6,120
6,120
10,418
10,418
1,064
6,885
7,949
6,638
6,638
8,955
8,955
1,755
1,755
1,395
1,395
1,575
1,688
1,575
1,688 paid 2013
5,445
5,445
9,023
9,023
3,555
3,479
76 w/o exchan
6,975
6,975
6,795
6,795
10,665
10,665
2,639
105,503
106,378
1,763
- 101 2013
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105,427
A/R
1,688

Free Reformed Churches of North America
Ministers' Emeritus Fund
Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended December 31, 2012
5. Investments:
The committee maintains the following investments, in accordance with the prescribed guidelines:

Guaranteed deposits
Nfld. & Lab. Hydro
Government of Canada Bonds
Ontario Hydro
Prov. of Saskatchewan
Prov. of Ontario
Canadian Money Mkt mutual funds

Book Value
25,000
45,000
25,000
85,000
298,321
117,522
595,843

Fair Market
Value
39,080
77,704
37,626
113,810
344,530
117,522
730,272

FRC Loans
Peace Haven
Calgary FRC

Mutual fund deposits
Sentry Cons. Balanced Income Fund
Sentry Select Cdn. Income Fund

Total investments

215,718
340,000
555,718

140,053
140,961
281,014

143,672
144,515
288,187

1,432,575

1,018,459

The committee is reporting the investments at book value.

6. The Meritas mutual funds were sold at a loss of $40,612.
The Sentry funds have gained $6,299 in book value as of Dec. 31, 2012.
The overall decline in book value is $34,313 as of Dec. 31, 2012.
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Addendum A
FRC Finance Committee
Emeritus Fund 40 Year Projection
Current Situation

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052

Assessment
Contributions
$105,427
$123,916
$150,197
$154,612
$159,116
$163,680
$168,837
$174,064
$179,396
$184,800
$190,311
$195,895
$201,590
$207,896
$214,327
$220,844
$227,489
$234,221
$241,084
$248,607
$256,276
$264,092
$272,013
$280,085
$288,263
$297,202
$306,311
$315,543
$324,948
$334,477
$344,820
$355,358
$366,036
$376,913
$388,653
$400,551
$412,669
$425,011
$437,515
$450,943
$464,617

Interest
Earned
$23,237
$65,104
$67,478
$70,285
$73,290
$76,193
$79,302
$82,628
$86,183
$88,579
$91,464
$94,536
$97,806
$101,306
$105,048
$109,042
$113,672
$118,602
$123,849
$127,749
$133,467
$137,751
$142,126
$147,205
$150,723
$154,481
$158,489
$163,218
$169,816
$172,683
$175,259
$178,012
$182,640
$183,595
$180,055
$176,306
$172,336
$168,694
$166,747
$165,900
$165,058

Assumptions:
Inflation (CPI)

2.00%

65.00% Emeritus as % of Active Minister

Interest earned
Life Expectancy
Emeritus Age
Add'l assess.

4.50%
84
67
5.00
Benefit
Other Expenses Payments
$544
$107,891
$475
$214,310
$485
$162,054
$495
$159,237
$505
$162,116
$515
$171,972
$525
$175,416
$536
$178,926
$547
$182,502
$558
$217,182
$569
$214,226
$580
$218,511
$592
$222,877
$604
$227,338
$616
$231,880
$628
$236,517
$641
$233,025
$654
$237,686
$667
$242,441
$680
$285,112
$694
$252,240
$708
$305,712
$722
$311,826
$736
$308,618
$751
$356,550
$766
$363,679
$781
$370,955
$797
$368,148
$813
$340,746
$829
$439,772
$846
$459,427
$863
$468,611
$880
$440,343
$898
$537,449
$916
$650,005
$934
$663,004
$953
$676,271
$972
$677,328
$991
$648,496
$1,011
$635,517
$1,031
$648,225

50.00% Widow as % of Active Minister
men turning 65 in 2007-2009 per Stats Can
effective age that benefits are received
Fund
Balance
$1,537,139
$1,511,374
$1,566,510
$1,631,674
$1,701,460
$1,768,846
$1,841,044
$1,918,274
$2,000,804
$2,056,443
$2,123,423
$2,194,763
$2,270,690
$2,351,950
$2,438,829
$2,531,570
$2,639,065
$2,753,548
$2,875,373
$2,965,937
$3,102,746
$3,198,168
$3,299,759
$3,417,695
$3,499,380
$3,586,618
$3,679,683
$3,789,498
$3,942,703
$4,009,262
$4,069,068
$4,132,964
$4,240,417
$4,262,578
$4,180,364
$4,093,284
$4,001,065
$3,916,470
$3,871,245
$3,851,560
$3,831,979

Interest
Earned
1.5%
4.2%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.4%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.4%
4.4%
4.5%
4.4%
4.4%
4.4%
4.4%
4.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.3%
4.3%
4.3%

Fund
Excess
Capacity Payouts Capacity
57
5
52
56
5
51
58
6
52
59
6
53
61
6
55
62
6
56
63
6
57
64
6
58
66
6
60
66
7
59
67
7
60
68
7
61
69
7
62
70
7
63
71
7
64
72
7
65
74
7
67
76
7
69
78
7
71
78
8
70
80
7
73
81
8
73
82
8
74
83
8
75
84
9
75
84
9
75
85
9
76
86
9
77
87
8
79
87
10
77
87
10
77
86
10
76
87
9
78
85
11
74
82
13
69
79
13
66
76
13
63
73
13
60
70
12
58
69
12
57
67
12
55

Balance
Peak
% Decline
Assessment Increase
in 2052
Balance in Balance
CPI only
-$
177,022 $ 2,221,052
108%
CPI + $2.50
1,862,020
3,080,792
40%
CPI + $5.00
3,831,979
4,262,578
10%
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FOREIGN MISSION REPORT
To The Synod of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
In Session June 03-07, 2013
Esteemed Brothers,
The Deputies for Free Reformed Missions International are pleased to submit the
following report of our work since Synod 2012
1. COMMITTEE WORK
Since Synod 2012, the board of FRMI has met 5 times (June 28/12,
September 11/12, December 17/12, February 25/13, and April 18/13). In
addition to the regularly scheduled meetings, communication with the
mission field is maintained through regular reports, teleconferences, and
personal contacts with board members. During February, 2013, three
delegates (brs. B. Laman, A. DeVries and R. Postma (ex-officio)) made a
visit to Guatemala to attend our mission fields in the Cubulco areas and
Quetzaltenango. The focus of the visit was to review the ongoing projects
such as education programs, translation work, the churches, and the
seminary.
This past year, the “History of Salvation” (Sunday school material translated
by the Jonkman’s) series has been printed and received. We are seeing
much fruit on this work as these are a series of Sunday school books that
were originally translated from Dutch into English by Mrs. R. Pronk. To
promote the material, Nico has done workshops and has had several
requests to do more of them in churches and schools. We are thankful that
this series is also well received by AMG (Advancing the Ministries of the
Gospel) who has purchased many copies for use in their projects.
The board is presently working on revising the Corporation by-laws to comply
with a new “Canada Not for Profit Corporations Act” which came into effect
on Oct 17, 2011. All Federal NFP corporations need to comply with this new
act with the deadline being Oct 17, 2014. Upon completion of compliance, all
existing director’s terms will start from the beginning and will be eligible to
serve for an additional 12 years.
In addition to providing bulletin updates, the board has provided input to the
periodical “The Messenger”.
The balance of the report seeks to provide you with a summary and update
of the work as it is at present.
2. IGLESIA REFORMADA OF CUBULCO AND ALDEAN CHURCHES
We are thankful that the Cubulco church is quite stable. It is still being
organized by a steering committee which meets monthly. In addition to
Sunday services and Sunday school, prayer meetings, Bible studies,
discipleship in homes, devotions at the hospital, home visits, and counseling,
outreaches are also being held. Most encouraging are the results of the
learning centre. Some of the young children who have attended the centre
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have also regularly attended the church services and are being prepared for
baptism.
The church at Patuy “Light and Life” (obrero Felipe) has about 90 members
and meets for services on Tuesdays and Sundays and also holds Sunday
school for adults and children. Their continued evangelism work in the
community has resulted in recent joining of another family. They hope to
elect office bearers and establish a consistory this year and move toward
installation of the church.
The church at Pichal “Jesus is the Way” (obrero Santos) is still quite stable
and also plans to set up a consistory and prepare the church for installation.
In addition to regular worship services they hold first fruit (thanksgiving) and
outreach services. Other special services were also held which have been
helpful in strengthening the life of the church and in receiving new members.
Three people have recently professed their faith and three more are being
prepared for baptism.
The church at Chirramos “Mount Sinai” (obrero Chema) is still rather weak,
but steady. They currently have five families attending. There is much
resistance from the Catholic Church. Chema plans to do more evangelizing
in the community.
The church at Xeul “Living Hope” has recently experienced difficulties due to
the obrero (Abelino) and some members of the church joining another group.
The obrero Santos Sunun regularly visits this church with his son Miguel who
is a teacher. Xeul now has 3 remaining families attending. With the support
of the churches at Pichal and Pajales, they hope to have a special outreach
service there.
The church at Los Pajales “New Jerusalem” (obrero Marcario) is still quite
stable with no change in membership. In additional to regular worship
services, special services for first fruits are being held.
Pastor Xicara continues to be well received among the churches. A concern
is that he is somewhat over worked and not able to visit the aldean churches
as often as he would like. The obreros are also not as supportive of each
other and the pastor, both spiritually and in accompanying pastor Xicara on
the treks to the aldeas. They have been encouraged to study the Bible
together, challenge themselves and encourage each other. Let us continue
to pray for pastor Xicara and the obreros for strength and God’s Spirit as they
work among the churches in Cubulco and the aldeas.
3. EDUCATION PROJECT
We are thankful that the teachers working in the schools in the aldeas are not
only committed in fulfilling their role as teacher, but also as “missionaries” to
the communities. Many of the teachers involve themselves in the local
churches by attending services and even leading some of them. The
learning centre continues successfully with three teachers. The pastor has
shared the Gospel with the children and invites them to come to church. As
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mentioned above, we are seeing fruit on the work, since last year 5 children
started attending church and will soon be baptized.
Efforts are in place to implement the education project into AMG’s program.
AMG International (Advancing the Ministries of the Gospel) is an evangelical
Christian missionary agency ministering in over 30 countries of the world.
Many are brought to belief and trust in Jesus Christ through evangelism
faithfully carried out by AMG missionaries, national workers, church planters,
schools, radio programs, and news media evangelism. Thousands of hungry
children are fed and cared for in AMG childcare centers, and broken bodies
are given medical help in hospitals, clinics, and leprosy centers. One of its
key strategic partners is Woord and Daad from the Netherlands. Last year
two delegates from AMG together with Nico met with the church and
teachers in Cubulco and visited one of the aldean schools to assess the
education program. They were impressed with the enthusiasm of the
team/staff of the project, particularly, with respect to the work among the
aldean schools and perceived it as a model of other work in remote areas.
Various steps need to be taken before the project can be handed over,
namely, partnering with administrations, churches, registered agencies etc.
An agreement needs to be put in place between AMG and FRMI with AMG
administering the project funded by FRMI as a donor which may possibly be
transferred to W&D in the future through a sponsorship program. The goal is
to have the first phase in place this year. This includes the learning centre
and supporting the teachers in the aldean schools. The vocational training
phase of the project is also part of AMG’s vision as they are convinced of the
importance of keeping people and employment in Cubulco. The challenge is
to determine the education and training needs of the community to provide
employable students.
4. TRANSLATION WORK
We are saddened to report the passing away of Victoriano Ajualip, one of our
translators. His death is a loss for his family, but also a loss for the
translation project as he was instrumental in getting the work done ahead of
schedule. He had a passion for the translation of the Bible and we hope his
passion lives on through the others. Let’s remember his wife Maria and
children in our prayers.
The translation team consists of Jorge and Celestino and the two promoters
st
nd
Victoriano and Jose Leon. The 1 and 2 phase of the translation for all
books of the Bible have been completed. A challenge going forward is to find
a consultant to complete the remaining phases. To that end the board
considered working with the Guatemalan Bible Society to help with this and
has formed an agreement with them. Initial concerns of the GBS “lack of
stance” has been alleviated by including statements in the agreement that
ensures that “the standard for translation will be infallibility of the Word of
God and the meaning of the inspired text is not altered”. This partnership
allows us to do the final consultation check in a more timely fashion. The
GBS have qualified people who can do this task and provide the dedication
needed to complete the work within the next several years. They also give
assistance and credibility to the promotion of the new translation. Another
benefit is that they have good contacts for the final printing of the Bible. The
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promotion of the Bible has now reached about 20 communities. They are
working on promoting the Achi language, including grammar in the schools
and churches. The promoters are also using the “History of Salvation” series
to help them introduce the biblical element in their work.
5. BROADENING THE FOCUS OF FRMI
The board continues to receive correspondence from seminaries and schools
expressing their desire to establish contacts with our churches for
encouragement, advice and support. Keeping in mind that the “Broadening of
the focus of FRMI” mandates that the support considered, is primarily in the
area of theological training, a set of “parameters and guidelines” have been
established for responding to them. These are as follows:
“BROADENING the FOCUS of FRMI – Parameters & Guidelines”
In regards to requests from other churches and organizations for help from
FRMI, as Board we have developed the following six-prong approach:
I.
There needs to be a common foundational understanding and
appreciation for the gospel as given to us in the Holy Bible, and as
summarized in the Reformed Confessions.
II.
Our focus in helping others will be in the area of theological training,
wherever this is possible, keeping in mind point I. above, and our
limited resources both financially and as per staff.
III.
Where there is agreement with the foundational matters and the
parameters set, for those requesting our help, we would ask answers
to the questions as outlined in Appendix 1.
IV.
A favourable response to the above questions would result in a FRMI
board decision on whether to help and to what extent, all subject to
synodical approval.
V.
We will keep ourselves open to God’s providential leadings should
initial help by way of theological training result in further commitment
and assistance in other ways.
VI.
As much as possible we will promote networking with other likeminded churches and organizations.
Appendix #1
In light of your correspondence we would ask if you would answer the following
questions to assist us in evaluating your request. Please understand that the
‘right answers’ to these questions does not guarantee our support since our
resources are also limited and we must be wise stewards with what God has
entrusted us. We have also agreed as churches that our priority will be on
theological training of indigenous leaders in the Reformed understanding of the
scriptures. If you could provide answers to these questions with this
understanding in mind that would be very helpful to us.
1. Can you give a statement of your missionary aims and goals of your
organization?
2. Can you describe some of the history, doctrinal position and/or statement
of faith of your organization? Do you have any of the reformed
confessions as your standard?
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3. Can you describe to us why you are requesting the involvement of FRMI
at this particular time?
4. Can you describe what type of assistance you are asking from us? (i.e.,
financial; oversight; personnel?)
5. Are there any churches, denominations or organizations involved in this
work presently providing personnel, oversight or finances?
6. Have you approached others for assistance as well? If so, who have you
spoken to and what has been their response?
7. What is your goal with the specific project for which you are asking our
assistance?
To support theological training in Malawi, the Malawi Mission Committee
(MMC) was established. Bernie Pennings serves as chair, John Beeke as
vice-chair, and Rev. C Heiberg as secretary. FRC representatives serving
on the committee are Rev. C. Pronk and Rev. E. Moerdyk. Br. Brian
DeVries and Rev. Cees Molenaar have been appointed to serve as advisory
members to the committee. The committee works with Logos ministries, an
affiliate of Word and Deed ministries with the goal of developing sound
theological education in Malawi. This past year the MMC has met several
times to formulate a “Statement of Faith” and agree on a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU).
The board has agreed to become a partner member of Mukhanyo
Theological College, an education ministry which focuses on providing
relevant, high quality, biblical instruction in both in-service training and
distance education modes. Membership is a token $100 with attendance at
their Annual General Meetings (AGM). Since the HRC, which is also a
member, is committed to sending delegates to the meetings every other
year, representatives of the FRC plan to attend during alternate years. The
next AGM is scheduled for July 27, 2013 at Mukhanyo in KwaMhlanga.
6. MISSION WORKERS
6.1. Rev. Ken and Jackie Herfst
This past year from June to December, Ken worked in Ontario among
migrant Mexican workers through “Ministerios de Vida”, a combined
outreach supported by Grace Covenant (OPC), Living Water (URCNA),
Providence (FRC), and Zion (URCNA). His work was initially met with
challenges; however, the response has been encouraging. Ken
preached from the gospel according to John during the Sunday services
with about 35-40 men in attendance. Although, the response has been
varied, he could witness that the Word was making an impact on the
men. Ken has also preached and held lectures in many local FRC
churches as well as other supporting churches.
Ken spends the winter and spring months of the year, primarily in
Guatemala with Seminario Evangelico Presbiteriano de Guatemala
(SEP). It currently has 50 students enrolled in the diploma program with
13 at a superior level which is comparable to a BA in Theology. While in
Ontario, Ken maintains communications with SEP students and faculty
through Skype and manages to teach a two hour class every Tuesday.
During the recent visit by the delegates, the board of SEP expressed
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immense appreciation for Ken’s services. It is clear that he is making a
big impact on the people as they are being transformed into the image of
Christ through his ministry.
While his primary commitment is with SEP, he is also very involved in
conferences at synodical, presbytery and church levels in response to
their requests as well as participation in international conferences. He
also maintains contact with seminaries in Peru, namely, Seminario
Evangelico de Lima (SEL) and Seminario Evangelico de Los Andes
(SELA) to exchange histories, challenges and provide instruction and
advice to them. He finds this kind of contact very helpful as it
encourages good exchange between seminaries.
We are thankful to report that Ken’s family is doing quite well. He is
especially grateful to have spent time in Canada to be with Jackie and
his children.
6.2. Nico and Lia Kattenberg
Nico continues his role on behalf of FRMI in overseeing the projects in
Cubulco and the aldean areas. In addition, he provides seminars and
workshops for the teachers and plans to arrange supplementary
theological training for the obreros to equip them in their work. His
passion for the work is evident in that he regularly provides mentorship to
the obreros and encouragement to the pastor Xicara and often
accompanies them in their visits to the churches in the aldeas. This
past year he has been instrumental in the handover of the education
project to AMG which is presently being implemented and is a key
achievement. His diligence, patience and wisdom in overseeing the
work in Cubulco are commendable.
The family is doing quite well. Nico and Ellen are in grade 4 while Jesse
is in kindergarten. Tristan remains at home and will likely start school
later this year. They attend the central Presbyterian Church and are
regularly engaged in church activities. At times, they take the opportunity
to spend their weekends in Cubulco and were able to spend almost three
weeks there during Christmas and New Year together with Lia’s mother.
This was an encouragement to the church especially as they participated
in the worship service with Lia playing the piano, which stimulated vibrant
singing.
Nico maintains a blog which is a worthwhile to read as it keeps the
churches informed of the work in Cubulco.
See http://nicokattenberg.blogspot.ca.
See also www.frcmissions.org.
Let us remember our missionaries in our prayers that the Lord would enrich
their work and protect their families.
7. FINANCIAL AND MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
7.1. 2012 Financial Statement
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The 2012 Financial Statement is attached.
7.2. 2013 Proposed Budget
The proposed budget for the year 2013 is attached for your consideration
and approval.
7.3. Appointment of Auditors
The Mission Board recommends the appointments of Mr. Jim Koopman
and Mr. Nick Zuidema as auditors for the year 2013
7.4. Appointment of Directors
The terms of E. DeKorte, Rev. E. Moerdyk, G. Postma, and J. Brink have
been completed. J. Brink has now served the maximum of 12 years as
per the corporation by-laws. However, for continuity, the board has
asked he continue on the board for another three year term. G. Postma
has requested that he not be re-appointed due to other responsibilities.
Rev. H. Bergsma who has served on the board for many years has
requested to retire from the board. We are grateful for their many
faithful years of input and service on the board and wish him the Lord’s
gracious provision as they continue to be fruitful in their work of among
our churches.
Therefore, the Board recommends the re-appointments of E. DeKorte,
Rev E. Moerdyk, J. Brink and the appointment of Rev. T. Bergsma and
R. Postma (formerly ex-officio) as directors for a three-year term.
8. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Mission Board makes the following recommendations to Synod:
8.1. That the re-appointments of E. DeKorte, Rev. E. Moerdyk, J. Brink and
the appointment of Rev. T. Bergsma and R. Postma (formerly exofficio) as directors for a three-year term be approved
8.2. That the 2012 Financial Statement be approved
8.3. That the budget for the year 2013 be approved
8.4. That the appointments of Mr. Jim Koopman and Mr. Nick Zuidema as
auditors for the year 2013 be approved
8.5. That the actions of the Mission Board be approved
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Mission Board and wishing you the Lord’s
Blessing
John J. Brink, Secretary
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FREE REFORMED MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2012
2012
Assets:
Cash
Term Deposits
Receivables
Capital Assets
Other

125,922
164,000
340

Notes

3
4

2011
126,391
121,000
222

5

Total Assets

54,325

57,325

344,587

304,938

Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Auto Reserve Fund

2,885
17,238

Total Liabilities

20,123

6
7

869
17,238
18,107

Equity
Beginning Balance
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)

286,831
37,633

Total Equity

324,464

286,831

Total Liabilities & Equity

344,587

304,938
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267,193
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FREE REFORMED MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2012
2012
Actual
Receipts
Free Reformed Churches
Gifts
Interest Income
Miscellaneous
Other Churches

Disbursements
Exchange Gain/Loss
Cubulco Mission Post
Mailbox
Salary and Benefits
Travel/Accommodation
Education/Training
Legal Fees
Office /Bank
Telephone
Surplus (Shortage)

2012
Budget

%

Notes

287,171
24,725
7,726
0
29,280
348,902

297,150
8,000
5,685
0
29,000
339,835

97%
309%
136%

8a

101%
103%

8c

-466
160,026
115
126,020
22,554
0
0
3,020
0
311,269
37,633

125
175,000
250
134,070
26,700
0
250
3,190
250
339,835
0

-373%
91%
46%
94%
84%
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0%
95%
0%
92%

8b

8d
8e

2011
Actual
287,307
11,931
7,043
14,323
320,604

91
144,630
202
120,957
27,690
4,808
0
2,588
0
300,966
19,638
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FREE REFORMED MISSIONS INTERNATIONAL
BUDGET
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013 & 2014

Receipts
Free Reformed Churches
Gifts
Interest Income
Miscellaneous
Other Churches

Disbursements
Exchange Gain/Loss
Cubulco Mission Post
Education-AMG
Mailbox
Salary and Benefits
Travel/Accommodation
Education/Training
Legal Fees
Office /Bank
Telephone
Surplus (Shortage)

2012
Actual

2013
Budget

287,171
24,725
7,726
0
29,280
348,902

293,000
8,500
6,650
0
32,500
340,650

102%
34%
86%
111%
98%

35,000
349,750

-466
160,026

125
98,000
72,000
250
136,685
26,700
5,000
0
1,640
250
340,650
0

-27%
61%

250
100,000
75,000
250
140,000
27,000
5,000
1,000
1,000
250
349,750
0

115
126,020
22,554
0
0
3,020
0
311,269
37,633
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2014

% Notes Projected

217%
108%
118%

54%
109%
0%

9a
9b

9c

9d
9e

299,750
8,500
6,500
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended December 31, 2012
1. Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Foreign Mission Committee are prepared
utilizing the accrual basis of accounting. All representations are made in
Canadian dollars.
2. Audit of the Books:
The financial statements of the Foreign Mission Committee were reviewed
and found to be accurate on March 14, 2012 by Mr. Jim Koopman of
Brantford and Mr. Nick Zuidema of Chatham.

3. Cash
Cash and Savings consist of the following:
TD Chequing & Savings

116,607

TD Chequing US Account

9,315
$ 125,922
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The mission requires $100,000 available cash to handle a possible
emergency situation. The remaining funds are needed for a smooth
operation of financial affairs.
4. Term Deposits
TD GICs
Christian Stewardship Services

14,000
150,000

5. Capital Assets:
All capital assets are removed from the balance sheet. After formal
registration the mission post in Cubulco is now reporting to the Guatemala
government and the assets have been transferred to the books in Cubulco.
6. Accounts payable:
Payroll Liabilities
Invoices to be paid
Unclaimed book allowance

931
0
1954
$ 2885

7. Auto Reserve Fund:
It was decided last year that .the mission vehicles will not be replaced.
So next year the reserve of $17,238 will be removed as a liability.
8. Income Breakdown:
8a From Free Reformed Churches:
January through December 2012
Jan - Dec 12

Abbotsford
Bornholm
Brantford
Calgary
Chatham
Chilliwack
Dundas
Fenwick
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Lacombe
Langley
London
Mitchell
Monarch
Pompton Plains
St George
St Thomas
Vineland
TOTAL

Jan - Dec 11

4,876
5,962
18,696
2,219
13,899
30,479
21,962
14,783
20,814
51,775
220
698
0
15,339
11,924
26,175
4,435
24,446
18,604
287,307

14,174
3,123
18,770
2,233
30,413
23,425
25,517
11,466
31,706
45,266
0
2,770
8,720
8,576
9,343
7,159
5,920
20,262
18,327
287,171
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$ Change

9,298
-2,840
74
14
16,514
-7,055
3,555
-3,317
10,892
-6,509
-220
2,072
8,720
-6,763
-2,581
-19,016
1,485
-4,184
-277
-137
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8b Gifts:
Ladies League
Gifts, Donations

3,000
21,725
$24,725

8c Income from Other Churches
Mision De Vida Contribution
Edmonton URC
New Westminster URC
Thunder Bay URC
TOTAL

$14,000
13,742
596
942
$29,280

8d Now that there is official accounting in Cubulco, support for the mission
post will be just a one line notation.
Cubulco Expense Breakdown

(in Cdn $$)
Expenses

Church Support
Translation
Education
Labour
Administration

17,131
7,197
8,696
85,000
24,569

Budget
19,641
8,267
13,829
102,845
32,800

8e Salary costs are lower because of the strong Canadian dollar.
9.

Budget Notes
9a Expected receipts from FR Churches is in line with receipts of the last
two years
9b Other income is support from various donors and the Ladies League. It is
not possible to provide a good estimate for receipts from donors.
9c The account for Cubulco Mission Post expenses will include the support
we provide AMG for running the education project.
9d Salaries are based on synod guidelines for US ministers. If the Canadian
dollar weakens then this budget line might be too low.
9e This item includes airfare plus mileage reimbursements for North
America and Guatemala.
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OUTREACH COMMITTEE REPORT
to Synod 2013 of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Esteemed delegates,
The Outreach committee met twice since Synod 2012, on October 23, 2012 and
on March 22, 2013. The committee chairman is Mr. Ray Pennings. The vicechairman is Rev. L.J. Bilkes. The secretary is Rev. J. Overduin. The committee
has two treasurers. Mr. Bert Marskamp is the general treasurer of Outreach.
Mr. Ken Vandenberg is the treasurer of the radio-evangelism committee. The
mandate Synod has given to us is “to facilitate, in conjunction with the churches,
the spread of the gospel within North America and around the world and to
establish congregations of the FRCNA where there is not yet such a church”
(Outreach Order, II). What this means practically is that we see “the mission
field” not only across oceans and on other continents but also in our own land, in
our own communities, on our own streets and with our own neighbours. This
means we labour with a great calling and therefore expect also great
opportunities. We do so with the prayer that King Jesus will continue to build His
church. We may report to you the following activities from this last year.
A. Asian Ministry Report
We are excited to announce the recent publication of eight booklets recently
written by Rev. Gangar. During the past year, there were several unexpected
issues and delays with finding translators, but thankfully the issues have been
resolved and we now have in our hands both an English and a Punjabi version of
the following:
1. What is God? (addresses Eastern amorphous concept of God)
2. What is God like?
3. Creation and Man’s Place in the World
4. The Greatest Opportunity: The Covenant of Works
5. The Greatest Catastrophe: Man’s Fall
6. Jesus the Only Saviour
7. Is Jesus God?
8. Saved by Grace Alone
Presently, these booklets are being stored in the Dundas FRC where Rev. L.J.
Bilkes is overseeing a team of young people who are working on a distribution
plan. The aim is to have these booklets sent out to churches in North American
communities where there are concentrations of Punjabi speaking people, with the
hope that these booklets will be aids to ministry and outreach to those
communities. It should be noted that the same booklets are being translated into
Hindi, and eventually into Marathi and Urdu as well. We anticipate that this will
further our opportunities to reach even more Asian peoples, especially those who
are coming to the western world. In April, Rev. Gangar went to England to
develop further contacts and to promote awareness of this work there. He will be
able to give us more details about that trip here at Synod and in the June
Messenger.
With the booklets finished, the work continues and Rev. Gangar has begun a
commentary on the gospel of Matthew. It was first thought to proceed to writing
a manual of Christian doctrine, but through the advice of various contacts and in
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view of the doctrinal nature of the newly published eight booklets, the committee
agreed with Rev. Gangar’s recommendation to work first on several
commentaries and then later to return to a manual. So Rev. Gangar is working
now on Matthew. We hope to have this commentary and perhaps one on Mark
published sometime next year. To help pay for this anticipated publication work,
we plan on using the $10,000 budgeted but unspent from last year (2012), as
well as an additional $10,000 being requested for 2014 (a total budget of
$110,000). As committee, we are very thankful and happy about the progress of
this ministry and we request continued prayers and support for Rev. and Mrs.
Gangar in their day to day efforts. In one sense, with work like this, the progress
can appear to be slow if at all, and the translator challenges of the last year
haven’t helped with that feeling. As committee we want to continue to foster a
long term and exciting vision with this project. Who knows what opportunities the
Lord may open up yet through this outreach and how He might bless the work?
Rev. Gangar continues to preach fairly regularly, mostly for congregations in the
west. Whenever he visits a church for preaching, he is very willing to explain
further the work he is doing. We’d encourage that. We also want to express
appreciation for the various individuals who are helping along the way, including
Mrs. Jennifer Bergsma (Chatham FRC) who was responsible for the layout and
design of the recent booklet publications and Mr. Henk Kleyn (Grand Rapids
FRC) who helped with various printing issues.
B. Nipissing
This past year saw a great development in the work in Powassan in the Nipissing
area. On November 16, 2012, recent PRTS graduate (Spring 2012) and FRC
Candidate Rob Vandoodewaaard was ordained as minister of the gospel and
church planter to work on behalf of Brantford FRC and the whole FRCNA in
Powassan. Since that time, Pastor Vandoodewaard has been preaching
regularly in Powassan, engaging in pastoral work among the members of the
group there, following up visitors and other contacts in the area, and working
towards implementing various outreach efforts. Pastor Vandoodewaard is a
member of the Brantford consistory and receives oversight and guidance through
the officebearers there. Also, a subcommittee of our committee maintains
contact with Pastor Vandoodewaard to offer support and counsel. So far the
work is going well. The members are responding positively to the preaching.
There is not a stream of steady visitors to the worship services, but visitors do
come. Pastor Rob and his wife Taunya are settling in well in the Powassan area.
At the beginning of this year they received their fifth child from the Lord. A busy
family and a challenging ministry make for hefty responsibilities for Pastor Rob,
but we are thankful that the Lord is sustaining and blessing him.
As committee, we commend this work to your prayerful support. We have
committed to it as churches, and the needs are about $75,000/year. We are
requesting the churches to support this work not by quotas but by way of freewill
offerings. At our March meeting, it was reported that we have collected
approximately $28,000 so far. We are encouraged by this and further request
that the churches keep this work before them, and also in prayer.
C. Radio-Evangelism
We are thankful to report that the radio ministry has continued for another year.
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Rev. Hans Overduin prepares weekly 30 minute broadcasts and these are heard
on stations in North America and especially in Africa. Last year we reported that
we had begun to evaluate all the broadcast stations to determine if we are being
the most effective with the funds collected for this work. In view of that
evaluation, the committee agreed at its recent spring meeting to end the
broadcast on a number of stations including: Reflections Europe; Life FM 100,
Australia; Panama City; MPR -105.3 Philippines; KPDQ, Oregon; WFAX,
Virginia; and WWCR, Nashville, TN. The rationale for ending broadcasts on
these stations is the fact that over the years, we have heard very little response
from people in those areas. It seemed to us wiser to concentrate on those
stations where the response is regular as well as on those stations that are in the
vicinity of one of our local congregations. Please note that this decision to end
some broadcasts means a decrease in our annual budget by approximately
$35,000. Presently we are broadcasting on nine radio stations altogether – two
in Africa, and seven in North America.
Another decision at our recent meeting was to end the practice of bulk mailing of
Rev. Overduin’s radio messages. Packages of messages were being sent four
times a year to about 460 addresses. This part of the work was always quite
time-consuming and the response to it minimal, and so in view of the audio
messages being permanently available on the internet and therefore accessible
to people everywhere, the committee thought it best to end bulk mailing. This
decision was made at the recommendation of Rev. & Mrs. Overduin. They also
recommended a decrease in honorarium for Mrs. Overduin, due to her workload
now being lessened.
Overall, the budget impact of these decisions is approximately $40,000, leaving
us with a current budget of approximately $60,000. As committee we are
continuing to work towards funding all our work by way of freewill offerings as
opposed to quotas. Therefore, we are recommending a decrease in quota for all
congregations that hold at least one extra collection for radio ministry. For
congregations who do, the quota will be $10. Otherwise, for congregations not
holding any extra collections, the quota will remain at $18.
D. Recommendations
1. That Synod approve a 2014 quota of $21/member for the work of
outreach, specifically the Asian Ministry, with the understanding that work in
Powassan is to be supported through freewill offerings.
2. That Synod approve a 2014 quota of $18/member for the radio ministry,
with the understanding that for congregations that hold at least one collection
for this work, the quota will be $10/member.
3. That Synod approve the following appointments:
3.1. Mr. Bill Moerdyk to a fourth term, ending in 2016.
3.2. Revs. Gangar, Hans Overduin, Vandoodewaard and van Essen as
ex officio for another year.
4. That Synod approve the actions of the Outreach committee.
Commending you and your work to the care and blessing of Lord,
Respectfully submitted,
Rev. Joel Overduin, secretary, Outreach FRCNA
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FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
OUTREACH COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION - BALANCE SHEET
AS AT DECEMBER 2012

Note
ASSETS
Cash & Short Term Deposits

2012

3&5

Closing Assessments
Receivable

4

2011

$136,945

$73,168

2,617

2,676

Loans Receivable

-

GIC

-

TOTAL ASSETS

$139,563

$75,844

LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Other
Total Liabilities

$-

$-

$75,844

24,781

63,719

51,063

Closing Balance

$139,563

$75,844

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$139,563

$75,844

EQUITY
Opening Bank Balance
Operating Surplus(Deficit)
Other
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FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
OUTREACH COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS - Income Statement
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31 2012

REVENUES
Assessments
Collections
Bellevue transfer
Interest
Dr. Gangar tuition repayment
Needy churches fund
Total Revenues
EXPENDITURES
Support- Mission Stations
Denver meeting costs
Punjabi Home Ministry
Gospel Doors
Nipissing Church Plant
Calgary FRC
Calgary Radio Mission
Other: Administration
Bank Charges

Total Expenditures
Operating Surplus(Deficit)

2012
Budgeted

Variances F(U)
$
%

Note

2012
Actual

2011
Actual

70,335.00
4,043.00
91,799.00
14.00
4,200.00
-

70,335
1,500
91,130
25

2,543

0%
170%

(11)

-44%

68,240
2,990
36,017
5

-

-

0%

12,800

$170,391

$162,990

$2,532

85,680
1,280
15,189
4,524
106,672

100,000
1,500
16,000
4,200
121,700

14,320
220
811
(324)
15,028

17%
17%
5%
0%
-7%
14%

-

100
100

100
100

0%
0%
0%

19
19

$106,672

$121,800

$15,128

14%

$68,990

$63,719

$41,190

$17,660

28%

$51,063
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5

1%

$120,052

8

723
35,245
16,000
12,800
4,203
68,971
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REVENUES
Assessments
Dr. Gangar tuition repayment
Collections
Bellevue transfer
Interest
Total Revenues

2012
Actual

2013
Budgeted

Variances F(U)
$
%

Note

FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
OUTREACH COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS - Income Statement
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 2012
2014
Projection

$70,335.00
$4,200.00
$4,043.00
$91,799.00
$14.00

90,554
4,200
75,000
10

20,219

29%

7

100,800

70,957
(91,799)
(4)

1755%
-100%
-29%

5

75,000
10

$170,391.00

$169,764

$(627)

0%

85,680

100,000

(14,320)

-17%

1,280
15,189

90,000

1,280
(74,811)

100%
-493%

90,000

4,524
106,672

4,200
194,200

324
(87,528)

7%
-82%

200,000

-

100
100

(100)
(100)

0%
0%
0%

$106,672

$194,300

$(87,628)

$200,125

$63,719

$(24,536)

$(88,255)

$(24,315)

$175,810

EXPENDITURES
Punjabi Ministry
Publications (gospel
doors)
North Bay Church Plant
Calgary Radio Mission
Other:

Administration
Bank Charges

Total Expenditures
Operating
Surplus(Deficit)
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FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
OUTREACH COMMITTEE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2012
1.

2.

3.

4.

Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Outreach fund are prepared using the accrual
basis of accounting. All representations in Cdn $
Review of the Statements:
The financial statements of the Home Missions Fund have been reviewed
utilizing the 1996 standard audit program, by br. Jack Hoek and br. Hugo Herfst
and found to be in good order,
Cash:
Cash and Short Term Deposits consist of the following: 2012
2011
BMO Savings
$136,945
$73,168
BMO Short Term Deposit
$136,945
$73,168
Accounts Receivable:
Accounts Receivable consist of the following:
Assessments
Opening Current Yr.
Amount
Closing
Congregation Balance Assessment.
Paid
Adjustment Balance
Abbotsford
235
1,605
1,730
$110
Bornholm
1,515
1,515
Brantford
5,415
5,415
Calgary
(135)
975
975
(135)
Chatham
(2)
3,285
3,285
(2)
Chilliwack
4,080
4,080
Dundas
6,945
6,945
Fenwick
4,590
4,590
Grand Rapids 31
4,425
4,425
31
Hamilton
5,970
5,970
Lacombe
104
1,170
1,170
104
Langley
930
930
London
1,125
1,125
1,125
1,125
Mitchell
3,630
3,630
Monarch
676
6,015
6,015
676
Pompton Plains 634
2,370
2,304
700
St. George
4,650
4,650
St. Thomas
8
4,530
4,530
8
Vineland
7,110
7,110
$2,676
$70,335
$70,394
$$2,617

Total Accounts Receivable
5
Extra collections for Punjabi $993.00. General fund $3.050.00(Mitchell)
6
Expected extra expenses for translating, printing and distributing
7
Propose to add $2.00 to quota for 2014 ($21.00)
8
Not included in this are $9280,00 in collections (Installation and Brantford) and
expenses of $11,419.75 which were not available at time of statement.
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Banner of Truth - Radio Evangelism Fund
Balance sheet as at December 31,2012

Note

2012

2011

ASSETS
Cash & Short Term
Deposits

3

$27,311

$33,496

Accounts Receivable

5

5,953

2,540

Securities

4

16,390

16,390

$49,654

$52,426

12,720

13,150

12,720

13,150

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Other
Total Liabilities

7

EQUITY
Opening Balance
Operating Surplus
(Deficit)

$39,276

$68,313

-2,342
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36,934

39,276

$49,654

$52,426
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2012

2011

Variances

F(U)

Actual

Actual

$

%

Note

Free Reformed Reformed Churches of America
Banner of Truth, Radio Evangelism Fund.
INCOME STATEMENT
For the year ending Dec. 31 ,2012
2012

2011

Budget

Budget

REVENUES
Assessments

71,410

54,624

16,786

31%

54,144

45,120

9

25

-16

-64%

500

500

21,622

13,425

8,197

61%

6

20,000

20,000

4,462

3,635

827

23%

7

3,000

3,000

$97,503

$71,709

$25,794

36%

$77,644

$68,620

376

371

5

800

800

89,727

90,748

-1,021

-1%

92,500

92,500

90,103

91,119

-1,016

-1%

93,300

93,300

Tape/mailings

4,539

4,867

-328

-7%

6,500

6,500

Bank Charges

158

125

650

650

5,045

4,635

410

9%

8,000

8,000

9,742

9,627

115

1%

15,150

15,150

Total Expenditures

$99,845

$100,746

-901

-1%

$108,450

$108,450

OPER. SURPLUS
(DEFICIT)

-$2,342

-$29,037

$26,695

-92%

-$30,806

-$39,830

Interest
Collections
Donations Individuals

Expenditures
Web
Broadcasting
Radio Stations

Administration:

Other

~
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2012

2012

Variances

F(U)

Actual

Budget

$

%

Note

Free Reformed Reformed Churches of America
Banner of Truth, Radio Evangelism Fund.
BUDGET For 2012 and 2013
2013

2014

Budget

Projection

REVENUES
Assessments

71,410

54,144

17,266

32%

81,936

45,450

9

500

-491

-98%

500

0

Collections

21,622

20,000

1,622

8%

20,000

29,000

Donations Individuals

4,462

3,000

1,462

49%

3,000

3,000

$97,503

$77,644

19,859

26%

105,436

77,450

376

800

-424

-53%

800

800

89,727

92,500

-2,773

-3%

92,500

62,500

90,103

93,300

93,300

63,300

Tape/mailings

4,539

6,500

-1,961

-30%

6,500

6,500

Bank Charges

158

650

-492

-76%

650

650

5,045

8,000

-2,955

-37%

8,000

7,000

9,742

15,150

-5,408

-36%

15,150

14,150

Total
Expenditures

$99,845

$108,450

-$8,605

-8%

$108,450

$77,450

OPER.SURPLUS
(DEFICIT)

-$2,342

-$30,806

$28,464

-92%

-$3,014

$0

Interest

5&8

7

Expenditures
Web Broadcasting
Radio Stations
Administration

Other
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Notes to Finacial Statements
Banner of Truth-Radio Evangelism Fund
For the year ended December 31, 2012
1

Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Radio Missions fund are prepared using the
Accrual basis of accounting. All representations are in Canadian dollars.
The exchange rates used for the finacial statements are as follows:
Avg.
1.030
0.990
0.999

2010
2011
2012

Closing
1.000
1.020
0.989

2

Review of the statements:
The Financial Statements of the Radio Mission Fund have been reviewed,
utilizing the1996 audit program by Ken deBlieck (Brantford) and
Greg Neven (Brantford) They were found to accurately represent
the financial transactions and current position of the fund.

3

Cash:
Cash and short Term deposits consist of the following:
Cnd chequing:
Bank Balances
Deposits held over year end

2011

22,129
9,380
31,509
1,987
$33,496

22,129
9,380
31,509
1,987
$33,496

22,129
0

Investment account -2%
US chequing

4

2012

Securities:
Securities held are Guaranteed investment certificates.

Identification #
1842665

Interest %
0.40%

Face Value
2009
16,390
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2008
16325

Maturity
Date
June
9/11

Accrued Interest
2012
2011
37

37

37

37
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5

Accounts Receivable:
Interest from Securities
GST refund
Assessments:
Opening
Congregation
Balance
Abbotsford
0
Bornholm
0
Brantford
0
Calgary
0
Chatham
0
Chilliwack
-1150
Pompton Plains
0
Dundas
0
Grand Rapids
0
Hamilton
0
Lacombe
0
Langley
0
London
0
Mitchell
0
Monarch
0
Fenwick
0
St George
0
St Thomas
0
Vineland
0
-1150

2012
$37
5,916
Current yr
Assessm’t
1,605
1515
5,415
975
3,285
5,230
2,370
6,945
4,425
5,970
1,170
930
1,050
3,630
6,015
4,590
4,650
4,530
7,110
71,410

Amount
Paid
1,605
1,515
5,415
975
3,285
4,080
2,370
6,945
4,425
5,970
1,170
930
1,050
3,630
6,015
4,590
4,650
4,530
7,110
70,260

Closing
Balance
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL Accounts
Receivable
6

2011
$37
3,653

0

$1,150

5,953

2,540

Collections by various CONGREGATIONS:
Brantford
3,302
Bornholm
1,103
Abbotsford
235
Chilliwack
1,570
Dundas
0
Lacombe
393
Hamilton
8,759
Langley
1,800
Mitchell
4,460
St George
0
21,622

7

Accounts Payable

$
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INTERCHURCH RELATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT SUBMITTED TO SYNOD 2013
OF THE FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA
Esteemed brethren:
The Interchurch Relations Committee (IRC) met on October 24, 2012 and March
22 and April 9, 2013. We report the following.
North American Presybterian and Reformed Council (NAPARC)
Revs. L.W. Bilkes, J. Lewis, J. Schoeman and C.A. Schouls attended NAPARC
at Mid-America Reformed Seminary (Dyer, Indiana). It was hosted by the
URCNA. Twelve denominations gathered over two days. Much of the time
involves listening to the reports of the various churches of NAPARC, followed by
prayer for each federation. Rev. Daniel Hyde gave a speech entitled: From
Reformed Dream to Reformed Reality: the Problem and Possibility of Church
Unity. This was a sequel to Dr. Godfrey’s speech last year. Having investigated
the proposal of a large superstructure denomination, the Interim Committee of
NAPARC indicated that this was outside of the bounds of the mandate of
NAPARC, and organic union should take place at the grassroots level of the
denominations involved. There was no further discussion at this time of the
subject. The Korean Presbyterian Church is seeking membership of NAPARC.
It is noteworthy that the PCUSA lists the Korean Presbyterian Church in America
as having a “covenant relationship.” They also ordain women deacons
(Kwonsas), although they do not regard them as having any authority. In light of
this, our committee is seeking to investigate this further and hopes to make a
recommendation on the floor of synod. The 2013 NAPARC meetings will be held
November 19-20 in East Flat Rock, NC, hosted by the Associate Reformed
Presbyterian Church. We recommend to send Rev. J. Schoeman, Brs. H.
VanDoodewaard, and E. Laman.
International Conference of Reformed Churches (ICRC)
We propose to send Revs. L.W. Bilkes and P. VanderMeyden as delegates to
the August 28-September 4, 2013 ICRC meeting in Wales. The conference is
hosted by the Evangelical Presbyterian Church of England & Wales (EPCEW).
We continue to value this opportunity to meet with other Reformed and
Presbyterian churches which have a high view of Scripture and adhere to the
classic Reformed confessions. They provide opportunities for our delegates to
meet separately with representatives of many other churches during this seven
day conference. The conference theme is: Preach the Word, with the following
topics and speakers:
1. The Necessity of Preaching – Dr. Robert Letham
2. The Nature of Preaching – Dr. James Visscher
3. The Practice of Preaching (in today’s non-literary cultures) – Dr. Jun Ho
Jin
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CONTACT WITH CORRESPONDING CHURCHES
Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken (CGK) – Complete Correspondence
There has been no official contact with our sister churches in the Netherlands
this past year. They are getting ready for their triennial synod. We propose to
send Rev. Moerdyk as delegate to attend the CGK synod this November.
Free Church of Scotland (FCSC) – Limited Correspondence
An invitation has been received to attend their presbytery meeting in Edinburgh,
Scotland from May 20-23. While it would be the year to visit them, it might be
more convenient to meet with them at ICRC. We have also sought to establish
greater contact with the North American presbytery of the FCSC and had
planned to attend a meeting in August 2012, but without success. Establishing
contact with the North American presbytery has proven to be more difficult.
Heritage Reformed Congregation (HRC) – Limited Correspondence
Last year at synod we received instructions on the next step to be taken with the
HRC, which indicated that time is needed in a growing relationship, and that
more instruction and fellowship is needed on the grassroots level. Note was also
made “that there needs to be a reciprocal relationship… in the context of pulpit
supply.” In light of this, we asked the consistories to indicate whether they have
had HRC ministers on their pulpit and we asked our ministers if they have
preached on HRC pulpits. It is clear that our churches invite HRC ministers on
their pulpit. It is also clear that the HRC has made an effort to ask our ministers
on their pulpits. This information can be found in Appendix A. We had hoped to
have a combined office-bearers conference this past year on the topic of Church
Unity (biblical, confessional, historical approaches to this subject). But due to a
shortage of suitable and available (FRC & HRC) speakers at that time we
propose to hold this conference in March 2014. We may report that the
consistories of Hamilton and Dundas had a meeting with the consistory of
Burgessville HRC, as well as the consistories of FRC & HRC in Grand Rapids
have met. Chilliwack FRC& HRC has a young adults Bible study that meets
twice a month and has been working well. Rev. L.W. Bilkes and Rev. J.
Koopman attended their 2013 synod on April 12 in Chilliwack. Their 2014 synod
is scheduled to take place in Jordan on April 3. We recommend that Rev.
Schoeman and Br. Laman be delegated to attend, with Rev. L.J. Bilkes as
alternate.
Hersteld Hervormde Kerk (HHK) – Limited Correspondence
A meeting was held with the HHK delegates. They have asked that if one of our
ministers would be in Holland, to let them know in order that he might preach on
their pulpits. Rev. Moerdyk is planning to preach in one of their churches. Two
delegates from the HHK will be coming to Springford just prior to the time of our
synod, and if present at synod will be able to address us. On August 14,
Springford was officially instituted as a congregation of the HHK. The HHK (as
indicated in our synod report 2011) has asked us to “supervise” the Springford
congregation. Rev. L.W. Bilkes and Mr. N. Koppelaar have been appointed as
moderators upon their request and the advice of our executive, and they are
scheduled to meet with them prior to our synod 2013.
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Providence Reformed Church of America (RCA) congregation in Grand
Rapids (MI) – Restricted Correspondence
Rev. L.W. Bilkes has preached regularly in this congregation as it awaits the
coming of their new minister, Rev. A. Vandenberg. The consistory has
expressed the desire to continue the restricted correspondence relationship.
With the coming of Rev. Vandenberg, our committee awaits how the relationship
with them may be fostered further.
CONTACT WITH LIMITED CONTACT CHURCHES
Presbyterian Reformed Church (PRC) – Limited Contact
Rev. Lewis and Mr. D. Tamminga attended their Presbytery meeting in May
2012. They have a genuine interest in forming closer ties with us. There is a
mutual appreciation for sound doctrinal and experiential preaching and teaching.
Most of our congregations know little or nothing about the PRC, and our
committee realizes that more contact is needed. In order to foster contact it was
suggested that neighbouring churches be encouraged to find ways to increase
the degree of contact locally.
Reformed Presbyterian Church of Ireland (RPCI) – Limited Contact
We have asked them to honour our limited contact relationship with them. Prof.
MacKay indicated that our letter would be taken up with the clerk of synod.
United Reformed Churches of North America (URCNA) – Limited Contact
Synod 2012 instructed our committee to meet with our counterparts of the
URCNA. Discussions have resumed using an article by William Young on
“Historic Calvinism and Neo-Calvinism.” The URC brothers express agreement
with much if not all that is this article by Young. The meeting was cordial. The
URC brothers believe that our perceptions of them on such teaching as
presumptive regeneration are not accurate and that our committee should work
to correct these perceptions. Some of these matters will be picked up in future
discussions. It is agreed next time to discuss an article by Mark Beach, entitled
“Abraham Kuyper, Herman Bavinck, and The Conclusions of Utrecht, 1905.” In
short, discussions have resumed, and we hope to take up further contact with
them.
CONTACT WITH OTHER CHURCHES
Orthodox Presbyterian Church (OPC)
A few years ago, the OPC has offered to enter into an official relationship at the
introductory level. Also with these brothers, Dr. Young’s article was discussed
and formed a good basis to a profitable discussion in which the view of the
congregation, the appropriation of faith, the marks of grace, as well as comforting
the weak in faith and warning the presumptuous. This was well received. There
is some understanding of our historical roots and they say they appreciate the
contact with us. The brothers that we have had contact with understand us,
whereas it may be that the OPC as a whole may not. However, they have stated
that entering into a limited contact relationship does not mean that the next level
would be automatic or even strenuously pursued. They would be content with
this basic level of relationships, which was encouraging and is different from
some denominations in NAPARC. Since we are in practice having this basic
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relationship with them, we recommend to synod to enter into a limited contact
relationship with the OPC.
Mission Statement
Brother E. Laman has provided a discussion paper on IRC mandate, including
the relevant articles and supplement pertaining to our work. We are working our
way through this report. We have not completed our discussion and hope to do
so in the next year.
Colloquium Doctum (DC)
Correspondence from the Mitchell FRC was received requesting a CD with a
pastor known to them. Our committee carried out the CD, but did not have the
liberty to grant him license to preach in our churches.
REQUEST TO CALL DR. DAVID MURRAY
Grand Rapids consistory has requested permission to extend a call to Dr. Murray
for part-time pastoral ministry in their congregation. As most will know he serves
as Professor of Old Testament and Practical Theology at PRTS (since 2007).
His ministerial credentials are in the Free Church of Scotland Continuing. In
accordance with Article 5(G) of the Church Order, we have interviewed him and
recognize that he is sound in doctrine. As a committee we believe that Grand
Rapids has given sufficient reasons to justify his nominations (2a). Herewith we
forward this request to synod together with the correspondence from Grand
Rapids consistory and Dr. Murray (see Appendix B). We have asked Dr. Murray
to preach a sermon on Synod as well as indicated that a thorough CD will take
place for Synod’s examination, deliberation and decision. Our committee is
ready to assist the chairman of synod to conduct the examination.
PULPIT SUPPLY
In accordance with previously Synod-adopted policy, the following ministers from
other denominations were granted approval to preach in our churches another
year, provided they remain in good standing in the church they serve. The Rev.
T. Atkinson, M. Barrett, H. Bout (Vineland only), C. Heiberg, M. Ives, G. Lubbers,
I. Murray, J. Muller, A. Neele, J. Pipa, D. Thomas, M. Vandenberg, J. van Eyk, P.
VanDoodewaard, W. VanDoodewaard and D. Zadok. Ministers from our
corresponding churches (CGK, FCSC, HHK, and HRC) may also be invited to
our pulpits. We wish to ask consistories to inform our secretary when one of
these ministers preaches in their church.
CLARIFICATION RE. SENIOR PRTS STUDENTS
It has been brought to our attention that the rules re. Senior PRTS students
approved to preach on our pulpits (art. 5 I 5) still require a CD. We acknowledge
that due to an oversight this has not been practiced and hereby wish to remind
our churches that a CD needs to take place. Our committee decided that the
senior students who have not been requested to submit to a CD but who have
spoken a word of edification will not be asked to pass a CD.
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APPOINTMENTS & REAPPOINTMENTS
The terms of Revs. L. J. Bilkes, L.W. Bilkes and J. Schoeman and Br. P. Luth as
primary members expire. Also Rev. Schouls asked to be relieved from his role
on our committee. Br. Luth asked not to be reappointed. We recommend that
Revs. L.J. Bilkes, L.W. Bilkes and J. Schoeman be reappointed as primary
members. To fill the vacancy arisen through the resignation of Rev. Schouls, we
recommend Rev. Pronk be appointed as ex officio member for a three year term.
With Br. Luth going out of our committee, we recommend that Br. H.
Vandoodwaard be appointed as primary member, as well as Br. C. Keuning be
added as a primary member, and Br. A. De Vries as alternate member.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO SYNOD 2013
1. To approve the list of non-FRC ministers granted permission to preach
on our pulpits for one year;
2. To approve of sending Rev. J. Schoeman, Mr. E. Laman and Mr. H.
Vandoodwaard as delegates to the November 2013 NAPARC meeting in
East Flat Rock, North Carolina;
3. To approve of sending Revs. L.W. Bilkes and P. VanderMeyden as
delegates to the 2013 ICRC meeting in Wales;
4. To approve of sending Rev. Moerdyk as delegate to the 2013 Synod of
the CGK.
5. To approve the combined HRC-FRC office-bearer’s conference on
church unity for March 2014;
6. To approve of sending Rev. Schoeman and Mr. E. Laman as delegates
to the April 2014 Synod of the HRC in Jordan.
7. To approve entering into a Limited Contact relationship with the OPC.
8. To table the request of Grand Rapids re. Dr. Murray
9. To accept the resignation of Rev. Schouls;
10. To approve the reappointment of Rev. L.J. Bilkes, L.W. Bilkes, and J.
Schoeman as primary member for a three year term;
11. To approve the appointment of Rev. Pronk as ex officio member for a
three year term;
12. To approve the appointment of Mr. C. Keuning as primary member and
Mr. A. De Vries as alternate member for a three-year term;
13. To approve the actions of this committee.
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FREE REFORMED CHURCH - GRAND RAPIDS
950 Ball Avenue NE
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
December 11, 2012
INTER CHURCH RELATIONS COMMITTEE
A Synodical committee of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Dear Brothers of the FRC Inter Church Relations Committee:
We are writing this letter to inform you of our desire to start the process
necessary to call Dr. David P. Murray to part time pastoral ministry at FRC-GR
and at the same time install him formally as a Professor of Practical Theology &
Old Testament on behalf of the FRCNA at Puritan Reformed Theological
Seminary, should our next synod agree to such a proposal.
As we understand it, according to church order this process must start with a
colloquium doctum at the IRC, which we are requesting to be scheduled at the
spring meeting in March, 2013.
Dr. Murray is no stranger to you. He has been preached in most of our
congregations. As a denomination, we currently support part of his salary. His
credentials are as follows:
Dr. David Murray is Professor of Old Testament and Practical Theology at
Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary. He was born in Glasgow, Scotland and
worked for five years in financial services before being converted to Christ. He
studied for the ministry at Glasgow University and the Free Church of Scotland
College (Edinburgh). He was a pastor for 12 years, first at Lochcarron Free
Church of Scotland and then at Stornoway Free Church of Scotland (Continuing).
From 2002 to 2007, he was Lecturer in Hebrew and Old Testament at the Free
Church Seminary in Inverness. He has a Doctor of Ministry degree from
Reformation International Theological Seminary for his work relating Old
Testament Introduction studies to the pastoral ministry. Dr. Murray joined the
faculty of Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary in 2007. He and his wife,
Shona, have four children: Allan, Angus, Joni, and Amy. He also blogs at
headhearthand.org.
As we understand it, it is a requirement of this process that we provide our
reasons for proposing a call to a man outside our federation rather than one of
our own callable ministers. We are happy to say that we have given the matter
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considerable thought and the following reflects the actions and thoughts on the
consistory.
The consistory has given thoughtful consideration to a single pastor approach,
particularly from our own denomination. We have prayerfully considered every
available pastor in the FRC federation and have looked outside of our
denomination. Over the past year, we have brought two scenarios to the
congregation, both of which did not pass the required majorities. Moreover, it
appears that providentially, most of the possibilities for a one pastor scenario do
not seem within our reach at the present. Immigration into the US also
complicates matters based on our own and the experience of others. Certainly, a
one-pastor solution in the short-term doesn't seem to be wise from all that we
know at the present.
More to the point, FRC-GR is in a unique situation with a solid Reformed
seminary in its backyard providing preaching resources beyond even our own
needs. We believe the Scripture mandates that we view resources God has
given us as talents to be used (Matt. 25:14-30). We also have a diverse group of
people (cultural, social-economic, rural, urban, suburb, different education levels,
international seminary students) that bring a unique ministry environment.
Bringing Dr. Murray on part-time in a co-pastor ship at the present does not
preclude us from calling a full-time one man pastor in the future, though for two
or more years it would be unlikely we would have one (especially if we consider
issues of immigration, availability, etc).

We have attached a letter that Dr David Murray has written to the consistory
regarding the feelings of his heart toward his seminary work, returning to pastoral
ministry and FRC-GR. This letter is compelling and we are touched by his
wiliness to work in a co-pastor arrangement to meet what we believe are the
unique needs of FRC-GR.
We respectfully ask you to arrange a meeting with Dr. Murray to conduct a CD in
March, 2013, and thereupon advise his suitability to serve the FRC-GR
congregation as specified above.
Thank you for your time and consideration. May the Lord of all Lords guide the
process, make his will known and do it for the glory of his church.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jerry Bilkes, Chairman
FRC-GR

David Faasse, Secretary
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2930 Cooks Creek Dr,
Grand Rapids MI 49525.
3 December 2012
Dear Brothers,
I am a pastor at heart. I love the privilege and responsibility of shepherding the
flock of God. Since coming to Grand Rapids I have missed the blessed burden of
having such a flock to care for. Although I have had multiple opportunities to
serve various congregations and individuals by preaching and counseling, for
which I am most grateful, nothing can make up for the sense of loss, even
bereavement, at not having a regular flock to care for.
I also love training future shepherds of the sheep, and have a deep sense of
calling to serve in this way at PRTS. I know it is God's will that I continue to do
that.
I have often thought and prayed about the possibility of adding pastoral work to
my seminary work. However when such opportunities have arisen, it's been clear
to me that I did not have the capacity for two full time posts, a point that God
has underlined for me through several physical frailties over the past two years.
In my travels, I have met other professors in different places who also had the
privilege of serving as part-time pastors in addition to their teaching roles. This
often stirred up the desire in me to do the same, if such an opportunity ever
arose.
When David Faasse and Jerry Bilkes approached me some weeks ago to
discuss the possibility of serving GR FRC in such a capacity as part of a pastoral
team, I almost immediately sensed it was an answer to the prayerful longings of
my heart. All the more so because it was GR FRC, a congregation that has been
especially dear to my heart since I came here. I have often prayed for the Lord to
send a pastor to this congregation, and some times I secretly wished it could
have been me - though never conceiving how suitable arrangements could
emerge to make that happen.
However when David and Jerry explained the hours and the division of labor
among the pastoral team of three, I could immediately see how I could integrate
this into my life, and in fact how it would augment my work at the Seminary. As
professor of Practical Theology, it would greatly enhance the modeling and
mentoring aspect of my teaching if I could also be pastoring a local congregation.
It would also give my lecturing a greater connection with reality.
But, I must ask the question, where am I going to find 15+ hours per week for this
work?
First, having been teaching for over five years, my lectures are now at a fairly
advanced stage of development and I don't need to spend so much time on
preparation. There’s always room for improvement in both content and delivery,
but I have a good foundation laid in all my lectures.
Second, if the proposal is accepted by the consistory and the congregation, I
would wind down HeadHeartHand Media. While I would still be interested in
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making films that would complement my lectures, I would not take on any more
large-scale film projects. I would also reduce my blogging commitments.
Third, I am already preaching three out of five Sundays on average, and although
that does not mean preparing two new sermons every week, It does work out at
about one new sermon a week, which is not too far away from the average
number I would be preparing and preaching 25-30 Sundays a year in the
proposed GR FRC plan.
Fourth, I am already doing quite a bit of counseling every week, some of it phone
counseling of various depressed pastors in differ parts of the country. I would
want to reduce that as much and as quickly as possible, so that I could
concentrate my counseling and pastoring on GR FRC needs. When David and
Jerry spoke to me about this plan initially, they did not envisage me doing
anything more than providing regular preaching and leadership
training/development. However, I could not conceive of being simply a preaching
pastor, as I consider pastoral contact to be a vital element of preparing to preach.
I am committed to spending at least one evening a week on congregational work,
whether that be consistory meetings or pastoral visitation and counseling. My
plan would be to visit every home in the congregation every 2-3 years.
Fifth, a vital element of this plan is the idea of a pastoral team. I know I could not
carry this whole congregation myself while continuing my Seminary work. That's
why it is so vital to see Jerry Bilkes and Pastor Lawrence Bilkes as co-pastors,
each with their own responsibilities. In addition to this, I envisage the
reinvigorated consistory continuing their family visitation schedules. And last, I
also hope that eventually a pastoral intern will be added to the pastoral staff, a
Seminary student or Seminary graduate who can learn while being mentored in
real life congregational ministry, and hopefully also be involved in church-planting
endeavors.
Some consideration would have to be given as to how to organize a regular
review of these arrangements to be sure that they were serving the congregation
best. There would also have to be a way of allowing the consistory the
opportunity to terminate this arrangement if ever the desire arose to call a fulltime pastor. However, I’m sure that with good will all round we can negotiate a
solution to these new challenges.
My wife, Shona, shares my passion for pastoral ministry, and knows how much I
long to serve in this way again. She too has a deep love for the GR FRC people
and is enthusiastic about this proposal.
We prayerfully wait upon the Lord's will to unfold through the consistory and
congregational discussions and decisions.
Please know that whatever you decide, I will always remain available to serve the
congregation in whatever capacity you deem appropriate. It has been one of the
greatest joys in my life to be privileged to serve the GR FRC so regularly and to
get to know and love so many in the congregation.
Yours in Christ,
David P Murray.
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Publications Committee Report
to Synod 2013 of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Esteemed Delegates,
To facilitate their ongoing activities, your Publications Committee has been
enabled to meet twice since Synod 2012, namely, 23 October 2012 and 21
March 2013. Rev. Koopman is chairman, Rev. L. W. Bilkes vice-chairman, and
Rev. Kranendonk secretary. We may report the following concerning our
activities.
The Messenger
The Messenger was published 11 times in 2012. We are grateful for the
editorship of Rev. Pronk and the administrative and editing work of his wife. We
have decided to institute a three year term for editor and recommend that Rev.
Pronk be appointed to be editor for such a term. Dr. G. M. Bilkes continues to
serve as assistant editor.
With the discontinuation of Gospel Doors in 2012, former editor of Gospel Doors,
Rev. Moerdyk has been willing to continue to coordinate the submission of
missions related articles for the Messenger.
In 2012 The Messenger costs ($81,633) exceeded Messenger income ($53,820)
by $27,813. The larger size and rising shipping costs are reasons for the
increased size of this loss. The Committee has not proposed a subscription cost
increase (last changed in 2010) but has decided to limit the size to 24 pages per
issue.
Consistories are reminded that they are invited to submit articles on
congregational events to the Messenger.
Open Windows Children’s Magazine
This bi-monthly children’s magazine, which began in the summer of 2008,
continues to be read by over 800 subscribers with much appreciation. Mrs.
Janey Slingerland of Calgary FRC is administrator. Mrs. Esther Roth is managing
editor, assisted by Mrs. Doreen Tamminga.
Yearbook
Thanks to the prompt and precise work of Mr. David Tamminga, the FRC
Yearbook 2013 was printed and distributed the end of December 2012. It
includes a year in review article by Rev. J. Overduin and an article on church
discipline by Dr. David Murray.
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Reading Sermons
A total of two (2) reading sermons were distributed in 2012. Ministers are
reminded of the request to supply two reading sermons per year. Consistories
are also encouraged to consider submitting transcriptions of sermons preached.
Lately there have been more requests for reading sermons from vacant
congregations.
Several ministers have not yet submitted their reading sermons on assigned
Lord’s Days. For this reason, the new Heidelberg Catechism reading sermon
series has not yet been issued.
Publication Printed (March 2011-March 2012)
Mr. Henk Kleyn continues to serve ably as a new publications coordinator. The
following publications were published since last synod.
1. Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah: Prophets of God’s Judgment by Rev.
J. Westerink. These studies filled with careful exegesis and pastoral
guidance are in the final stages and to be published shortly so that
classes and studies can purchase them in time for next season.
2. The King in His Beauty by Rev. G. Hamstra. In February 2013, a
hardcover book of scriptural, Christ-exalting, experimental meditations by
Rev. G. Hamstra was published and presented to him in connection with
th
his 50 ministerial anniversary. Just over 1000 copies were printed and
several consistories have distributed them to their members.
3. Christ’s Ministry in the Christian by Prof. Gerard Wisse. In this gem this
late professor of our dutch sister churches traces how Christ’s three-fold
office as prophet, priest, and king relates to the knowledge of misery,
deliverance, and thankfulness. It was translated years ago by Rev. B.
Elshout and has been reprinted.
Publications in Process (as of March 2012)
1. Edited reprint: Expository Sermons on the Canons of Dort by Rev. C.
Pronk. The stock of this book published in 1999 has been depleted. The
manuscript is receiving a considerable edit.
2. Catechism Class Curriculum. Rev. Schoeman has almost finished his
two-volume curriculum for Heidelberg Catechism classes. This program
includes student workbooks and a teacher’s manual. Volume 1 is
scheduled to be available before September 2013 and volume 2 before
September 2014.
3. Edited reprint: Simplified Heidelberg Catechism. The Simplified
Heidelberg Catechism, in which Rev. Pronk divided up and simplified the
Heidelberg Catechism question and answers, is being reformatted and
edited for printing.
4. A Goodly Heritage. Rev. Pronk is working on a two-volume series of
books that covers the roots, history, theology and place of the Free
Reformed Churches in North America. He has done a great deal of
invaluable work to make our roots accessible to our churches. He hopes
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

to complete the first volume that covers the period up to 1892 within the
next year.
Sunday School Activity sheets. Together with the Sunday School
Association, a subcommittee has prepared activity sheets for ages 8 –
11 that match the 163 lessons in the Sunday School Teacher’s
Commentary. These sheets of tear-off pages should be ready this
summer. Since a number of congregations use the NKJV, these sheets
include filling in the blanks in Scripture quotations, and yet the KJV
remains the standard version within the denomination, the committee
asks Synod whether it is permitted to prepare a version of these sheets
that uses the NKJV.
FRP decides to ask for clarification from synod before publishing these
materials in the NKJV, since an earlier synod specified that the KJV is
the standard version in the denomination.
Sermons on the Belgic Confession. Rev. C. A. Schouls is preparing a
series of sermons he has preached on the Belgic Confession for
publication. The clear teaching of these sermons will give insight into our
beautiful, yet little known Belgic Confession.
Free Reformed Church Order and supplements. Your committee is still
awaiting instructions from the Church Order Committee concerning when
to print the latest Church Order. The most up-to-date version is available
on www.frcna.org.
Joshua by Rev. P. DenButter. These thirty-three exegetically astute and
pastorally insightful bible studies covering the entire book of Joshua are
in the process of being edited for publication.
Do This In Remembrance of Me: The Lord’s Supper Form by Rev. J.
Westerink. The committee has begun translating Rev. Westerink’s
beautiful, pastoral exposition of the riches of our Form for the
Administration of the Lord’s Supper.
Our Worship Services by Rev. C. Pronk. The recent series of articles on
our worship services will be published in booklet form.

Promotion
Consistories are encouraged to promote Free Reformed Publications in their
churches by making them available to their members, referring to them, and
recommending them. They are also encouraged to foster the reading of the
Messenger. Ways to do so include encouraging families to read and discuss
general articles and especially the Bible studies together as well as making
reference to articles in pastoral contact with members.
www.frcna.org Website
A subcommittee, chaired by Mr. Hans Vandoodewaard continues to be
responsible for the official website (www.frcna.org). Mr. Tim Pronk maintains the
site. Effort has been made to keep the site up to date with news and events.
Suggestions on how to improve the site are welcomed.
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Congregations are reminded of their ability to develop their own
congregational subdomain (e.g. abbotsford.frcna.org) and manage their own
email addresses. For more information they may contact the webmaster
(webmaster@frcna.org).
The local congregations and denominational committees are reminded to use
the news@frcna.org email account, which has been set up to keep the
denomination up to date about any events or news.
The Psalter Revision
Synod 2012 (Art. 32) established an ad hoc Psalter Revision committee and
gave it the mandate to “to identify those areas that need updating and the degree
of updating required and report to the Publications Committee which will report to
Synod 2013. These committees are to carry out their work in the service of the
mandate provided to the Publications Committee by Synod 2010” It is to submit
these findings to FRP to equip FRP to carry out its mandate (Acts 2010, Art. 27)
to “investigate the possibility, together with other Reformed Churches that use
The Psalter, of reviewing and revising The Psalter that we use for worship in our
churches.”
The fruits of The Psalter revision committee’s work are contained in Appendix A,
which is intended to form the basis for discussing a revision of the Psalter with
other denominations using the Psalter. The committee submits this working
paper to Synod to ascertain the will of the churches with regard to a Psalter
revision. Once this is ascertained, the committee will seek to meet with
representatives of other denominations.
Financial Report
Mrs. Janey Slingerland serves as the publications treasurer-administrator. She
has made many improvements to the committee’s administrative processes. The
committee recommends that she be paid $20.00 per hour for up to 20 hours per
month for her valuable labours.
The 2012 financial report, 2013 budget, and 2014 forecast are attached. The
finances have been stable the past several years since the money made on other
publications has been sufficient to offset the loss on the Messenger. The next
couple years have a budgeted deficit, which will not be sustainable in the long
term.
The books for 2012 were audited by brothers Mike Harbour and Wayne
Penninga of Calgary FRC according to the Synodical finance procedures
guidelines and found in good order. Auditors for 2013 are to be deacons Mike
Harbour and Barry Schneider of the Calgary FRC.
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Appointments
th

rd

The terms of Rev. J. Koopman (4 ), Rev. D. H. Kranendonk (3 ), and Rev. J.
nd
Lewis (2 ) end in 2013. Due to his health, Rev. Schouls has requested to be
released from the committee. The Committee recommends that synod reappoint
Rev. D. H. Kranendonk and Rev. J. Lewis and appoint Mr. Herman DenHollander
(Dundas) and Rev. R. VanDoodewaard (Powassen) for three year terms.
Appointment of Assistant to the Clerks of Synod
As has been the practice for many years, the Committee recommends that Mr.
Ray Pennings of Calgary be appointed as Assistant to the Clerks of Synod 2013.
Recommendations
The Publications Committee presents the following recommendations to Synod
2012:
1. To appoint Mr. Ray Pennings as assistant to the first and second clerks
of Synod 2013;
2. To approve the Psalter Revision report as a basis for discussions with
other denominations.
3. To appoint Rev. C. Pronk as editor of The Messenger for a three year
term.
4. To give permission to publish a NKJV version of the Sunday School
activity since they have Scripture blanks to fill.
5. To maintain the quota of $6.00 per member.
6. To approve the financial reports for 2012, budget for 2013, and forecast
for 2014 of the Publications committee;
7. To reappoint Rev. J. Lewis and Rev. D. H. Kranendonk for a three year
term as committee members;
8. To appoint Mr. H. DenHollander and Rev. R. VanDoodewaard for a three
year term as committee member;
9. To approve of the actions of your deputies.

With brotherly greetings, on behalf of the Committee,
Rev. D. H. Kranendonk, Secretary
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Appendix 1: Working Paper Regarding Psalter Revision 7
The following report is the fruit of a fairly extensive and intensive review of The
Psalter by the ad hoc Psalter review committee. The Publications Committee
has discussed this review and come to agreement in proposing that this working
paper serve as a basis for discussion with other denominations that are hopefully
interested in being involved in a revision of The Psalter.
A. Psalm Selections
The psalms subcommittee carried out an extensive review of all the songs in The
Psalter. The investigation:
a. confirmed the general accuracy of what we sing. There are some
generalization of the content of the psalms (e.g. selections 410-413 do not
include the details in Psalm 150). There are also some omissions of
Scripture verses (e.g. Ps. 113:9 and 137:9). We propose to make sure the
whole book of psalms is present in The Psalter.
b. noted quite a number of “redundancies.” A whole psalm may be versified
in a number of selections and then versified again in other selections (e.g.
Psalm 145 is covered repeatedly in selections 394-400). Sometimes the
identical versifications are set to different tunes (selections 142 and 143). We
question the value of this repetition, which was also reduced in the blue
Psalter Hymnal. At the same time, we recognize that some of the so-called
redundancies may be favourite selections. We propose to sift carefully
through the selections.
c. marked quite a few instances of unfamiliar and archaic words. E.g.:
“awful”, “terrible”, “minstrelsy”, “deign”, “byword”, “slake”, and “lays”. There is
also the matter of old verbal forms with archaic endings. We propose to
update archaic words where possible while preserving the archaic pronouns
with reference to the Lord.
d. observed that in the case of tunes, some of them do not match or fit with
the content of the Psalm (e.g. 143); a number are of very poor quality (e.g.
280 has too wide a range), and approximately 25-30% need to be pitched
lower. We propose to omit difficult tunes and transpose tunes that are too
high.
e. indicated that the layout of the songs could be improved. Some unhelpful
musical notations cold be omitted (e.g. fermatas). It would be good to
renumber the selections so that the selection number is determined by the
psalm number. This would strengthen people’s knowledge of the book of
psalms (e.g. have 1A and 1B for Psalm 1; 10A, 10B, 10C for Psalm 10, etc.).
B. Confessions

7

Note that this Appendix was amended by Synod – See Article 17.
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The confessions subcommittee studied the three confessions and brought the
following issues to our attention:
a. The matter of accuracy of the text needs to be confirmed through checking
the translations that we use against the definitive German, Latin, or Dutch
editions. Some examples of improvements to be made in the Catechism
include:
Q. 40: the German has “suffer death” (an echo of Philippians 2). Our
current version has “humble himself even unto death”.
Q. 42: the German is absterbung, “dying out.” Our current version
has “abolishing of sin.”
Q. 44: the German uses the word anfechtungen, but our English
version has the weaker word, “temptations.”
Q. 85: a better translation for “complained of to the church” would be
“reported to” or “accused to the church.”
Q. 115: a better translation for “strictly preached” would be
“pointedly” or “sharply preached.”
b. The accuracy of the proof texts also needs to be reviewed. For example,
Lord’s Day 1 lists John 1:7, but it should be 1 John 1:7.
c. In general, the language of all the confessions could be reviewed in order
to update the archaic words. It is agreed that all pronouns referring to the
Lord would remain archaic but there are numerous other examples of words
could and should be updated. Instances include: Ghost to Spirit; quick to
living; meat to food; thus to so; suffer to allow; and many more. It is also
recommended that the “eth” endings be updated. Finally, there are some
long sentences that could be broken up.
d. It is recommended that an overall reformatting of the layout of the text of
the confessions would greatly help in aiding memory as well as general
understanding of the various points that are being made. The CanRC and
the URC editions have already done this.
e. A sample of a revised text and layout of Lord’s Day 1 (Q&A 1):
Q. 1: What is your only comfort in life and death?
A: That I, with body and soul, both in life and death, am not my own,
But belong to my faithful Savior Jesus Christ;
Who, with his precious blood, has fully satisfied for all my sins,
And delivered me from all the power of the devil;
And so preserves me that without the will of my heavenly Father,
Not a hair can fall from my head;
Yes, that all things must serve my salvation,
And therefore by His Holy Spirit,
He also assures me of eternal life,
And makes me sincerely willing and ready, from now on, to live for Him
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C. Liturgical Forms
The liturgical forms subcommittee studied the various forms in general. In the
subsequent report and discussion, it was noted that the issues raised are similar
to those raised by the confessions subcommittee:
a. In general, the liturgical forms could be updated with regard to archaic
words and long sentences. It was also recognized that some points of
the forms could be expressed with greater clarity. A thoroughgoing
review would bring all this to light and be an opportunity for improvement.
b. It was felt that the forms could be redone in terms of layout, including
noting Scripture references in side columns (as done by the CanRC’s
Book of Praise), thus helping clearly to tie the forms to Scripture.
D. We have done initial investigation into costs for a full revision of the Psalter.
More work still needs to be done in this regard. We do not have an accurate
figure yet, but believe the project would be financially feasible especially if the
costs were shared with other interested denominations.
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Free Reformed Publications Committee
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
for January 1 - December 31, 2012
2012
Actual

2011
Actual

Variance
$
%

REVENUE
Acts of Synod

$2,576

$2,796

$ (220)

Assessments

$28,134

$27,348

$ 786

3%

Miscellaneous Income

(8)%

$ 415

$52

$ 363

705%

Loan Interest

$ 1,580

$527

$ 1,053

200%

Messenger Subscriptions

$52,890

$49,626

$ 3,264

7%

Messenger Advertisement

$1,650

$2,500

$ (850)

(34)%

Open Windows
S
b i Doors
ti
Gospel
Income

$17,481

$15,762

$ 1,719

11%

$-

$-

0%

Publications Sold

$20,527

$14,770

$ 5,757

39%

$125,253

$113,381

$ 11,872

10%

$76

$44

$32

71%

TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSE
Bank Service Charges
US Exchange Expense

$(69)

$81

$(150)

Honorarium

$-

$-

$-

Computer Expense

$-

$500

$(500)

$81,633

$68,261

$ 13,372

20%

$ 730

$355

$375

106%

Bad Debts

$43

$-

$43

0%

PayPal Fees

$10

$-

$10

0%

$(25)

$-

$(25)

0%

Total Messenger Costs
Office Supplies

Misc. Expenses
Professional Fees: CoOpen Windows Expenses
Gospel Doors Expense
Total Publications Printed
Travel
Total Website

(185)%
0%
(100)%

$-

$-

$-

0%

$17,531

$15,623

$ 1,908

12%

$5,100

$2,632

$ 2,468

94%

$21,304

$15,887

$ 5,417

34%

$-

$160

$(160)

(100)%

$1,231

$1,880

$(649)

(35)%

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ 127,564

$105,423

$ 19,721

21%

NET INCOME

$ (2,311)

$ 7,958

$(10,269)

(129)%

Notes: Youth & Ed. Books sold in 2012: $6,780.00 and in 2011: $2,528.00
Theological Ed. Books sold in 2012: $46.00 and in 2011: $Gospel Doors: The expense is the balance after the revenue has been applied
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Free Reformed Publications Committee
BUDGET 2013 AND ESTIMATE 2014

Revenue
Acts of Synod
Assessments
Donations
Loan Interest
Messenger Subscriptions
Messenger Advertisement
Miscellaneous Income
Open Windows
Gospel Doors Income
Youth & Ed. Books
Theological Ed. Books
Publications Sold
Total Revenue
Expenses
Bank Service Charges
Bad Debts
Yearend Adjustment
Honorarium
Total Messenger Costs
Office Supplies
Professional Fees
Open Windows Expenses
Gospel Doors Expense
Total Publications Printed
Total Website
US Exchange
PayPal Fees
Youth & Ed. Books
Theological Ed. Books
Total Expenses
NET INCOME

2012
Proposed
$3,000
$27,700

2012
Actual

Difference

2013
Proposed

2014
Proposed
$3,118
$28,000
$0
$769
$53,100
$2,500
$0
$19,000
$0

$(424)
$434
$415
$980
$2,890
$(850)
$(500)
$1,481
$0
$6,780
$46
$4,527

$3,300
$28,000

$600
$50,000
$2,500
$500
$16,000
$0
$0
$0
$16,000

$2,576
$28,134
$415
$1,580
$52,890
$1,650
$0
$17,481
$0
$6,780
$46
$20,527

$18,000

$22,000

$122,800

$132,079

$15,779

$123,500

$128,487

$50
$0
$0
$600
$72,000
$500
$500
$17,000
$9,000
$16,000
$2,350
$90
$0
$0
$0

$76
$43
$(25)
$0
$81,633
$730
$0
$17,531
$5,100
$21,304
$1,231
$(69)
$10
$6,780
$46

$26
$43
$(25)
$(600)
$9,633
$230
$(500)
$531
$(3,900)
$5,304
$(1,119)
$(159)
$10
$6,780
$46

$100
$50
$0
$600
$77,000
$800
$4,000
$19,000
$0
$22,000
$2,500
$100
$15
$0
$0

$100
$55
$0
$600
$80,000
$1,000
$5,000
$20,000
$0
$24,000
$2,500
$100
$20
$0
$0

$126,119
$(3,319)

$134,390
$(291)

$8,271
$3,028

$126,165
$(2,665)

$133,375
$(4,888)
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Free Reformed Publications
BALANCE SHEET
As at December 31, 2012
2012

2011

Difference

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash Clearing

$

50

$

50

$

-

TD Canada Trust - CND Chq

$ 6,364

-$ 1,082

TD Canada Trust - US Chq

$ 12,955

$ 13,749

$

Accounts Receivable

$ 8,719

$ 17,682

$ (9,433)

Total Current Assets

$ 28,088

$ 30,399

$ (2,809)

Inventory Assets

$ 32,000

$ 32,000

$

-

Investment (Homestead Christian
C
) ASSETS
TOTAL

$ 20,000

$ 20,000

$

-

$ 80,088

$ 82,399

$ (2,809)

-

-

-

GST Payable

-$ 4,006

-$ 4,006

Total Current Liabilities

-$ 4,006

-$ 4,006

TOTAL LIABILITIES

-$ 4,006

-$ 4,006

$ 86,405

$ 78,447

$ 7,958

Current Earnings

-$ 2,311

$ 7,958

$ (10,269)

TOTAL EQUITY

$ 84,094

$ 86,405

$ (2,808)

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

$ 80,088

$ 82,399

$ (2,808)

$ 7,421
(796)

LIABILITY
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

$

-

$

-

EQUITY
Retained Earnings - Previous Yr
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Refugee Committee Report
There have been many changes to the Private Sponsorship Program in the past
year, all of which have been intended to reduce the backlog of applications which
has grown over the past ten years with a processing time of over five years.
We may expect changes to be the norm. For instance, the federal government
has significantly changed health care coverage for privately sponsored refugees.
Prior to June 2012, the Government of Canada would provide health care
coverage for all private sponsorship applications under the Interim Federal
Health Insurance plan. Since then, however, these refugees are eligible to
receive medical services only of an urgent or essential nature until they qualify
for provincial health insurance. “Urgent or essential” means what is a risk to
public safety. What that means for refugees arriving in Ontario is that they must
wait three months for provincial coverage. This change has the potential to
cause unexpectedly high costs for the sponsor if a newcomer has a serious
illness such as cancer, diabetes, or heart disease and requires medications or
treatments not covered in that interim period or even by provincial plans later on.
Due to the reduced allocations for all Sponsorship Agreement Holders (SAHs), in
2013 the government has transferred 300 spaces from its own allocation to the
SAHs, which effectively reduces the government’s obligation and previous
commitment. These 300 are from the Visa Office Referred (VOR) program. The
government anticipates that SAH interest in the VOR program will grow to 1,000
spaces by 2015.
The enticement for our participation in this program is that the government will
provide 50% income supplement, plus full health coverage for the first year, for
all people who arrive as VORs. On the downside of this program, the Visa office
selects people for resettlement, eliminating any contact that we might have with
them beforehand. This is a serious departure from privileges that we have
previously enjoyed. While this is the way that things are handled in every other
country which receives refugees, if this same procedure is followed in Canada
we will lose our present right to choose only Christians. We do not yet know
whether this will be the wave of the future, but it is a matter that we need to
consider very thoughtfully and with much prayer.
Another downside to this program is that VORs are more likely to move away
within the first year of resettlement, which is a problem known as secondary
migration. Secondary migration has to do with refugees who come to one part of
Canada in order to flee their home country, but then, having arrived, they seek to
move to another part or even leave Canada altogether. The problem here is that
sponsors are still legally responsible for them, even if they move, and even if they
lose all meaningful contact with them. Any refugee might of course pursue a
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secondary migration, or abuse the system in some other way, but, clearly, a
Christian is less likely to do so.
City of Refuge may want to consider whether the VOR program offers an
opportunity for our involvement, since 90 of the 300 spaces will be for Eritrean
refugees in North Sudan. A large percentage of Eritreans in Sudan are
Pentecostal Christians who have been severely persecuted since 2002. City of
Refuge should be discussing these things, but can really only do so with input
and direction from Synod. Do we see our own program fitting in with the new
realities?
This year, City of Refuge









Responded to nine requests for assistance;
Processed arrivals in Canada of 31 people;
Had 49 people still waiting for interviews;
Interviewed 45 people waiting for travel visas;
Interviewed 12 people with results pending;
Had 13 people resettled in other countries;
Had 17 people who were rejected;
Had two people whose files were withdrawn because they were
suspected of email hacking.

Heddie Driegen continues to serve as the co-ordinator of our committee, and her
participation as a council member of the Canadian Refugee Sponsorship
Agreement Holders Association is much appreciated by all of us. If churches
would like her to speak to any of their groups about this important work, or to
explain the process of making application for sponsoring refugees, she would be
happy to accommodate such requests.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Refugee Committee (City of Refuge)
Rev. Tom Aicken, chairman
Recommendations
1. Maintain the $1 quota
2. Approve the attached budget and financial statements
3. Approve the appointment of Rev. T. Aicken for another one-year term
4. Approve the actions of the committee
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Refugee Committee
Balance Sheet As at 12/31/2012

ASSET
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash - Aldergrove Credit Union

33982.27

GST / Other Receivable

204.44

Equity - Aldergrove Credit Union

28.08

TOTAL ASSETS

34214.79

TOTAL ASSET

34214.79

LIABILITY
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable

4442.14

TOTAL LIABILITIES

4442.14

TOTAL LIABILITY

4442.14

EQUITY
RETAINED EARNINGS
Retained Earnings

33724.48

Current Earnings

-3951.83

TOTAL RETAINED EARNINGS

29772.65

TOTAL EQUITY

29772.65

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

34214.79

Generated On: 04/08/2013
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Refugee Committee
Comparative Income Statement
Actual 2012

Actual 2011

Difference

INCOME
Contributions Received

7292.02

14155.75

-6863.73

Interest Income

368.21

113.01

255.2

TOTAL INCOME

7660.23

14268.76

-6608.53

TOTAL INCOME

7660.23

14268.76

-6608.53

36.5

29.75

6.75

27.11

0

27.11

303.11

581.04

-277.93

EXPENSES
Auto expense
Bank Charges
Conventions, fees,
membership
Miscellaneous

521

14.68

506.32

545.79

297.06

248.73

8.25

2489.07

-2480.82

10170.3

23189.88

-13019.58

TOTAL EXPENSES

11612.06

26601.48

-14989.42

NET INCOME

-3951.83

-12332.72

8380.89

Office Cost
Promotional
Salaries, CPP,EI expense

Refugee Committee (City Of Refuge) Budget 2014
Salary

$ 20,000

Office costs

$ 2,000

Travel, Conventions, Vehicle

$ 3,000

Promotional

$ 3,000

Total

$ 28,000
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Free Reformed Theological Education Committee
Report to Synod 2013

Esteemed brethren,
Your Deputies for Theological Education (TEC) are pleased to provide you with
the following account of their actions since Synod 2012. We met four times:
October 22, 2012; February 5, 2013; March 19 and 20, 2013. The present
executive consists of Rev. J. Schoeman (Chairman), Dr. L. W. Bilkes (ViceChairman), and Rev. D. H. Kranendonk (Secretary). Mr. J. D. Tamminga
continues to serve as Treasurer.
1. Free Reformed Instruction
1.1. Free Reformed Professor: Dr. G. M. Bilkes
Your TEC is most grateful for the continued labours of your professor, Dr. G. M.
Bilkes. Due to the increased number of PRTS staff, he has become less involved
in administrative matters and can devote more attention to teaching and writing.
He continues to teach especially New Testament courses. He also leads practice
preaching sessions.
He also continues to preach regularly on the Lord’s Days, be involved in the
Grand Rapids consistory, and write books. His studies on Ezra-Nehemiah should
be available shortly.
1.2. Free Reformed instructors
Rev. C. Pronk is scheduled to teach Dutch Post-Reformation Theology in August
2013. Rev. C. A. Schouls has requested to stop leading his highly valued
preaching seminars as well as stop teaching Covenant Theology. Your TEC is
thankful for the many years of service he is given to the Free Reformed training
program. In January 2013, Dr. G. M. Bilkes led the preaching seminar for our
students as well as several others, which the students highly valued.
Your committee is seeking to be more proactive in encouraging the development
of Free Reformed instructors. It recognizes there should be a succession plan
for some of the present part-time Free Reformed instructors who are advancing
in age, as well as thought given to possible full time instructors in the future. A
subcommittee is developing a procedure for selecting, testing, and equipping
men who may serve in these capacities.
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1.3. Dr. David Murray
Your TEC has been informed about the proposal of the Grand Rapids FRC to call
Dr. David Murray as part-time pastor. We believe the orderly procedure is to
defer consideration of Dr. Murray being appointed as a Free Reformed professor
until he is installed as a Free Reformed minister.
2. Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary
2.1. Developments
PRTS continues to develop and expand at a significant pace. To date, PRTS
has served men from 47 denominations throughout the world. This academic
year, almost 100 students have been enrolled in a total of 1,280 credits.
The building expansion has begun. This expansion may almost double the size
of the seminary and will provide more classroom and office space.
The two new staff members, Rev. Mark Kelderman and Dr. Michael Barrett, are
fitting in well and a valuable contribution to the seminary. In addition to his
responsibilities as academic dean, Dr. Barrett may also teach some higher level
exegesis courses. PRTS is looking to hire a seventh full time professor in 2015,
likely for the planned Ph.D. program.
Two TEC members recently visited PRTS and reported: “The Seminary appears
to have reached an academic level that places it close to that of other Reformed
and Presbyterian seminaries. Along with this there is also a good and healthy
emphasis on the development of the spiritual formation and well-being of the
students. The balance of academics and piety which was an initial goal is
becoming a characteristic reality. Let us be thankful to the Lord for His blessings
to us as denomination through the Seminary and let us also pray that the
seminary may continue to develop in this way.”
2.2. ATS accreditation
Currently PRTS is pursuing accreditation by the Association of Theological
Schools. This is the largest accrediting organization in North America. Benefits
of accreditation include US Government recognition of PRTS, which makes
PRTS eligible for grants, student loans, tuition income tax receipts, charitable
status in Canada, course credit transferability. Accreditation also facilitates the
strengthening of PRTS educationally, administratively and operationally through
the implementation of ongoing meaningful assessment. A potential area of
concern is gender diversity. However, since PRTS belongs to a church that is
bona fide concerning the role of men and women, this should not be a problem.
Roman Catholic institutions with male-only clergy are also part of ATS.
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ATS makes the institution establish its own goals and identify how it will assess
the degree to which it is achieving these goals. It then requires a system whereby
the assessment outcomes feed back into the training program to improve it. The
rapid growth of PRTS has made such an assessment useful to ensure best
practices for sustainability, accountability, and efficiency.
The large self-study required for ATS accreditation is almost complete. ATS
representatives will inspect PRTS in November 2013.
2.3. Board of Trustees.
The Heritage Reformed congregations have decided to make their Theological
Seminary Committee function in a manner that is more parallel to the functioning
of the FRC TEC. This means the Board of Trustees will no longer exercise
oversight over Heritage Reformed students but only over the seminary as a
whole. It will report directly to the HRC Synod. This also makes it easier for Free
Reformed men to function on the board.
This spring your TEC has appointed Rev. J. Schoeman and Dr. L. W. Bilkes for
another four year term as members of the Board of Trustees. Rev. D. H.
Kranendonk also continues to serve as a member, and brother Henk Kleyn and
Dr. G. M. Bilkes as advisors. Your TEC has decided that, rather than tie
membership on the Board of Trustees to membership in the TEC executive, any
TEC member can be appointed to serve on the Board of Trustees. This board
functions well with mutual respect and appreciation among its members.
3. Men under care of the committee
3.1. Current students
Your TEC is grateful for the development it has observed in your two students.
John Procee is completing his second year of studies. He is doing well
academically and has shown himself to be teachable. His family has adjusted
well to life in Grand Rapids. In January 2013 his children began attending school.
His homiletical work has indicated development to the point where your TEC
recommends that Synod give him a license to speak an edifying word in the
churches, beginning the Lord’s Day after synod.
Ken Pennings is completing his first year of studies. It has been a big change for
Ken, who had taught highschool for quite a few years, to become a student
again, but he is doing well. Learning the languages has taken a lot of his time.
His family is adjusting well and he is greatly enjoying his classes.
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3.2. Candidates
Candidate Rob VanDoodewaard was ordained into the ministry on Friday,
November 16, 2012. He serves the church plant of Powassen on behalf of the
Brantford congregation. Your committee is grateful to see the Lord provide for
the denomination in this way. As mentor for Rev. VanDoodewaard’s first year of
ministry, Rev. P. VanderMeyden will report to Synod.
Candidate Derek Baars did not receive a call. As a result, his candidacy status
ended December 31, 2012. Your TEC did meet with Candidate Derek Baars to
discuss his situation and condition in the midst of his prolonged period of
awaiting a call. He could say that he believes God has a plan, though he doesn’t
know what it is. Though your TEC no longer has any oversight over him, it does
commend him to the Lord.
4. Theological Training Program
4.1. System of Student evaluation and progression.
Your TEC has felt the need to review how it oversees students. The current
system involves interviewing an applicant regarding his state of grace, calling to
the ministry, and gifts. Upon acceptance, he begins his four year M.Div. degree.
The committee meets with him bi-annually, discusses his academic progress,
spiritual condition, sense of call, and critiques sermons he submits to the
committee. Yet, apart from a serious moral infraction, his own voluntary
resignation, or serious ineptitude, the student rather readily sails on into
candidacy or ministry.
The weakness of this system is that there is not a system of defined benchmarks
that need to be attained before a student advances to the next step in the
program. This lack of testing can pose challenges for the committee and lead to
confusion on the part of the student. The onus should not be on the committee
to approve him, but on the student to exhibit in a well-rounded way that God is
calling him. To help the student, the committee should make clear what its
expectations are.
With the help of Mr. Jim Beeke’s expertise in education systems, your TEC has
drafted a number of goals it desires to see realized in students at various points
in the training process. It is also developing means to assess the attainment of
these goals. See Appendix C for a draft document of goals and assessment
means. Your TEC plans to develop these into benchmarks to be met by men for
the following four phases: Probationary phase, Under care phase, License to
speak phase, and Candidacy phase.
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We trust these new developments will strengthen the training program by not
only engaging in more specific assessment but also in providing students with
more specific foci, which will better equip them, by God’s grace, for ministry in
our churches.
4.2. Student ‘Preaching’
A revised student sermon evaluation form has been developed (See Appendix
B). Consistories are requested to fill out this form every time a student preaches.
Such feedback is valuable to your TEC.
Students are encouraged to stay at elders’ homes between services to
encourage informal mentoring. Consistories are asked to confirm these
arrangements with students before they arrive to avoid double-bookings.
5. Finances
As can be seen on the attached financial statements prepared by the treasurer,
Mr. J. D. Tamminga, giving in 2012 was slightly more than in 2011. We are
grateful to God for these gifts. Your support serves not only the instruction of our
students but also benefits the worldwide church through the training of men from
and for all over the world. Your committee encourages consistories of
congregations who give a proportionately small amount to consider further
educating their congregations about the value of the work of our theological
training at PRTS.
The committee wishes to remind the consistories that they should send all their
funds to the Seminary Fund rather than directly to PRTS, especially if they have
not contributed their proportional share of the funds that we as a denomination
have pledged to give PRTS. We do note that a large amount of gifts are given by
Free Reformed members directly to the Seminary.
As has been done for several years, the committee again recommends two gifts
be given to PRTS: a $20,000 gift for the PRTS operating fund and a $42,500 gift
towards Dr. David Murray’s salary.
6. Events
6.1 Ministerial Retreat
The October 2012 retreat was well attended by Free Reformed ministers and
greatly appreciated. Dr. A. Baars, professor at the Theological University of
Apeldoorn, focused on the Heidelberg Catechism and experiential preaching,
while Dr. G. M. Bilkes spoke on Galatians, the minister’s marriage, and Seven
Effective Habits of Dying Churches.
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Dr. G. M. Bilkes and Dr. M. Barrett, academic dean at PRTS, are scheduled to
speak at the October 2013 retreat. All consistories are urged to enable and
encourage their pastors to attend this retreat which is a valuable opportunity for
learning and bonding.
6.2. Seminary Day
Seminary day has been changed back to Labour Day. The attendance was quite
good last year, when Dr. W. VanDoodewaard and Rev. H. Bergsma spoke in the
St. George building.
This year we propose to have Rev. C. Pronk and Dr. G. M. Bilkes speak, with
Rev. M. Kelderman (dean of spiritual formation at PRTS) as alternate. The
Brantford congregation is kindly requested to be the hosting church.
7. Historical Centre
The Historical Centre continues to receive materials from members of the
congregation. These include books published by ministers of our sister churches
in the Netherlands and interviews with senior members. Scanning of official
materials also continues.
8. Theological Journal
For some years the Free Reformed Theological Journal has not been printed.
Recently your TEC has been considering the possibility of starting a printed or
digital journal aimed at equipping today’s office-bearers and passing on treasures
from our heritage. Your TEC welcomes suggestions on this matter.
9. Ordinations
Your deputies received correspondence concerning the nature of ordination
services in our denomination. There was appreciation for the thrust of the letter;
however, we are not mandated to deal with this matter. With the permission of
the writers of the letter, we forward it to you in Appendix A, for your
consideration.
10. Appointments
The terms of Dr. L. W. Bilkes, brother C. Jonkman, and brother T. Moerdyk
expire in 2013. Your TEC proposes that L. W. Bilkes and C. Jonkman be
appointed for another three year term. Since T. Moerdyk is not presently serving
as elder, we recommend he be appointed for a one year term.
Rev. C. A. Schouls has requested to resign as a member of the committee due to
his health. We are grateful for the decades he has served the committee as a
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member, secretary, chairman, instructor, and especially sermon analyzer. We
recommend that Rev. J. Lewis succeed him by being appointed for a two year
term.
Recommendations
1. Approve the Financial Statements of the Free Reformed Seminary Fund:
2012 statements, 2013 budget, and 2014 projections.
2. Approve the annual donation of $45,000 US towards Dr. Murray’s salary.
3. Approve the annual donation of $20,000 US towards the Operating Fund
of PRTS.
4. Approve the recommendations for Seminary Day 2013.
5. Approve the proposal for the Ministers’ Retreat 2013 as outlined in the
report.
6. Grant student John Procee a license to speak an edifying word in the
congregations.
7. Request your TEC to develop some suggested guidelines for ordinations
in response to the correspondence concerning ordinations (point 9
above).
8. Approve in principle the TEC goals for theological training as contained
in Appendix C.
9. Accept the resignation of Rev. C. A. Schouls and appoint Rev. J. Lewis
to succeed him as a primary member in a two year term (2015).
10. Re-appoint Dr. L.W. Bilkes and elder C. Jonkman as primary members
for a three-year term (expiring in 2016); reappoint Mr. T. Moerdyk as
primary member for a one-year term (2014)
11. Approve the actions of your deputies.

May the King of the Church guide you in your deliberations for the good of His
church.

Respectfully,

D. H. Kranendonk, Secretary
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Appendix A: Ordination Correspondence
2013-01-31
Rev. D.H. Kranendonk, Secretary, Theological Education
Dear Sir:
Several months ago my husband and I attended the ordination of Student Rob
Vandoodewaard. It was an evening of celebration and rejoicing for Rob and his
family.
However, we felt the evening was poorly attended, poorly publicized and Rob’s
peer group was missing . There were many 50 plus people but not many Rob
and Taunya’s age from the various churches.
After having worked so long and hard we felt it sad for them that there was a
lack of interest in the evening, it seemed.
Is it because these evenings are too long, two sermons in one night plus several
speeches makes for a very long night. Many have to drive a long way, have
worked all day and provide babysitting for their children and it seemed many
didn’t think it worthwhile to attend. Is it a general lack of interest and spiritual
interest as well? What can we do to make this a more “teaching moment” for
young people, even those men who may be interested in the ministry themselves
perhaps? Could we make this a teaching moment for our children? There were
some there with young children but not many. Also the Brantford ladies had lots
of food left over in anticipation of a big crowd that did not appear. Would a
different night be better? Could one of the “sermons” be more of a short
meditation? The “laying on of hands” is such an awesome thing and is
something that should be witnessed by every child (or adult) once in their
lifetime. This takes up quite a bit of time too and perhaps it should all be
weighed out in the planning of the evening.
I am sure the leadership of our churches has already addressed these things in
their minds but could something concrete be done? Could the format be
changed? Is it time for a change? Perhaps you could have a brainstorm session
including young people? God bless you in all you do and we thank you for your
work.
Sincerely,
Klaas and Jo-Ann Meeboer
708 Metler Rd., R,R. 4 Fenwick, ON, L0S 1C0
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Appendix B: Sermon Evaluation Form

FREE REFORMED CHURCHES OF NORTH AMERICA

A-Adequate / W-Weak

column: S - Strong

Check appropriate

STUDENT EXHORTING ASSESSMENT FORM

Form completed by:

Congregation

Worship service date:
Student:
Scripture passage & text:

S

A

W

#

Question

Comments

Leading the service:
S

A

W

1

Were Psalter selections appropriate?

S

A

W

2

Were the prayers edifying?

S

A

W

3

Did he lead the service with reverence?

S

A

W

4

Overall, was the service conducted in an edifying manner?
Sermon analysis:

S

A

W

5

Was the message clear and simple?

S

A

W

6

Were the theme and points suitable?

S

A

W

7

Was the text explained in its context?

S

A

W

8

Was the introduction suitable?

S

A

W

9

Was the structure of the sermon logical?

S

A

W

10

Was the sermon faithful to the text?

S

A

W

11

Was Christ offered in the gospel to all?

S

A

W

12

Did the sermon direct the listener to Christ?

S

A

W

13

Was there a call to repent and believe in Christ?

S

A

W

14

Were helpful illustrations included?

S

A

W

15

Were covenant promises, obligations and warnings included?

S

A

W

16

S

A

W

17

Was the sermon discriminating, recognizing various levels
of spiritual maturity/interest?
Did the sermon guide the congregation in guilt, grace & gratitude?
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S

A

W

18

Was proper emphasis given to the three persons of the Trinity?

S

A

W

19

Did the sermon teach, reprove, correct & train in righteousness
(2 Tim. 3:16)?

S

A

W

20

Were the children of the congregation able to benefit
from the sermon?

S

A

W

21

Were the confessional statements of the church used
in an edifying way?

S

A

W

22

Was the sermon convicting?

Delivery:
S

A

W

23

Was the volume good?

S

A

W

24

Was the tone of voice appropriate?

S

A

W

25

Was there appropriate expression given?

S

A

W

26

Was there appropriate passion or urgency?

S

A

W

27

Did the sermon delivery promote a sense of awe and wonder of
God?

S

A

W

28

Was eye contact good?

S

A

W

29

Were any of the student's mannerisms distracting?

General:
S

A

W

30

Did the people listen attentively?

S

A

W

31

Was interaction with the consistory edifying?

S

A

W

32

Was there good interaction with the congregation apart from the
service?

S

A

W

33

Was the overall impression positive?

S

A

W

34

Would you welcome this student back?

S

A

W

35

Did the student seek to meet with the elders?

Additional comments:
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Appendix C: Theological Training Goals and assessments
Free Reformed Theological Education Committee
STUDENT ASSESSMENT FORM

NAME OF STUDENT:___________________________________________
Notes:
Underline indicates goals that should carry additional weight
This form will also include two additional columns labeled “Results” (to
track student results) and “Follow-up” (to track follow-up work to be done
given these results)
TIMING

GOALS

EVIDENCE FOR
ASSESSMENT

ASSESSMENT
PROCESS

ACADEMIC
Each year
Spring Mtg

Each year
Spring Mtg

Each year
Spring Mtg

Good academic
standing (B – or
higher in each
subject)

Average of course
marks from each
subject

Academic dean to
submit Academic
Transcript

Regular and
punctual
attendance at
classes and
chapels as well as
completion of
assignments.

Report from faculty

Faculty to complete
TEC Academic
Questionnaire

Eagerness and
willingness to
learn

Report from faculty
Observations of the
TEC based on
interaction at spring
and fall meetings

Faculty to complete
TEC Academic
Questionnaire
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Each year
Spring Mtg

Ability to ask
relevant questions
and participate in
class discussions

Report from
faculty
Observations
of the TEC
based on
interaction at
spring and fall
meetings

Faculty to share results of
competed PRTS Rubric 2
(Class Participation
Assessment Rubric)
TEC to evaluate studentTEC interaction.

Each year
Spring Mtg

Ability to work well
with others

Report from
faculty

Faculty to share results of
competed PRTS Rubric 3
(Group Work Assessment
Rubric)

Each year
Spring
Meeting

Ability to express
oneself clearly
orally and in
writing using
proper diction,
grammar and
spelling

Report from
faculty
Observations
of TEC based
on interactions
with and
submissions
to TEC
meetings.

Faculty to share results of
completed PRTS Rubric 4
(Writing: Term Papers and
Essays Assessment
Rubric) and Rubric 5 (Oral
Presentations Assessment
Rubric)

Course mark

Academic Dean to submit
academic transcript prior
to year 1 spring meeting

Oral exam
Course
mark

TEC will examine student
at the first meeting after
completion of a course on
the Three Forms of Unity.

Year 1

Completion of at
least three Biblical
language courses
by the end of Year
1

TEC evaluation of student
submissions to TEC

DOCTRINAL
Year 2
Prerequisite:
441b
(Confession
s)

Familiarity with and
appreciation for the
Three Forms of
Unity including the
history, structure of
each as well as the
general contents of
each article of the
Belgic Confession
and Canons of Dort
and each Lord’s Day
of the Heidelberg
Catechism.

TEC will review the course
mark with the student at
the same meeting.
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Year 2
Prerequisite:
441b
(Confession
s)

Year 2
Prerequisite:
441b
(Confession
s)

Memorization of
certain key Q&A’s of
the Heidelberg
Catechism including
Q + A 1, 2, 21, 60,
61, 88-91, 114, 115
Ability to locate,
cross reference and
defend specific
doctrinal subjects in
all Three Forms of
Unity and apply
them in specific
pastoral situations.

Oral Exam

TEC will examine the
student at the first meeting
after completion of a
course on the Three
Forms of Unity

Oral Exam

TEC will examine the
student at the first meeting
after completion of a
course on the Three
Forms of Unity

Year 2
Prerequisite:
328
(Covenant
Theology)

Ability to articulate
and defend the
contours and
implications of the
three covenant view

Oral Exam
Paper
Oral
Defense of
Paper

Year 3
Prerequisite:
326 (Dutch
Theology)

Ability to explain
Free Reformed
history and articulate
and defend Free
Reformed
distinctives vis a vis
other Reformed
denominations.

Oral Exam
Paper
Oral
Defense of
Paper
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PASTORAL
The ability to
conduct worship
services in an
orderly and
edifying manner

Reports from
churches where
the student has
led services.

Consistories of churches
where the student has
preached will complete
Preaching Evaluation
Questionnaire for TEC
review.

Ability to connect
with different
types of people
(young, old,
children, difficult,
male, female)

Reports from
Dean of Students,
GR FRC
Consistory,
Faculty, Internship
pastor, and
consistories of
FRC churches
where the student
has led services.

GR FRC Consistory, and
Internship pastor will
complete Pastoral
Questionnaire 2.
Consistories of FRC
churches where the
student has led services
will complete Preaching
Evaluation Questionnaire.

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting

Ability to show
empathy to
others

Reports from
Dean of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

GR FRC Consistory, and
Internship pastor will
complete Pastoral
Questionnaire 2.

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting

Ability to lead
winsomely

Report from Dean
of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting

Ability to
distinguish
between truth
and error and a
firm commitment
to truth

Reports from
Dean of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting

Ability to teach

Report from Dean
of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Years 3-4
Spring
and Fall
meeting

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
meeting
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Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting

Ability to quote
and apply
Scripture to
different pastoral
situations

Report from Dean
of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Year 1
Spring
Meeting

A passionate
love and
concern for souls
both within and
outside of the
local
congregation

Reports from
Dean of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Understanding
of and
experimental
acquaintance
with the ups and
downs, joys and
sorrows, defeats
and triumphs of
the life of faith

Reports from
Dean of Students,
Consistory of GR
FRC, Faculty,
Internship pastor

Same as previous goal

Year 4
Prerequisi
tes: 615a
(Worship)
Internship

Understanding
of and
appreciation for
worship as
practiced in the
Free Reformed
Churches

Oral Exam
Report of
Internship Pastor

TEC will examine the
student at the first
meeting after completion
of a course on Worship.
TEC will review the report
of the Internship Pastor
and discuss it with the
student.

Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting
(esp.
postinternship)

Definite clarity
regarding call to
the ministry

Oral Exam
Report of
Internship Pastor

TEC will examine the
student in this connection
annually.
TEC will also review the
report of the Internship
Pastor and discuss this
report with the student.

Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting
Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting
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Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting
(esp.
postinternship)

Biblical and
realistic
understanding of
the duties and
responsibilities
of a minister

Oral Exam
Report of
Internship Pastor

TEC will examine the
student in this connection
annually
TEC will review the report
of the Internship Pastor
and discuss this report
with the student.

Ability to write
and deliver in
an edifying way
a number of
different
sermons
(including
gospel,
doctrinal and
pastoral)
experientially,
with passion
and
discrimination.

Reports from FRC
instructor
responsible for
homiletical
training, faculty
and consistories
where the student
has led services.
Sermons
submitted to and
delivered at TEC
meetings.

FRC instructor responsible
for homiletical training and
PRTS faculty will submit
results of Rubric 6
(Preaching Evaluation
Rubric)
Consistories where the
student has preached will
complete a preaching
questionnaire
TEC will evaluate sermons
submitted by students in
the spring and fall
meetings starting with the
spring of year 1.

Year 3
Prerequisi
te: 514
(Preachin
g HC)

Ability to defend
preaching on
the Heidelberg
Catechism the
way it has been
historically
practiced in
Reformed
churches

Oral Exam

TEC will examine the
student at the first meeting
after completion of a
course on catechism
preaching.

Year 3
Prerequisi
te: 514
(Preachin
g HC)

Ability to write a
sermon based
on the
Heidelberg
Catechism

Observations of
the TEC based on
sermons
submitted to the
committee

After completing a course
on the Heidelberg
Catechism and Catechism
preaching, the student will
submit to the TEC at least
two sermons based on the
Heidelberg Catechism for
a TEC member to critique
in the presence of the
student.

HOMILETICAL
Year 1
Spring
Meeting
Years 2-4
Fall
Meeting
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Year 3
Prerequisi
te: 512
(Experient
ial
Preaching
)

Ability to
articulate and
defend
experiential
preaching in its
historical
context

Oral Exam

TEC will examine the
student at the first meeting
after completion of a
course on Experiential
Preaching

PERSONAL
Each year
Spring
Meeting

Evidence of
and growth in
the gifts and
graces
essential to the
work of a
minister

Report from Dean
of Students,
Faculty,
Consistory of GR
FRC, and
Internship pastor
Observations of
the TEC based on
the student’s
interaction with the
committee

Dean of Students, Faculty
and Internship pastor will
complete a Personal
Questionnaire 1, the
results of which will be
reviewed with the student
at the Spring meeting

Each year
Spring
Meeting

A wife who
conducts
herself with
chastity,
sobriety,
respectability
and prudence

Same as previous

Same as previous.

Each year
Spring
Meeting

An appreciation
of the need for
proper
grooming and
dress

Same as previous

Same as previous.

Each year
Spring
Mtg

Ability to handle
criticism and
respond
appropriately

Same as previous.

Same as previous.

Each year
Spring
Mtg

Ability to
assess oneself
critically

Same as previous.

Same as previous.

Each year
Spring
Mtg

A love for and
faithfulness in
prayer and
meditation on
the Scriptures

Same as previous.

Same as previous.
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Each year
Spring
Mtg

An evident
striving after
holiness

Same as previous.

Same as previous.

Each year
Spring
Mtg

Active
involvement in
the life and
ministries of the
local
congregation

Report from
Consistory of GR
FRC

Same as previous

Each year
Spring
Mtg

A love for and
faithfulness in
attending the
worship
services

Report from
Consistory of GR
FRC

Same as previous

Preferred Course Schedule
Year 1:
Hebrew and Greek
Homiletics 1
NT or OT Exegesis

Year 3
Catechism Preaching
Experiential Preaching

Year 2
Three Forms of Unity
Covenant of Grace
FRC History

Year 4
Worship
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Benchmarks Year By Year
ANNUALLY

All Academic
Goals

All Pastoral Goals

Ability to write
and deliver in an
edifying way
several different
sermons (incl.
gospel, doctrinal
and pastoral)
experientially,
with passion and
discrimination
(after granting of
a preaching
license)
All Personal
Goals

BY THE
END OF
YEAR 1
Complet
ion of
three
courses
of Greek
and/or
Hebrew

BY THE END
OF
YEAR 2

BY THE END OF
YEAR 3

General
familiarity with
and
appreciation for
the Three
Forms of Unity
including the
history and
overall structure
of each

Ability to explain
Free Reformed
history and
articulate and
defend Free
Reformed
distinctives vis a
vis other
Reformed
denominations

Memorization of
certain key
Questions and
Answers of the
Heidelberg
Catechism
including Q + A
1, 2, 21, 60, 8891.

Ability to defend
preaching on the
Heidelberg
Catechism the
way it has been
historically
practiced in
Reformed
churches

Ability to locate,
cross reference
and defend
specific
doctrinal
subjects in all
Three Forms of
Unity

Ability to write a
sermon based on
the Heidelberg
Catechism

Ability to
articulate and
defend the
contours and
implications of
the three
covenant view

Ability to articulate
and defend
experiential
preaching in its
historical context
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BY THE
END OF
YEAR 4
All
Preaching
and
Personal
Goals not
already
listed

Understandi
ng of and
appreciation
for worship
as practiced
in the Free
Reformed
Churches
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Seminary Fund Financial Statements
Free Reformed Churches of N.A.
Seminary Fund
Statement of Financial Position
December 31,2012
(In Canadian $)
2012

2011

ASSETS
Cash & Term Deposits

$

78,235

$

82,094

$ 78,235

$

82,094

82,094

$

85,320

Accrued Interest
Total Assets

EQUITY
Beginning Balance

$

Excess (shortage)

(3,859)

$

Ending Balance
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78,235

(3,226)

$

82,094
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Contribution
per member
REVENUES
From the churches:
Abbotsford
$ 61.31
Bornholm
39.77
Brantford
41.91
Calgary
Chatham
32.79
Chilliwack
46.71
Dundas
61.31
Fenwick
25.58
Grand Rapids
92.01
Hamilton
77.16
Lacombe
10.36
Langley
33.95
London
36.00
Mitchell
16.97
Monarch
27.22
Pompton Plains
17.93
St George
11.56
St. Thomas
11.15
Vineland
25.32
Average:
38.83
Other income:
Seminary Day
Elders and Deacons Conf.
Prayer Service Synod
Sales Studies
Interest
F/X Translation Gain/(Loss)
Total Revenues
EXPENSES
Salaries & Benefits
PRT Seminary - donation
Other General
Total Expenses
EXCESS (SHORTAGE)

Note

Free Reformed Churches of N.A Seminary Fund
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
For the year ended December 31, 2012 (In Canadian $)
2012

2011

Change

5a

5b

5c
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$6,560
4,016
15,130
7,182
12,705
28,388
7,826
27,142
30,708
808
2,105
2,700
4,106
10,914
2,833
3,585
3,368
12,000
182,076

$ 2,186
3,962
12,605
1,423
4,854
9,105
31,362
7,299
28,326
31,780
226
1,445
1,357
3,659
7,736
4,530
7,877
2,508
12,000
174,240

$ 4,374
54
2,525
(1,423)
2,328
3,600
(2,974)
527
(1,184)
(1,072)
582
660
1,343
447
3,178
(1,697)
(4,292)
860
7,836

4,118
388
1,285

5,177
428

335
(1,674)
186,528

104
134
(4,766)
175,317

-1,059
(40)
1,285
(104)
201
3,092
11,211

124,057
64,935
1,395
190,387
$ (3,859)

112,795
64,128
1,620
178,543
$ (3,226)

11,262
807
(225)
11,844
$ (633)
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Free Reformed Churches of N.A. Seminary Fund
Budget and Projection
For the years ending December 31, 2013 & 2014 (In Canadian $)
Variance
Actual
2012

Budget
2013

$

%

2014
Projection

REVENUES
Church Gifts

$182,076

$182,000

$ (76)

(0.0)

$ 183,000

Seminary Day

4,118

4,500

382

9.3

4,500

Prayer Service Synod

1,285

1,500

215

14.3

1,600

388

-

(388)

(100.0)

-

-

335

340

5

1.5

350

1,674

(100.0)

-

Elders & Deacons
Conf.
Sales FRC Studies
Interest
F/X Translat'n
Gain/(Loss)

(1,674)

Total Revenues

186,528

188,340

1,812

1.0

189,450

124,057

120,700

(3,357)

(2.7)

121,700

64,935

64,900

(35)

(0.1)

65,500

1,395

1,500

105

7.5

1,500

Total Expenses

190,387

187,100

(3,287)

(1.7)

188,700

EXCESS (SHORTAGE)

$(3,859)

$1,240

$5,099

EXPENSES
Salaries & Benefits
PRT Seminary Donation
General
Exp./Teaching
Pastors
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Free Reformed Church of N.A.
Seminary Fund
Notes to the Financial Reports
For the year ending December 31, 2012
(In Canadian $)
1. Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Seminary Fund are prepared utilizing the
accrual basis of accounting.
2. Review of the Books:
The financial statements of the Seminary Fund have been reviewed, utilizing
the 1996 standard review program, by Mr. R. Naves (Hamilton) and Mr. John
Brink (Hamilton) The records were found to be accurate and in good order.
3. Cash:
Cash and Term deposits consist of the following
2012

2011

Chequeing Account

$44,385

$48,579

GIC’s

33,850

33,515

$78,235

$82,094

4.
Account Receivable: None
5. Comments:
a.

Several congregations also sent funds directly to PRTS (which
are not reported in our financial statements: Calgary ($784.70),
Chilliwack ($1,350.00), Monarch ($975.00), Hamilton
($100,000.00 for PRTS building fund).

b.

Collection Prayer Service Synod 2011 was for the Theological
Student Support Fund

c.

The quarterly payments have been changed to February 1 , May
1, August 1 and November 1.
The salary of Dr. G.M. Bilkes for January 2013 is included in the
last quarterly payment for November 2012, plus an adjustment
in the medical expenses.
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Theological Student Support Committee
Of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Dundas, Ontario
April 12, 2013
Synod of the Free Reformed Churches, In Session June 3-7, 2013
St. George, Ontario
Esteemed Brethren,
The Theological Student Support Committee submits the following report.
We are thankful to report that all congregations have paid the required
assessment to the Theological Student Support Fund for the Year 2012. We
acknowledge also, with appreciation, extra donations received from various
congregations and others.
The books of the Theological Student Support Fund were audited by Mr.
Murray Sommer and Mr. J.D. Tamminga of the Hamilton congregation. The
financial records were found to be in good order.
A copy of the financial statement for the year ending December 31, 2012 and a
proposed budget for the year 2014 are included with this report.
In preparing the budget for 2014 to support the students presently studying the
committee feels that the current quota assessment of $13.00 can be
maintained for the year 2014. Should the financial picture change drastically,
due to unforeseen circumstances, an appeal will be sent to the churches
asking that the Theological Student Support Fund be included in extra
collection schedules.
The term of brother Bill Brunsveld expires this year. As he has now served
the maximum allowable time of 12 years, we propose that brother John Brink of
Fenwick FRC be appointed to fill the vacancy.
Proposals to Synod
a) To maintain the assessment for the Theological Student Support Fund
at $13.00 per member for the year 2014.
b) To approve the financial statement for the year 2012 as presented.
c) To approve the proposed budget for the year 2014 as presented.
d) To appoint brother John Brink as a member of the committee for a three
year term.
e) To thank brother Bill Brunsveld for his many years of service
f) To approve the actions of this committee.
May the Lord richly bless your meetings. Respectfully submitted,
J. Wilbrink, secretary
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Theological Student Support Fund
Statement of Financial Position
December 31, 2012
Assets:

2012

Cash

111,720

91,916

Total Assets

111,720

91,916

Opening Balance

91,916

110,540

Operating Surplus / (Deficit)

19,804

(18,624)

111,720

91,916

2011

Equity:

Total Equity
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Theological Student Support Fund
Statement of Operations
For the Year ending December 31, 2012

Actual

Budgeted

2012

2012

60,911

60,950

Variance F/(U)
%

Actual

$

2,011

Revenue:
Assessments

-

(39)

45,595

2,700

3,205

-

330

Collections/Donations
Brantford

2,700

Chilliwack
Dundas

1,450

1,450

Grand Rapids
Synodical Prayer
S i
Miscellaneous
Interest
Student Repayment
Total Revenue

15,000

5d

-

500

-

1,125

15,000

85

83

100

(0)

(17)

153

900

900

-

-

900

81,044

61,950

0

19,094

51,893

0

17,862

70,422

(3)

95

Expenditures:
Student - Support
Administration Costs

61,138

5b

79,000

103

5c

100

U.S. Exchange
Total Expenditures
Operating Surplus /
(Deficit)

61,240

79,100

0

17,860

70,517

19,804

(17,150)

(2)

36,954

(18,624)
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Theological Student Support Fund
Budget
For the years 2013 and 2014
Revenue:
Assessments

Actual
2012

Budget
2013

60,911

61,000

Variance F/(U)
%
$
0%

Projection
2014
89

62,000

Collections/Donations:
Brantford
Calgary
Dundas
Synodical Prayer
Service
Miscellaneous
Interest
Student Repayment
Total Revenue

(2,700)

2,700

-

1,450

15,000
83

75

900
81,044

(1,450)

-10%
100%

61,075

-33%

(15,000)
(8)

50

(900)

(19,969)

62,050

Expenditures:
Personnel:
Students - Payments
Administration
Expenses

61,138

5b

75,600

-24%

(14,462)

88,400

103

5c

100

2%

3

100

75,700

-19%

(14,625)

235%

Total Expenditures

61,240

Operating Surplus /
(Deficit)

19,804
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5a

Theological Student Support Fund
of the Free Reformed Church of North America
Notes to the Financial Statements
December 31, 2012
1

Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Theological Student Support Committee are
prepared utilizing the cash basis of accounting.

2

Audit of the Books:
The financial statements of the Theological Student Support Committee have been
reviewed, utilizing the 1996 standard audit program, by John Tamminga (Hamilton)
and Murray Sommer(Hamilton). The records were found to be accurate and in good
order.

3

Cash:
Cash and Term deposits consist of the following
CIBC Chequing
CIBC Savings
CIBC U.S. (Estimated Canadian dollar value)

2012

2011

10,202
50,965
50,553
111,720

14,915
15,844
61,157
91,916

4 Assessments:
Congregation
Abbottsford
Bornholm
Brantford
Calgary
Chatham
Chilliwack
Dundas
Fenwick
Grand Rapids
Hamilton
Lacombe
Langley
London
Mitchell
Monarch
Pompton Plains
St. George
St. Thomas
Vineland

Opening Bal.
-

Assess. 2012
Amount Paid Ending Bal.
1,391
1,391
1,313
1,313
4,693
4,693
845
845
2,847
2,847
3,536
3,536
6,019
6,019
3,978
3,978
3,835
3,835
5,174
5,174
1,014
1,014
806
806
910
910
3,146
3,146
5,213
5,213
2,073
2,073
4,030
4,030
3,926
3,926
6,162 6,162
.

60,911

60,911

-

.

5 Variance Explanations:
a. based on 4766 members at $13.00 per member
b. Living expenses, books and Christian education expenses
c. Bank charges
d. Donation from the Toronto FRC when dissolved
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YOUTH & EDUCATION COMMITTEE REPORT
to Synod 2013 of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Esteemed delegates,
The Youth & Education committee met twice since Synod 2011, on Oct. 24, 2012
and Mar. 21, 2013. The chairman is Mr. Willem Bouma. The vice-chairman is
Mr. Raymond Roth. The secretary is Rev. J. Overduin. The treasurer is Mr. Jeff
Bokma. We may report the following:
A. YOUTH MESSENGER
We continue to publish two issues of the Youth Messenger per year – one in the
fall and one in the spring. Derek Baars has now taken over the role of editor, and
together with his wife, Frances, they have overseen the last two issues. We
have a positive working relationship with Derek and we are encouraged by the
work he is doing in the role of editor. We also want to thank all those who
contribute articles to the Youth Messenger. May the Lord bless this magazine in
the lives of our youth, that they may learn discernment and the true fear of God.
B. CAMPS
Plans for Camp East are well underway. The speaker this year is Rev. Henk
Bergsma. His subject will be “Spiritual Gifts.” The camp director is Kim Hamstra,
together with his wife, Jan (Brantford FRC). Kim and Jan regularly report to our
spring and fall meetings, telling us of the previous camp and discussing plans for
the next. Our committee funds this camp 20% of its costs. We also have input
on speaker ideas and themes. We pray for God’s blessing this year.
As for camp west, we have received correspondence from the Combined
Consistories’ West asking for support for the establishing of two camps, one in
BC and one in Alberta. The distance between the churches and the subsequent
costs of travel make it difficult to have a truly combined western camp.
Experience over the past number of years has proven that to be true. Since our
mandate from Synod is to “give advice and direction to the youth in regards to
Camp,” we have responded to the churches and offered our support as well as a
willingness to help fund the camps, should that be necessary. As of this writing,
no plans were in place in BC or in AB. We also must acknowledge the challenge
of being involved in or overseeing a camp(s) so far away. Our understanding is
that Chilliwack and Monarch FRCs will take the lead in establishing the camps
and that whatever involvement we may have as committee is of a lesser nature
than with the camp that’s here in Ontario. Camp East continues to be the main
FRCNA youth camp.
C. YOUTH DEVOTIONAL
Last fall, we were excited to publish our third devotional, this one for ages 16-18
and with the title: The Time of Your Life. At this time, we may report that sales
have gone well. Having printed 1700 copies, we have just under 1000 left. In
the meantime, we are having to reprint the first devotional we published, Their
Lives and Your Life. In 2008 we printed 2500 copies of this devotional in a joint
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effort with RHB. Once more we are teaming up with RHB to print 1000 more
copies. The reprint will likely have a hard cover. Finally, we are on track to
publishing yet another devotional next fall (2014). This one is Walk in the Light.
It is for ages 18 and up. Overall, we are very encouraged by the denomination’s
response to this extended project. Over the last 5 years we have sold more than
3300 copies of devotionals. Clearly this effort has met a need in our families and
among our youth. We continue to work with the prayer that the Lord would
establish the work of our hands for us (Ps. 90:17). And may He bless His own
holy Word.
D. FINANCIAL REPORT
As our financial records show, we have a solid surplus heading into 2014.
Nevertheless we anticipate having to spend significant funds on reprinting Their
Lives and Your Life and especially publishing Walk in the Light. In the meantime,
our present quota of $3/member allows us to continue publishing the Youth
Messenger and assisting with young people’s camps. Therefore, we are
requesting the continuation of our quota into 2014 at $3/member.
E. RECOMMENDATIONS TO SYNOD 2013:
1. That Synod appoint Derek Baars as editor of the Youth Messenger for
2013-2014.
2. That Synod reappoint Kim Hamstra as camp director for Camp East for
2013
3. That Synod approve the following recommendations:
3.1. to reappoint Mr. Derek Baars as ex officio member due to his work
as editor.
3.2. to reappoint Rev. T. Bergsma to a second term (ending 2016).
3.3. to reappoint Mr. Willem Bouma to a third term (ending 2016).
3.4. to reappoint Mr. Bill Moerdyk to a fourth term (ending 2016).
4. That Synod approve a quota of $3/member for 2014.
Commending you and your work to the guidance and blessing of the Lord,
Respectfully submitted,

Rev. Joel Overduin
Secretary, Youth & Education
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Youth & Education Committee of the Free Reformed Churches
Balance Sheet December 31 2012
Assets

2012

2011

2010

Cash & Term Dep.

$28,236.50

$24,122.19

$3,980.40

Total Assets

$28,236.50

$24,122.19

$3,980.40

Accounts Payable

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Loans Payable

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Total Liabilities

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$24,122.19

$3,980.40

$3,926.75

$4,114.31

$20,141.79

$53.65

$28,236.50

$24,122.19

$3,980.40

Liabities

Equity
Beginning Balance
Operating Surplus (-)
Ending Balance

_______________________________________________________
Total Liabilities and Equity

$28,236.50

$24,122.19

$3,980.40

Youth & Education Committee
of the Free Reformed Churches of North America
Notes to Financial Statements for the year ended December 2012
1. Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Youth & Education are prepared utilizing the
accrual basis of accounting. All representations are in Canadian dollars

2. Review of Book:
The financial statement of the Youth & Education have been reviewed, utilizing
the 1996 standard review program by John Verdonk and Mark Postma. The
records were found to be in good order.
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Youth & Education Committee
of the Free Reformed Churches
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
For the Year Ended December 2012
2012

2011

2010

$18,805.87

$22,290.29

$23,796.36

Collections

$0.00

$535.00

$793.78

Book Sales

Receipts
Quotas

$9,531.04

$10,349.95

$3,055.00

Messenger Sub.

$0.00

$91.00

$112.00

Other

$0.00

$21.45

$17.55

$28,336.91

$33,287.69

$27,774.69

Purchase of Books

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Seminar Expenses

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$413.36

$473.95

$713.06

$0.00

$79.81

$100.24

Totals
Disbursements

Office Expense
Committee Exp.
Magazine Exp.

$0.00

$0.00

$926.61

Camp(s) Exp.

$5,500.00

$5,000.00

$5,475.00

Bank Charges

$81.78

$23.40

$24.40

Publication Exp
(Youth Messenger)

$8,186.85

$7,568.74

$10,752.52

Devotional Books

$10,040.61

$0.00

$9,729.21

Total

$24,222.60

$13,145.90

$27,721.04

$4,114.31

$20,141.79

$53.65

Operating Surplus
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Youth & Education Committee
of the Free Reformed Churches
Budget for 2013 Year

$

%

2013

2014

Actual

2011

Budget

2012

Variance

Variance

Budget

Projection

Receipts
Quotas

$22,290.29

$18,048.00

$4,242.29

19.03%

$14,298

$14,298

Collections

$535.00

$500.00

$35.00

6.54%

$500

$500

Book Sales

$10,349.95

$10,000.00

$349.95

3.38%

$1,000

$10,000

Messenger Sub.

$91.00

$100.00

$(9.00)

(9.89)%

$200

$200

Other

$21.45

0.00%

$0

$2

13.87%

$15,998

$25,000

Totals

$33,287.69

Disbursements

$28,648.00
Budget

$4,618.24
Variance

Purchase of Books

$0.00

$400.00

$(400.00)

100.00%

$200

$200

Seminar Expenses

$0.00

$400.00

$(400.00)

100.00%

$200

$200

Office Expense

$473.95

$700.00

$(226.05)

$500

$500

Committee Exp.

$79.81

$200.00

$(120.19)

(47.69)%
150.60%

$200

$200

Magazine Exp.

$0.00

$1,000.00

$(1,000.00)

100.00%

$400

$0

Camp(s) Exp.

$5,000.00

$6,000.00

$(1,000.00)

$6,000

$8,000

Bank Charges

$23.40

$100.00

$(76.60)

(20.00)%
327.35%

$24

$25

$7,568.74

$12,000.00

$(4,431.26)

(58.55)%

$8,500

$8,500

$0.00

$9,700.00

$(9,700.00)

100.00%

$2,500

$11,000

Total

$13,145.90

$30,500.00

$18,524

$28,625

Operating Surplus

$20,141.79

$(1,852.00)

$(2,526)

$(3,625)

Publication Exp
(Youth
Messenger)
Devotional Books
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Ad Hoc Visioning Committee Report
April 2013

2013 Synod of the Free Reformed Churches
c/o Mitchell FRC, Convening Church
RE:
Ad-Hoc Visioning Committee
Esteemed Brothers,
A. Establishment and Mandate
The background, establishment and mandate of this committee is outlined in
Article 42 of the 2012 Acts of Synod.
In the discussion regarding extending the mission mandate, comments were made
that an overarching vision within all of our outreach should take place. At that time,
desires were expressed that Synod establish a committee to assist in this process and
the chair invited the drafting of a motion to that effect for Synod’s consideration.
That proposed motion is tabled.
Whereas the Foreign Mission Board has submitted a helpful summary document
proposing a broader vision for its work to Synod 2012; and
Whereas Synod has approved a vision for Foreign Missions which includes a
broader geographical and methodological scope;
Whereas the Theological Education Committee sought and received an
expansion of its mandate “seek involvement in the management of the seminary,
governing with the vision of the greater good of the world-wide church in
view”; and
Whereas the Outreach Committee has submitted proposals to Synod 2010
seeking direction regarding the priorities of ministry that it should be pursuing,
and that following Synod’s instruction, it has recently undertaken a major new
commitment for Punjabi ministry;
Synod deems it advisable to commission and receive an integrated report for
Synod 2013 that seeks to outline an overall strategic vision and framework
within which these various ministries can take their place, so as to help the
churches faithfully carry out our call to carry out the Great Commission, being
good stewards of the resources, gifts, and opportunities that present themselves;
and therefore
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Instructs an ad-hoc committee made up of two members of each of the Foreign
Missions, Outreach, and Theological Education Committees (to be assigned by
each of those committees) to
a. Meet in the Fall to discuss and develop a framework for consideration;
b. To draft a document summarizing this framework in time for consideration
at the spring meetings of these committees;
c. To receive the input of these committees and to submit a document to
Synod 2013 for discussion at that time;
with a view that this ad-hoc committee will be dissolved after the
completion of this task.

B. Activities and Approach
The respective committees appointed Rev. H. Overduin and Rev. H.A. Bergsma
(Foreign Missions); Rev. J. Schoeman and Brother Connor Keuning (Theological
Education); and Brother Ray Pennings and Brother Jim Koopman (Outreach).
Brother Pennings served as Chair and Rev. Overduin as clerk of the committee.
The committee first met on October 22, 2012 and developed a strategy for
consideration, assigning various members of the committee with specific followth
up tasks. The committee had scheduled a follow-up meeting for February 11
with a view to compiling the data into a document for distribution to the
committees for their spring meetings as anticipated however that meeting had to
be postponed due to unavoidable personal and scheduling circumstances and
th
consequently, it was not until March 11 that the committee was able to meet.
The data gathered required further refinement so we decided in light of tight
timelines and to avoid confusion not to attempt to obtain committee responses as
outlined in our mandate but rather to submit our report directly to Synod.
We considered our mandate in light of Church Order Article 21 which reads, “In
obedience to Christ’s great commission, the churches must bring the gospel to all
men at home and abroad, in order to lead them into fellowship with Christ and
His Church. In fulfilling this mandate, each Consistory shall stimulate the
members of the Congregation to be witnesses for Christ in word and deed, and
to support the work of home and foreign missions by their interest, prayers, and
gifts.” After discussing our mandate, we concluded the churches would be better
served not by seeking to propose a prescriptive document but rather to develop a
statistic and data-based pedagogical study paper to assist us in assessing
ourselves as federation in the light of God’s word. Our hope is this report will help
us to take stock of our priorities, resources, giving, strengths and weaknesses,
etc., and thus to examine ourselves as churches in light of Scripture and the
Reformed Confessions. If it is the desire of the churches after that discussion to
formalize this into a more formalized framework for a strategic vision, that can be
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done upon the instruction of synod however inadequate discussion has taken
place regarding these matters to date for us to be able to discern a clear direction
and be able to draft such a document that would organically reflect the
denomination. We are convinced that a more constructive contribution to the
process would be to assemble the facts and make some observations that will
hopefully serve to provoke discussion within our churches, consistories,
Synodical committees and on the floor of Synod.
C. Starting with a Common Understanding of Biblical Priorities for the
Church
The church of Jesus Christ can be viewed from two perspectives: the church as
institute and the church as organism. When we refer to the church as institute,
we are referring to the church as it appears institutionally, i.e. as it exists in its
offices, in its administration of the means of grace (preaching and sacraments),
and its system of church government. When we refer to the church as organism
we are referring to the church as it appears in action, i.e. as its members are
engaged in advancing the Lordship of Christ in every area of life. This includes
the establishment of Christian schools, political organizations, nursing homes,
relief agencies, etc.
We are concerned in this report with the activities of the church as institute.
A survey of the relevant biblical materials reveals that the church as institute has
two major biblical priorities:
1. The Ministry of the Word
The ministry of the Word lies at the heart of the ministry of the church. The
church’s main task is to propagate the spread of the gospel at home and
throughout the world (Matt 28: 19, 20; Acts 1: 8). This is done externally by
calling and supporting missionaries, planting churches, supporting evangelistic
endeavours (radio ministry, tract distribution, nursing home ministry, VBS, etc).
This is done internally by the preaching of the Word, Catechism instruction, the
exercise of Christian discipline, home visits, Bible studies etc…). In the Old
Testament, this function was carried out primarily by the priests and prophets.
The priests received support from the people who were required by the law of
Moses to tithe ten percent of their income for this purpose (Num 18: 21; Heb 7:
5). The prophets were supported mainly by the free will offerings of the people (2
Kings 5: 22). In the New Testament, ministers are supported by the
congregations which they serve (1 Cor 9: 13, 14).
2. Care of the Poor
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In both the Old and New Testaments, the church undertook to care for the
material needs of the poor and underprivileged — the elderly, the sick, the
widows and the orphans (Deut 15: 7, 8; 26: 12; Acts 11: 29-30; 6: 1-6; Rom 15:
25-26; 2 Cor 9: 1-3; Gal 2: 10; I Tim 5: 3, 16; James 1: 27). This benevolence
was to be extended even to those who were outside the covenant community
(Lev 25: 35; Luke 10: 29-37; Gal 6: 10).
D. Applying this to the FRC Context
The connection between a church and place is an important, albeit oftoverlooked one. Although it is true that the church throughout the world and
history has an essential unity – one that we express every Lord’s Day in worship
when the Apostle’s Creed is recited – there is a distinctiveness between different
congregations that deserve attention as well. The various New Testament
letters addressed to different churches highlight the unique characteristics of
each church. The Great Commission includes a geographic directional
component – go into all the world “from Jerusalem to Judea to Samaria to the
ends of the earth.”
For most of her history, the FRC’s character as an immigrant church defined her
relationship to the North American context in a unique way. The garden
metaphor may be helpful to illustrate the changing nature of the FRC to her
immediate North American surroundings.
There are several characteristics which make this analogy useful. A garden
doesn’t exist for its own sake – it provides benefits for others. It exists in the
midst of lawns, fields, and roads. There are outside influences that affect the
garden. You may plant vegetable seeds, but weed seeds blow in and plant
themselves, pesticides from neighbouring fields affect plant growth, and on more
than one occasion, tender plants are trampled by those who do not take care as
they go through the garden. A garden is a thing of beauty that attracts the
attention of the outside. Both its fruits and its weeds are noticed by the
neighbours. Without hard work planting, cultivating, and harvesting, not much will
come from the garden. But all the work of the gardener does not guarantee
success – it takes the sunshine and rain which only God can provide that is vital
if a garden is to grow.
The parallels with the church are quite clear.
The garden we know as the FRC was planted in North America approximately 60
years ago. From the outset, it had a formal ecclesiastical relationship with the
Dutch CGK and its identity as a Dutch immigrant church was both formally as
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well as culturally defining. The circumstances were not conducive to the planting
of a new church. Those who started our churches were mostly recent
immigrants. Their language and cultural knowledge did not provide the
opportunity for much interaction with the outside world. Building a garden in the
midst of hard soil was difficult. The climate was not conducive.
It is fair to compare the FRC under its first generation of leadership with those
early spring plants that are started in our basements under artificial lights. The
knowledge and leadership that was provided to our churches was entirely
imported from the Netherlands. In addition to fulfilling its church functions, the
church necessarily became the social, cultural, and even economic focal point of
the immigrant communities.
When a gardener plants his seeds, considerable care is taken to control the
climate. The very survival of the plants requires it – the range of temperatures
within which the plants can survive is very narrow. The plants are kept indoors,
insulated from the storms that blow outside. Those outside cannot see in, nor can
those on the inside see what is happening outside.
During the second generation of leadership, the FRC might be compared to
plants in an outside greenhouse, under the plastic. The temperature is less
controlled, but the plants are still protected from the extremes of the outside
world. While the outside sunshine can shine in, and those inside see more of the
outside, there is still a clear dividing line between inside and out.
Within the FRC, the second generation of leadership faced unique challenges.
They came to North America as children of immigrants, or were born here to
immigrant parents. They grew up in North America, were the first among our
leaders to have a North American post-secondary, education. Their home and
church education, however, was European in its methods and assumptions. The
second generation of FRC leadership grew up straddling two worlds. It was not
difficult at any time to know exactly what belonged inside and what belonged
outside of the greenhouse. The church was a place of protection.
Today we are experiencing a third generation of FRC leadership. This is a
generation whose home and church education reflects an increased awareness
and understanding of North American life. For many of our office bearers and
parents, it is the only life they know. The education provided our youth today

8

For the history of the FRC – CGK relationship which has been in place since 1948, see
“A History and Evaluation of the Complete Correspondence Relationship between the
Free Reformed Churches of North America and the
Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland” in Acts of Synod (2009), p. 175-181.
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takes place, not within the context of a particular stream of Dutch Reformed
thinking, but within the mileau of broader North American Reformed and
evangelical thought. The quoted names and resources which were authorities
for the second generation are inaccessible to the third. The greenhouse walls
have been taken down, and the boundary between the FRC garden and the
other gardens are not as defined as they once were.
The denomination remains relatively small and experienced modest growth over
the years.

FRC Membership Trends (1974-2012)
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What this data does not show, however, is the fact that many of those who were
born into the FRC have left the denomination over the years. Since 1974 natural
growth (calculated as baptisms minus deaths) nets 1734 members. Since 1991
(the period from which detailed data regarding membership coming and going
has been reported in our yearbooks), we have had 2170 baptisms however 2,469
FRC members left the denomination. During the same period, 1902 have joined
us from other denominations.
For a relatively small denomination with limited human and financial resources,
the FRC has been blessed and been able to be involved in an extensive range of
ministries, both as it relates to the ministry of the Word and the care of the poor.
Section E below provides a more detailed summary of the specific ministries
which are supported, both officially through ecclesiastical oversight as well as by
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the church as institute. In financial terms, the contribution of the Canadian
churches alone (as gleaned from official charitable reports from the Canada
Revenue Agency) amounted to just over $7.5 million in 2010.
E. A Summary of Current Activities
In seeking to describe and assess the manner in which our churches were
currently carrying out our calling, we invited the various synodical committees as
well as non-ecclesiastical organizations which have an “organic” FRC
involvement to provide us with a short resume of their activity to assist us in
compiling an objective assessment of our current activities. We recognize that
the comprehensiveness of this list is debatable however in order to keep the task
manageable, we did not include Christian elementary or secondary schools
(even though we considered this given the substantial resources of both time and
money which these require of our members) and neither did we include local
outreach ministries which are primarily supported by a single congregation. We
asked each of these ministries to provide us with : 1. Date of first meeting ; 2.
Called into existence by whom; 3. Mandate; 4. Present budget; 5. Major
achievements; 6. Number of meetings per year; 7. Number of boardmembers/officers; 8. Future goals.
The organizations are organized in three groups: a. Ecclesiastical organizations
that are formally part of the FRC infrastructure; b. Ministries that have a local
focus of ministry; and c. Ministries that have an international focus of ministry.
The Seminary is treated in a stand-alone category.
A. Organizations/ Committees under FRC Ecclesiastical Oversight
i.

HISTORICAL CENTRE

1. Date of first meeting - October 24, 2005.
2. Called into existence - FRC Synod 2005 agreed to the proposal of the
Theological Education Committee to establish a Free Reformed Historical
Centre.
3. Mandate - This centre is under the oversight of the Theological Education
Committee which in turn has established a sub-committee to manage it. This
centre is housed in the Free Reformed Church building in Grand Rapids. The aim
of the Historical Centre is to develop a formal collection of materials relevant to
the establishment, development, and ongoing life of the Free Reformed
Churches.
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While the denominational archives preserve the official minutes of
denominational ecclesiastical gatherings, the Historical Centre differs two
respects.
First, its materials are more readily available for research purposes. Based on
the wishes of those who donate the materials and the judgment of the committee,
specific materials are either classified as unrestricted access (available to all),
restricted access (available only to those with special approval), and/or timespecified access (available after a specified date in the future).
Second, it aims to gather a much broader range of materials. Materials
include:
Publications from the denomination or individual congregations, including
periodicals, books, yearbooks, Acts of Synod, sermons, bible studies,
congregational commemorative books, and bulletins.
- Audio recordings of worship services and speeches, including Church
Day, Elders & Deacons conference, Sunday School Association, and
Youth Rally speeches.
- Personal materials such as letters and interviews.
- Popular publications from our ‘Mother’ churches in Holland, which were
taken along by early immigrants, such as Uit De Levensbron sermons
and other books, pamphlets, and sermons.
- Collections from individual ministers who served our congregations,
which may include personal sermon notes and correspondence.
- Pictures pertaining to people and events in Free Reformed church life.
This collection contains both Dutch and English materials.
-

4. Present budget - The Historical Centre is authorized by the Theological
Education Committee to spend up to $1000 per year to purchase and process
materials.
5. Major achievements
- The receipt of numerous materials relating to Free Reformed history, including
materials from the archives of deceased minsters, Rev. W. F. Laman, Rev. J.
Tamminga, and Rev. J. Overduin.
- The publication of various articles in the Messenger based on materials in the
Centre.
6. Number of meetings per year - 1 or 2.
7. Number of board-members/officers - Four plus two advisors who regularly
attend meetings.
8. Future goals
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- to become more active in drawing from the collection to inform and instruct
members through articles, booklets, cd’s, internet, etc.
- to continue collecting and organizing materials.
ii.

FREE REFORMED MISSION INTERNATIONAL (FRMI)

1. Date of first meeting : Unknown, but what follows is some early history
…early 1970s – Support of Mary Overduin and Rev. Rebel in South Africa; mid
1980s - Mission board delegates Rev. Schouls, Pronk and Brother J.
VanOorspronk are tasked to investigate possible mission work in Mexico. They
learn of an opportunity in Cubulco (Guatemala) involving translation work by two
ladies about to retire; 1989 – Gary and Martha DeSterke were sent out to
Cubulco to translate the OT into Achi and took over the work started by the two
missionaries; - At the same time John and Connie Otten went to Cubulco for
advancing the work in the Cubulco Hospital (17 years); 1990 – Ken and Jackie
Herfst sent out to plant churches – Cubulco, aldeas; Incorporated March 26,
1999.
2.Called into existence: by Free Reformed Churches of NA
3.Mandate: Mission Statement
A) To plant and develop Reformed/Presbyterian churches among the
Cubulco Achi in Guatemala
B) To partner with the Presbyterian Church of Guatemala by assisting
them in the training of their pastors.
In carrying out this 2 part mission statement, we have undertaken:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Church planting
The translation of God’s Word into Achi
Leadership development – The Bible Institute
The Radio broadcast
The bookstore
The Education program
The loan of Pastor Ken Herfst to the Presbyterian Church of
Guatemala
4.Present Budget: $340,000
5.Major Achievements
-

The Cubulco Church was instituted in 1995
The Cubulco Hospital is up and running and interacting with the
Mission
The sending out of Pastor Herfst and Jackie to Quetzaltenango as
professor at SEP in 2003
The formation of the Regional Committee in 2005
Started the education project, including the learning centre in 2006
The installation of a local pastor (Pastor Xicara) in the Cubulco
church in 2011
The graduation of the obreros from the Bible Institute in 2012
Begin the handover of the education project to AMG in 2013
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The translation of God’s Word into the Cubulco Achi is nearly
completed
6.Number of Meeting per year: Approx 5-6 meetings
-

7.Number of Board Members/officers: 12 members plus one ex officio
8.Future Goals:
-

Complete the handover of the education project to AMG
Foster greater independence and maturation of the Cubulco and
aldea churches
Decreasing role in Cubulco
Broadening of the focus of FRMI to partnering with other
organizations/seminaries in other countries in order to facilitate the
theological training of indigenous men for gospel ministry among
their own people.

iii. OUTREACH
1. Date of first meeting - Unknown.
2. Called into existence by Synod
3. Mandate - In obedience to the command of Christ to preach the gospel to all
nations beginning at Jerusalem, the purpose of the committee is to facilitate, in
conjunction with the churches, the spread of the gospel within North America and
around the world and to establish congregations of the Free Reformed Churches
of North America where there is not yet such a church.
4. Present budget - for outreach, approximately 150,000 (plus support of Rev.
Vandoodewaard, about $75,000); for radio ministry, $110,00.
5. Major achievements - addition of Calgary and Lacombe; start of work in
Powassan; massive project of Rev. Gangar; ongoing radio ministry throughout
the world.
6. Number of meetings per year - two meetings per year.
7. Number of board-members/officers – twelve.
8. Future goals - n/a.

iv.

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

1. Date of first meeting - Unknown. The Messenger has been published since
1953 and English reading sermons certainly since the 1960s. An official
publications committee began in the mid-1980s.
2. Called into existence by Synod.
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3. Mandate - Official mandate (from Supplements to the Free Reformed Church
Order)
PREAMBLE: Whereas the ministry of the Word is the primary task of the
church, the church should see to it that all efforts be made to publish
material in support of this task. In order to facilitate and co-ordinate this
task, a Synodical committee shall be appointed, referred to as the
Publications Committee, which shall carry out its mandate to provide the
churches with whatever publications may serve them and do so
according to the following order.
Purpose and aims of the Messenger:
The Messenger is the official monthly publication of the Free Reformed
Churches of North America and is published 11 times per year
(July/August issue is combined). Its purpose is to provide mutually
edifying instruction and communication for its membership and all other
interested subscribers, from the perspective of the Free Reformed
Churches as founded on Scripture and the Reformed Confessions.
The mandate of the Publications Committee with regard to new publications is to:
1. Identify Needs, which ought to be addressed through new publications;
2. Solicit/Receive manuscripts that address identified needs;
3. Oversee the process of publication;
4. Promote and ensure the distribution of new publications to their intended
audience.
The Committee considers publication projects which either:
1.
Address an identified need within the Free Reformed Churches;
2
Facilitate Bible Studies and Society Life within the Free Reformed
Churches;
3.
Explain the Free Reformed Churches to those outside of the
denomination.
In evaluating publication projects, the committee shall consider the following.
1. The contents of the publication project focuses on either:
a. Explaining and promoting those distinctives which characterize the FRC;
b. Preserving and promoting our FRC history and heritage;
c. Current issues.
In assessing projects, the committee assures that an overall balance is
maintained between these criteria. The objective is that half of the materials
promote and explain FRC heritage and distinctives (Criteria a and b) and half
focus on current issues.
2. Ordinarily, the committee shall publish manuscripts from Free Reformed
authors.
3. Manuscripts ought to use up-to-date language and be targeted to a North
American audience and culture.
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4.

Publication Rights of all publications become the property of the FRC
Publication Committee, unless the project is a joint project with another
publisher in which case a joint agreement will be established.

The Publications Committee is also responsible for the denominational website
which is to serve the members of the denomination with denominational
information, periodicals, publications, news, and other relevant resources. It is
also to serve those outside the denomination with information about the
denomination as well as useful resources.
4. Present budget - $126,600
5. Major achievements - It publishes the Messenger 11 times per year. This
publication provides instruction to Free Reformed members, fosters a
denominational consciousness, and serves as the ‘face of the FRC’. Since 2009,
it has published Open Windows, a children’s magazine with over 800
subscriptions. It has served to foster an appreciation for the rich heritage of the
FRC by the publication of historical materials as well as serving the churches
with useful materials for group study.
6. Number of meetings per year - One in March and one in October for a total
of 2 per year.
7. Number of board-members/officers - 10 (including 2 non-voting ex officio
members)
8. Future goals - To continue serving the churches with periodicals, booklets,
and books that edify and equip the churches.

v.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

1. Date of first meeting - Unknown. Theological education was discussed
already in the 1950s and certainly by the 1960s there were deputies for the
training of future ministers.
2. Called into existence by Synod.
3. Mandate The Theological Education Committee is mandated to carry out the
relevant responsibilities described in the FRCNA Church Order
Articles 19 & 20:
1. Under the heading TRAINING FOR THE MINISTRY OF THE
WORD, Article 19 states: The churches, whenever necessary,
shall put forth every effort to ensure that there may be students
who are being trained in theology and that these, if necessary,
are financially supported. (See C.O. Supplement No. 6)
2. Under the heading THEOLOGICAL TRAINING, Article 20,
states: The churches shall take care of the theological training
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for the ministry of the Word, the regulation of which shall be
made by the Synod. (See C.O. Supplement No. 24)
In harmony with this primary mandate to provide the best training of
our Free Reformed theological students and in distinction from is the
mandate to be involved in the management of the Puritan Reformed
Theological Seminary, which has as its vision the provision of godly,
sound, Reformed, experiential men for ministry in the world-wide
church (Acts of Synod 2012, article 9).
4.Present budget - $185,300 for 2013
5. Major achievements - Continues to exercise oversight and give
guidance in the preparing of men for the ministry of the Word in the FRCNA.
It has been becoming increasingly involved in the governance of PRTS
through three of its members sitting on the Board of Trustees of PRTS.
6. Number of meetings per year - Two in March and one in October for a total
of 3 per year. Additional meetings are called as needed.
7. Number of board-members/officers -12 (including 2 alternates)
8. Future goals - To continue to oversee the training of men for ministry in the
FRC as well as involvement in the management of PRTS which serves the worldwide church.
Notes: A challenge we face is how to maintain the priority of ensuring what is
best for Free Reformed students for the ministry and at the same time best
serving the good of those training to serve the world-wide church. The seminary
continues to expand in its service of the world-wide church.
vi.

THEOLOGICAL JOURNAL

1. Date of first meeting - The first Theological Journal was published in the Fall
of 1996.
2. Called into existence by Theological Education Committee.
3. Mandate - Our journal focuses on presenting, preserving, and defending our
biblical, confessional, experiential, and practical heritage. In doing so it makes
use mainly of Free Reformed and Christelijke Gereformeerde ministers and
professors from our sister churches. The first circle we target is our own
students, ministers, and interested office-bearers. Secondly, other interested
men from conservative Reformed circles. The last few years the journal has not
been published. Recently a meeting was held in which the journal committee
decided to refocus the journal on equipping office-bearers in a thematic way.
Official Purpose and Policy
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The Free Reformed Theological Journal is published by the Theological
Education Committee of the Free Reformed Churches of North America, for the
purpose of defending and promoting the Reformed faith and for the instruction of
those in ministry.
The Journal will initially be published once per year. It will consist of 50-60 pages
including contributed articles and book reviews by various Free Reformed
ministers or theological students, occasionally publishing works of other reformed
authors. All material published is to be in accordance with Scripture and the
Three Forms of Unity (i.e. Heidelberg Catechism, Belgic Confession & Canons of
Dort).
4. Present budget - The cost of 450 copies of the journal is just over $1000.
5. Major achievements - Making various valuable articles from our sister
churches in the Netherlands accessible to an English readership.
6. Number of meetings per year - Contact is usually by email. In October 2012
there was a meeting again.
7. Number of board-members/officers – Four
8. Future goals - To become more focused on equipping Free Reformed officebearers and make use of digital means to distribute materials.

vii.

THEOLOGICAL STUDENT SUPPORT.

1. Date of first meeting - earliest meeting minutes found are March 17, 1984;
earliest Synod Report is for the year 1981, earliest correspondence found is
September 1968
2. Called into existence: - no official record but it seems to have been a Synod
decision
3. Mandate - Article 19 of the CO directs the churches that there shall be a form
of financial assistance for those students for the ministry who are in need of it.
4. Present budget - Budget for 2012 shows income of $60,950, disbursements
of $79,150 with a negative impact on the current funds surplus of $17,150
5. Major achievements - able to provide support to the ministerial students who
have studied or are studying, in order to allow them to concentrate on their
studies without undue concern with regards to their financial situation.
6. Number of meetings per year - generally 1 meeting per year in person with
email discussions as required.
7. Number of board-members/officers - 4 appointed board members with one
ex-officio to help maintain continuity. Officers are chairman, treasurer and
secretary
8. Future goals - continue to support as required in the most cost effective
manner for the churches.
viii.

Youth and Education

1. Date of first meeting - Unknown
2. Called into existence by Synod
3. Mandate: To give advice/direction to youth in regards to Camp and youth
issues; to publish the Youth Messenger; provide educational materials as it
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relates to Bible studies, reformed doctrine and practical issues
4. Present budget - about $16,000.
5. Major achievements - Camp East/West; Youth Messenger; Series of Youth
Devotionals
6. Number of meetings per year - Two meetings per year
7. Number of board-members/officers - 8 members
8. Future goals- working on active youth section on denominational website
B. Supported Ministries that have a Local Focus of Ministry
i. CHRISTIAN COUNSELLING CENTRE
1. Date of first meeting - Established in 1990
2. Called into existence - Established with support from the federation of Free
Reformed Churches. The Christian Counselling Centre is a para-church
organization that currently receives support from Free Reformed, United
Reformed, Christian Reformed and Canadian Reformed churches.
3. Mandate – “CCC is dedicated to glorifying God by caring for those who are
distressed or struggling, emotionally, mentally and spiritually. In serving these
persons and holding itself accountable to God’s Word, CCC seeks to connect
with and build partnerships with the church community. CCC fulfills it mission by
providing Biblically Based Counselling and education by trained and approved
counsellors, and by providing support for such counsellors through an ongoing
program of consultation and evaluation of service.”
4. Present budget – $147,868.
5. Major achievements -The Christian Counselling Centre has been providing
counselling services for over 20 years. Counselling continues to be the main
focus of the organization. We have also provided resources and consultation to
pastors, councils/consistories and Christian schools. A major achievement in the
last couple of years has been our SES (Student Emotional Support) program,
which is in place in several local Christian schools. CCC has also hosted various
conferences for the Reformed community. We have been blessed to be able to
partner with CCEF (Christian Counselling and Education Foundation) for many of
these conferences.
6. Number of meetings per year - The board of CCC meets six times per year
and holds an annual general meeting.
7. Number of board-members/officers - There are currently 9 board members
of the Christian Counselling Centre
8. Future goals - The board of CCC is thankful that we have recently been able
to hire an Executive Director for Christian Counselling Centre. Mr. Keith Verburg,
will be joining the staff in July, 2013. Keith’s role will include; counselling,
communicating with churches and pastors, expanding CCC’s counselling role
and fundraising
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ii. LONDON OUTREACH
1. Date of first meeting : July 27, 2001
2. Called into Existence: The London FRC mandated Mr. G. Meyer to set up a
committee to oversee the work.
3a. Mandate of Committee: 1. The committee shall always consist of at least four
persons, one London FRC consistory member, a chairman, a secretary and a
treasurer. 2. The committee is under the supervision of the FRC consistory. 3.
The committee reports to the consistory by way of the Minutes and by verbal
report from the consistory member. 4. The committee meets bi-yearly; other
meetings can be arranged at the Chair’s discretion. 5. The committee guides and
encourages the worker in his or her work. 6. The committee should send out
quarterly newsletters, so that supporters may follow the work with their prayers.
7. The committee is responsible for raising the funds for this ministry. 8. The
committee is in charge of the payroll, which will be done by the
secretary/treasurer in close cooperation with the treasurer of the London FRC
consistory.
3b.Mandate of Mary Overduin on behalf of the committee: 1. She will be
occupied with bringing the Good News of the Gospel to elderly, sick and lonely
people. 2. This will be done in Nursing Homes, Long-Term Stay Hospitals,
Retirement Homes and private homes, to people outside of our denomination in
the London area. 3. She will conduct Bible studies in Nursing Homes and
wherever the opportunity arises. 4. Her approach toward the Word of God shall
be in line with the Reformed persuasion of the Christian faith. 5. She will minister
to clients recommended by the CCC (Christian Counseling Center) 6. Her
knowledge of the Spanish language should be used to the utmost among the
Spanish speaking community. 7. She will give work reports to the Committee at
each board meeting. 8. She will write a report in each newsletter and is
responsible for issuing and mailing the newsletters, in English and in Dutch.
4. Present Budget: $40,730.
5. Major Achievements: When Mary started with the work in 2001 she was
going to three Homes. Now she visits between 9-12 Homes, it varies as people
die or move to different Homes. She is a member of the Pastoral Care
Committee in Chelsey Park Home. She does a meditation in a Home in St.
Thomas as well as on three floors in a Home in London. She leads a prayer
circle in Chelsey Park Home and has started a Sunday evening Hymn Sing, with
meditation and story, (once a month) in Chelsey Park Retirement Home, with the
help of members of the London FRC. She helped compile a hymn book for the
Chelsey Park Home. She visits people in Nursing Homes, Hospitals and
sometimes in their own home. She sends out a quarterly Newsletter for the
London Outreach Committee.
6.Number of Meetings per year: Two.
7.Number of Board Members: Seven.
8.Future Goals: At present we feel that we will continue as is, as long as Miss
Mary Overduin is able to do this work. As many of the supporters are friends of
Mary (many in Holland as well) and family members they will not be supporting
the work once Mary is no longer able to do it, which means the work will likely
have to stop.
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iii. PEACE HAVEN
1. Date of first meeting – April 29, 2005
2. Called into existence by the Deacons of the Brantford FRC and responded to
by five other local FRC churches: Hamilton, Dundas, St. George, Fenwick., and
Vineland. Vineland retracted from participating in 2011
3. Mandate - Supporting families and individuals with special needs.
4. Present budget - $324.000.
5. Major achievements – the first Peace Haven home was opened on May 1,
2008 in Brantford, Ontario. When more applications were received, a second
home, next to the first home, was purchased and opened at the beginning of
2010, which supports semi-independent residents. As of April 2011 ??? Peace
Haven supports six full-time residents in these two homes.
6. Number of meetings per year - monthly and as needed and in November for
an Annual Membership meeting, as required by the By-laws.
7. Number of board-members/officers - There are 9 Board members at
present
8. Future goals - working on a policy to define and set parameters on how to
best and fairly support parents whose children have such severe special needs
that the local Christian schools cannot adequately supply services to keep these
children in their school environment. Long-term, the Board sees the need within
the FRC community for additional residential careservices for adult persons with
special needs.

C. Supported Ministries that have a International Focus of Ministry
i. BONISA
Bonisa Mission Canada and Bonisa Mission USA operate with one Board under
Bonisa Mission North America. There is a very close relationship (Joint Venture)
with Bonisa Stichting (Netherlands).
1. Date of first meeting : June 14, 2003
2. Called into existence by Bonisa Stichting (NL)
3. Mandate: To enable individuals and churches in North America to support the
needy and churches in China. Its basis is the infallible Word of God , the truth of
which are summarized in the Three Forms of Unity as well as the Westminister
Confession of Faith.
4. Present budget: $404,000 (2013)
5. Major achievements: Printing and Distribution of Chinese Bibles and
Reformed Literature, Building of Churches, Support and Training of Evangelists,
Disaster Relief.
6. Number of meetings per year: (1) Annual meeting, (5) Board Meetings, (2)
Joint Venture Meetings.
7. Number of board-members/officers: (5) Bonisa Canada and (3) Bonisa USA
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8. Future goals: Continue with Printing and Distribution of Chinese Bibles and
Reformed Literature, Building of Churches, Support and Training of Evangelists,
Disaster Relief. Move towards digital distribution of Reformed Literature. Expand
in the urban areas.

ii. CHRISTIAN MINISTRY TO ISRAEL
1. Date of first meeting : August 01, 2007.
2. Called into existence by FRMI, as requested by Synod 2007
3. Mandate: Spreading the Gospel of Christ Jesus among the people of Israel
and Jews worldwide through the work of HaGefen Publishing of RiShon le Tsion,
Israel, supporting Jewish Christian congregations that are in need, and fostering
in North America a love for the Jews through presentations, publications, and
tours.
4. Present budget: $40.000
5. Major achievements: Supported Hagefen Publishing with translation of a
number of Reformed books into Hebrew and Russian, and led a tour to Israel in
October 2010.
6. Number of meetings per year: Two, or possibly three.
7. Number of board-members/officers: six
8. Future goals: To assist in mission work in Israel with such established
organizations as Christian Witness to Israel (CWI) and Isaac da Costa Fonds,
and with such well-known figures as Rev. Baruch Maoz and Rev. David Zadok,
and see this develop interdenominationally, particularly (but not exclusively) with
the HRC.

iii. COME OVER AND HELP (COAH)
1. Date of first Meeting: COAH (Come Over and Help Organization Inc.) was
incorporated in 1997. The first meeting date is unknown.
2. Call into existence: The initiative was with Rev. G.R. Procee, Mr. Jack
Tamminga and Mr. Peter Kranendonk.
3. Mandate: The spread of the gospel of Jesus Christ in Russia and Eastern
Europe.
4. Budget: The planning budget for 2012 was $ 1.3 million USD.
5. Major Achievements: The achievements are to be seen through the projects
COAH supports. The literature program is getting more popular as we see a
switch towards reformed and puritan theology. The children projects are ongoing.
Some families have improved their situation, but other children will fill the free
spots. Rehabilitation is a growing need. More ex-prisoners and addicted people
ask for help in the supported centers as they realize that there is no solution out
of themselves. The success rate of the centers is expected to grow due to further
professionalization. Success is not measured by converted people, but by
finishing the program and staying out of trouble. The Humanitarian Aid Programs
do make a difference in the way certain families will make it through winter.
6. Meeting frequency: COAH's board of directors meets approx. 10 times a
year. Extra meetings will be called if necessary. The meetings are mostly done
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by telephone conference and at least 1 time per year face to face.
7. COAH Board: 7 members. COAH staff: 2 (1x 40 hrs/week and 1x 16
hrs/week)
8. Future goals: Maintaining the Vision of the gospel spread. At the moment
COAH is slowly changing from board to staff driven. Fundraising techniques are
developed for further budget growth since the need in our mission area is
growing.

iv. ECUADOR MISSIONS COMMITTEE
1. Date of first meeting : 1997
2. Called into existence by Grace Free Reformed Church Consistory –
Brantford
3. Mandate: To promote the work of God by financially and spiritually supporting
missionaries working in Ecuador sent out either by Grace Free Reformed Church
or by like-minded reformed churches in Ecuador. Also, to assist in missionary
work throughout Central and South America through outreach from the ongoing
work in Ecuador, as funds and resources allow.
4. Present budget: Approximately $100,000 annual budget
5. Major achievements. Fred and Arlene Jonkman have faithfully laboured in
Ecuador for the past fourteen years. The Lord has continued to bless this work.
• Developed Sunday School Teacher's Commentaries (old and new
testament) in the Spanish language. This was based on the FRC
Teacher's Commentary which forms the backbone of the FRC Sunday
School program.
• Developed workshops designed to train Sunday school teachers in the
use of the manuals.
• Developed and continue to develop work sheets which can be used in
conjunction with the manuals.
• Trained Sunday school teachers in numerous countries throughout
Latin America. Many of these teachers come from churches which do
not have a Reformed heritage.
• Published and distributed the commentaries throughout Latin America
(funding provided by W&D)
• Assisted with Reformed church plant in Quito. Fred as elder with
occasional preaching duties, Arlene with Sunday school and ladies
ministry and the children in youth group and music ministry.
• This Reformed church has paid off its mortgage, renovated the building
at their own expense and now supports their own pastor. The youth are
active and are sponsoring a child in the Quininde W&D child
sponsorship program.
• Work closely with the local Reformed church through teaching,
fellowship and new member workshops thereby strengthening the
church
• Marriage and relationship counselling
• Women's workshops and retreats
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Establish four Mints Study Centres offering both diploma and degree
level training throughout Ecuador. The head office is located in Quito
and has both a library and classroom space. Ecuador Missions currently
directs $5000 annually toward this but the bulk of it is paid for by W&D
including the financial support of the secretary, Elda Lara and Academic
Co-ordinator Luis Carlos Moreno.
The first students have graduated from the MINTS program this year
and are involved in teaching ministries in their churches, jail ministry,
evangelism, discipleship programs, Christian schools and church
planting.
Work with the St. Luke's society in Quininde which has led to the
establishment of two W&D sponsorship programs. Provide assistance
administering these programs.
Plan for and administer numerous work teams now particularly in the
Quininde area to support the development of an education resource
centre, a home for abused girls and a medical clinic. This all in
conjunction with the St. Luke's society and W&D.
Local EM committee: Provide spiritual, financial, promotional and
planning support. Raise funds through such activities as family bike-athons. Publish the Ecuador Missions newsletter three times a year.
Develop policy statements. Act as representatives for the Grace FRC
consistory and report back to them on a regular basis.

6. Number of meetings per year: Six or Seven
7. Number of board-members/officers: Ten board members/Five officers
8. Future goals:
• Continue to support our current missionaries
• Continue to work in conjunction with para-church organizations
(particularly W&D) with the intent of further developing projects such as
those mentioned in the major achievements section.
• Provide training support outside of Ecuador as needed - time and
finances permitting.
• Support additional missionaries - these missionaries could potentially be
indigenous as allowances have been made for this in the mandate.

v. REFUGEE COMMITTEE
1. Date of first meeting - 1993
2. Called into existence by Emmanuel Free Reformed Church of Abbotsford
and approved by Synod 2006
3. Mandate - to be Sponsorship Agreement Holder, with authority of the
Canadian Government to sponsor Christian Refugees who are in endangered
areas and persecuted for their faith.
4. Present budget - approximately $28,000 annually
5. Major achievements – (2010) 10 refugees arriving in Canada; 36 cases,
involving123 that are pending government approval.
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6. Number of meetings per year – four.
7. Number of board-members/officers – Five and one ex officio.
8. Future goals – continue to work with the government for approval to bring
more Christian refugees into the country.

vi. TRINITARIAN BIBLE SOCIETY (CANADA)
1. Date of first meeting - 1831
2. Called into existence by Protestant churches in the United Kingdom.
3. Mandate – “The aims of the Society are to prayerfully translate, print, and
distribute accurate and trustworthy translations of the Word of God conforming to
the Hebrew Masoretic Text for the Old Testament and the Greek Textus
Receptus for the New Testament, hoping that the Holy Ghost will use these
Scriptures to life in Christ.”
4. Present budget - $300.000.
5. Major achievements – Become a Canadian Branch - TBS Canada is not
directly involved in translation projects. Most of the money donated by our
supporters is used to fund translation projects of TBS International. We do,
however, also fund the distribution of Bibles: Hebrew Bibles to Jews, Bibles to
indigent churches overseas (e.g. Malawi, Philippines), New Testaments to
various outreach projects and to inmates in Canadian prisons. In recent years,
major achievements for TBS Canada include the writing and printing of learning
materials commemorating the quatercentenary of the King James Version and
financing the translation projects for the Armenian and Farsi Bibles.
6. Number of meetings per year – six times a year (bimonthly)
7. Number of board-members/officers - Our Executive Committee has 8
members.
8. Future goals - to develop more secondary school learning materials
promoting the use of the KJV, and fund the revision of the French Martyn Bible
and the translating of the Textus Receptus into modern Chinese.

vii. WORD & DEED Canada, and WORD & DEED USA.
1.Date of first meeting - Canada: 1994 (as official entity)USA: 2001 (as official
entity)
2.Called into existence - Canada: The World Relief Committee of the FRC
was involved in establishing Word & Deed Ministries in response to numerous
requests that went beyond the mandate of this committee. Initial meetings took
place in 1993 in close consultation with Woord en Daad resulting in Word & Deed
Ministries being officially recognized by Revenue Canada in March of 1994. The
Word Relief Committee became the Disaster Relief Committee in 1996 but
disbanded a few years later with synod transferring its mandate to Word &Deed
and to Come Over and Help. Since then, United Reformed, Heritage Reformed,
Canadian Reformed along with various Presbyterian churches and individuals
have joined in supporting Word & Deed. The current board is made up of
representatives from most of these denominations.
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USA: Given interest in the USA, Word & Deed Canada approached Pete Van
Kempen and Heidi Pronk, both members of the Grand Rapids FRC, to begin a
sister organization there.
While both the US and Canadian branches have separate boards, both branches
work very closely together. Sub-committees with members from both boards
oversee the projects and promotion work of Word & Deed.
3. Mandate - According to mission statement: To address the spiritual and
physical needs of people in the developing world in accordance with biblical
principles.
4. Present Budget - The Word & Deed North America budget for 2013 is $3.1
Million.
5. Major Achievements - In 1994 W&D began with supporting the Ottens at the
hospital in Cubulco. Today, Word & Deed North America has 52 projects in 12
countries. These include emergency relief, Christian education and facilities for
thousands of students, critical support for thousands of orphans, homes for
abused and abandoned children, medical services, office bearer training,
business development and much more.
6. Number of meetings per year - There are full and part time staff in Canada
and the USA.
Canada: There are normally 4 board meetings per year with sub-committees
meeting as well. USA: Normally 6 board meetings per year. Both boards meet
once annually for a weekend retreat.
7. Number of board members/officers - Canada: 8 board members / 4
officers. USA: 8 board members / 4 officers.
8. Future goals - To continue to develop and provide holistic transformation to the
developing world – development being crucial to moving people from
dependency to being self-sufficient.
- To continue offering material assistance to the needy based on a
biblical understanding of poverty and stewardship
- To further develop relationships and working partnerships with the
missions and seminaries (PRTS for example) of the churches in our
support base.
- To facilitate the spread of the gospel through encouraging new and
existing relationships with Christians both in North America and in
the developing world.
D. Seminary - PRTS
1. Date of first meeting - 1995
2. Called into existence by the Heritage Reformed Congregations
3. Mandate - train men from around the world for sacred ministry
4. Present budget - approximately $1,900,000 annually
5. Major achievements - 65 alumni are serving the Lord in some form of ministry
in many denominations and countries - literally millions of church members are
being impacted by the training our alumni have received
6. Number of meetings per year -. The Board meets twice per year - August
and January
7. Number of board-members/officers - 10 board members 4 advisors
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8. Future goals - seek the Lord's enabling and blessing to increase our influence
with biblical, Reformed, experiential preaching around the globe

E. A More Statistical Approach
The extensive inventory of activities described in Section E are difficult to
summarize. It is clear that for a relatively small denomination (recognizing that
many of these ministries involve working alongside those from other
denominations as well), there is a significant dollar and time commitment
reflected in these ministries. It is quite clear that there is a significant
commitment to foreign ministries.

15%
Schools

13%
Local

11%
Denom

62% Non-local

A review of the charitable receipted funds (Canadian only) provided to Local as
well as foreign (Non-Local) charities shows that in addition to those mentioned
earlier, there are a significant number of other organizations that also receive
some support from our churches.
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F. Observations
a. Synod 2012 broadened both the mandates of Foreign Missions (focusing on
strengthening indigenous churches through theological education and other
support means rather than sending missionaries in the traditional sense) and
of the Theological Education Committee (recognizing the PRTS is a
seminary preparing students by the church, for the church universal.) These
changes while driven by immediate circumstances do reflect a change in
approach in terms of how the FRC sees itself and relates to other
denominations in its outreach work.
b. The significant commitment made by Synod towards Punjabi language
outreach focusing on the preparation of Reformed materials (rather than the
more conventional approach of sending a missionary) and the support of a
full-time church planting pastor in a North American context in which there is
little Reformed witness also reflects a changing approach to outreach in a
North American context.
c. It bears some reflection as to the extent to which the ordering of the Great
Commission (“both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria; and unto
the uttermost parts of the earth” Acts 1:8) reflects an obligation on the church
that starts with the local and expands to the global. It might be observed
that in FRC history, there has been a greater focus on the global than the
local (at least to date.)
d. The range of ministries that deal with both the ministry of the word and the
care for the poor which are supported by our federation indicates a zeal for
sharing the gospel that lives within our churches. In the cases of many interdenominationally supported organizations, FRC members were the first
generation initiators and often involved in the founding of these
organizations.
e. The trend towards more localized involvement, the involvement of many nonecclesiastical organizations (all of whom require boards and leadership) is
leading to a development of more lay involvement and less focus on clergyleadership.
f. The overall level of financial and involvement support, while it should never
result in a self-satisfaction or smugness as if “we are doing are share”, none
the less does reflect a sign of the Lord’s significant blessing upon us as a
relatively small denomination. An informal comparison with others suggests
that the FRC is generous in its giving of time and resources.
g. Although the importance of reaching out with the gospel is crucial, a church
also has a covenantal responsibility towards her own members to see them
raised up and discipled in the gospel. Is the fact that there continues to be a
significant out-migration of FRC members something that needs to be
considered in terms of our priorities? In this regard, how should we interpret
the shortage of candidates for the ministry in this light?
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h. Voices have frequently been raised at Synod by consistories over the past
number of years regarding the increase of denominational quotas.
Theological Education and Foreign Missions have already for some time
relied on collections rather than quotas and Outreach is transitioning to this
approach as well, however as new ministries and commitments are
undertaken, we need to prayerfully consider how we might best steward the
resources provided.
i. The increased involvement with other churches (our approach to Foreign
Missions, Theological Education, and the vision for the Punjabi ministry for
example, all involve working with other denominations) does raise questions
regarding the alignment of our ecclesiastical relationships with our outreach
collaborations. How closely should these be aligned?
j. Given that an increasing proportion of our outreach works involves working
collaboratively with those of other denominations, both in our official
ecclesiastical work as well as through the many organizations we are
involved in, are the distinctive emphasis that the FRC has maintained (and
by which we justify our continued existence independent of other
denominations who otherwise might seem theologically close to us) being
adequately taught and cultivated?
k. There is an extensive array of para-church organizations which organically
connect us to other denominations as well. What of ecclesiastical
oversight?
l. Are we cultivating a vision for both outreach and sharing the gospel among
our next generation?
m. To what extent is it faithful for our churches to be content with spreading the
gospel through general means such as publications, Christian relief work,
theological education and working with others and to what extent is the
specific calling of the church to plant churches?
G. Recommendations
1. That this report be received by Synod for information and discussion.
2. That each Synodically appointed committee be encouraged to set aside
some time to consider this report and the observations contained there-in as
they are applicable to their mandate with a view to achieving greater
integration of vision and mission in future years.
3. That Synod accept this report as a satisfactory achievement of the mandate
provided by Synod 2012 and that the committee be disbanded with
appreciation for their research and report.
Respectfully submitted,
Rev. H.A. Bergsma
Br. C. Keuning
Br. J. Koopman

Rev. H. Overduin
Br. R. Pennings
Rev. J. Schoeman
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